


Thel946 
K4wasmade 

blJ hand. 

Just like 
the 1972 model. 

A quarter century ago, we 
introduced a new scope called 
the K4. It had a big one-inch 
steel tube. Achromatic optics. 
Click-stop adjustments. And a 
$45 price tag. 

It was also painstakingly 
handcrafted. Shooters took 
that for granted. Most good 
products were made that way. 

In short order, the K4 
established itself 
as America's all
time favorite 
hunting scope. 
It still is. Be
cause our im
provements have 
always been improve
ments. 

Take the optics. The 
original K4 lenses were made 
by hand. From scratch. There 
was nothing fancy about the 
operation, but the results 
were pretty satisfactory. One 
gun writer called the K4 
"clear as spring water." 

Today, our optics are even 
clearer. And brighter. Because 
the lenses are larger. Each is 
more precisely ground. More 

carefully polished. Coated with 
magnesium fluoride. Bonded 
with fine epoxy resin cement. 

Much of the work is still 
done by hand. Some of the 
hands have been making 
Weaver lenses for twenty 
years. We also use a few 
machines. Some of the most 
sophisticated close-tolerance 

optical equipment in the 
world, to be exact. 

Old fashioned 

craftsmanship and space-age 
technology. It's the best of 
both worlds. 

The advances haven't 
come c"heap. Neither has our 
insistence on continuing to 
use skilled craftsmen to build 
ourscope.So,don1expectto 
buy a 1972 K4 for what our 
'46 model cost. 

A new K4 will cost you 
$49.95, or $4.95 more than our 
1946 model. That's the price 
of progress. 

WEAVE~COPE,S: 

For a copy of our 1972 catalog, write: W. R. Weaver Co., Dept. 43, El Paso, Texas 79915.· 

Gun, Magazine is published monthly at $7.50 per year, by Publishers Development CorP., at 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Ill. 00676. 
Second Clau Postage Paid at Skokie, Ill. and at additional mailing offices. Vol. XIX, No. 2-10. 



Join the Club 

You've probably noticed the informal comradeship 
that binds Browning owners together. As a member 
you'll share in the satisfaction of owning a gun that's 
crafted by gunsmiths who look upon gunmaking as an 
art. On every hunt you'll experience. the complete con
fidence that comes from knowing your Browning will 
shoot true and function perfectly, no matter what the 

elements. And at the end of every hunting season you'll 
realize that the few extra dollars you invested is nothing 
compared to the extra enjoyment and years of service 
your Browning has given you. 

Get a glimpse of what it's like to be a member of 
"the Club" with a visit to your nearest Browning Dealer. 
And write for our free 88-page full-color catalog. 

Write for FREE 
88-page full-color catalog. 

Contains details on all Browning 
Sporting Arms, gun accessories, 

,ii 

The BAR: a soft shooting, gas-operated automatic available 
in 4 regular and 3 Magnum calibers. From $229.50 

The Browning Bolt Action: With a tough, butter-smooth 
Mauser-type action. Available in 14 hard-hitting calibers. 
From $276.50 

The BLR: A short throw lever action saddle or brush gun. In 
.243W and .308W. $174.50 

Browning Ammunition is designed to make 
your Browning or any rifle more accurate. 
The last shell in the box shoots as straight 
and accurate as the first.· 

ammunition, hunting apparel & boots, archery 
equipment, plus practical shooting information. 

:.li'al~ Browning, Dept. 456, P.O. Box 500, Morgan, Utah 84050 
~- ....... - In Canada: Browning Arms Co. of Canada, Ltd. The difference In price Is not the only difference 
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Beretta AL-2. 

Modern design. 
Old-fashioned 

standards. 
Most of us like the functionalism of today's 

guns. And most of us regret the loss of old
fashioned quality which often accompanies it. 

Well, here's the answer: the Garcia-Beretta 
AL-2. In terms of design features, it's among 
the most modern autoloading shotguns in the 
world: low-recoil gas-operated action, chrome
lined bores, stainless steel internal working 
parts. But in terms of fit and finish, it's among 
the most old-fashioned: genuine European wal
nut, hand checkering, hand engraved receiver, 
and hand-fitted ventilated rib. The AL-2 com
bines strength, light weight ( 7 pounds for the 
12 gauge, 6½ for the 20), and superb balance 
with the kind of finish that only skilled hand
work can impart. 

Before you decide on an autoloading shot
gun, take a good look at the AL-2. We'll leave 
the rest up to you. 

For complete details on why we at Garcia honestly feel the 
Beretta AL-2 is the finest autoloading shotgun made today, 
see the new Garcia Hunting Annual. It contains I 28 pages of 
stories, tips, and 'how to' articles, as well as the complete line 
of Garcia sporting arms. It's available for $ l.00 at your favor
ite newsstand, or direct from Garcia. 

THE GARCIA SPORTING ARMS CORPORATION 
329 Alfred A venue, Teaneck, New Jersey 07666 
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Newi f 1om the ... 
SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA 
Dedicated to the Constitutional Right of Every Citizen to Keep and Bear Arms 

With more rigid control of firearms by Federal law certain to be 
hotly debated in the next session of Congress, and with domestic 
unrest and the rising crime rate already slated to be political issues 
during the 1972 campaigns, it may be wise to examine the dismal 
failure of the Sullivan Law, enacted by the New York State Legis
lature in 1911. This law requires a permit for the possession of a 
pistol in the home or in a place of business. 
Argument in favor of the Sulli-✓an Law at the time it was enacted 
was that a person who found it difficult to obtain a gun, might 
change his mind, or have time to come to his senses about robbing 
a grocery store or shooting his landlord. 
In New York City, the Sullivan Law is enforced by the Police 
Department. The number of pistol permits has been gradually -re
duced over the years, particularly the type granted to store owners. 
In 1930, 6,363 premises permits were issued; this number was cut 
to 282 by 1966. 
But the New York City crime rate has steadily increased during 
these same years. Murders went up by 237% from 1940 to 1966, 
while Police Department expenditures rose by 232% and the city's 
12opulation increased by only 4%. Pistol seizures more than tripled 
during the same period. In New York City today, in spite of the 
strictest pistol law in the country, a well-trained and surprisingly 
efficient police department, and a steady reduction in the number 
of legally owned pistols-the crime rate has gone up tremendously 
and, judged by the seizure record, there are now many more illegal 
pistols actually in circulation. Clearly, the causes of crime lie else
where than in the legal ownership of firearms by New York State 
citizens. 
Despite these facts, or perhaps not knowing them, President 
Richard M. Nixon recently urged Congress to enact stronger laws 
with which to fight crime and asked for the prompt enactment of 
a Federal law "similar to the Sullivan Law of New York." Mem
bers of the Shooters Club of America must see to it that their 
cong.ressmen become familiar with the failure of the Sullivan Law 
during the more than half a century it was been operative. Federal 
law in this field would pre-empt both State ·and City laws, and 
there is no reason to believe that Washington would have any more 

success than city police departments, who are well aware of local 
conditions, in reducing crime through an ill-conceived national 
Sullivan Law operating in every state. 
The experience of New York City shows that even strict enforce
ment of the Law cannot reduce crime, and is of no value whatever 
in denying criminals easy access to firearms. It is impossible to 
carry a rifle on the city streets without causing attention, and pistols 
have been used in 86% of the reported crimes. Criminals involved 
in a bank holdup will not be deterred by the fact that their fire
arms are carried without a permit from the Police, any more than 
they will be concerned with breaking a traffic law during their 
escape. 
Homicide has been a crime going back before the days of re
corded history, but it cannot be prevented by legislation of the 
Sullivan Law type. As the New York City Police Department itself 
has stated, " ... homicides are most likely to be perpetrated by 
one's relations, friends, acquaintances or neighbors in a spur of the 
moment action, usually in a residence ... " The use of firearms in 
homicides is not very great; knives and other sharp instruments, 
which can be purchased anywhere and are found in every kitchen, 
were used in more than 40% of the cases, and a blunt instrument 
or plain physical force were used in another 28% of all homicides, 
a total of 68%. 
Since premeditated murders committed by crin1inals almost al
ways involved pistols, the actual number of homicides done with 
permit-to-own pistols is infinitesimal. In fact, there is some validity 
to the viewpoint that the great reduction in premises permits may 
actually increase robberies and felony murders, because a holdup 
man can be fairly certain that retail establishments are unarmed. 
Of course, a trained police officer is more effective than a store
keeper with a pistol, but an officer may not be present at a crucial 
moment wheri the storekeeper's life is in danger. 
Congressmen, who may be called to vote on legislation similar 
to New York's Sullivan Law must be made aware of these facts! 
Your best "collective voice" is the Shooters Club of America. If 
you are not already a member, use the handy postage-free envelope 
opposite this page now! 

SUPPORT YOUR RIGHT TO OWN AND USE FIREARMS! 
fou Get All These Valuable Benefits With Your Membership 
• SPECIAL SHOOTERS CLUB 

LEGISLATIVE NEWSLETTER 
• NEW 1972 REDBOOK OF USED GUN 

VALUES-A $2.50 VALUE! 
• CLOTH EMBLEM 

• NUMBERED MEMBERSHIP 
CARD 

• OFFICIAL DECAL 
• 20% DISCOUNT ON SHOOTING, 

HUNTING AND FIREARMS BOOKS 

JOIN THE S.C.A. TODAY! 

MAIL THIS 
HANDY 
POSTAGE-FREE 
0 

ENVELOPE TODAY! 
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ONE of the problems of an editor is 
that he has no control of what 

happens to a product or a manufac
turer after he has published an article 
extolling its virtues 

Not too long after we ran the article 
on the Auto-Mag pistol, we began to 
get a feeling that all was not right 
in Pasadena. We still don't know ex
actly what happened, but it is not 
hard to guess that this may well be 
the sad story of someone who was a 
crackerjack at design but a dismal 
failure as a businessman. In spite of 
a strong demand for the pistols after 
the first few ads were run, the com
pany went broke. It is our under
standing that it is now in the hands of 
a court appointed receiver; that most, 
if not all of the machinery has been 
sold at auction; and that there is little 
chance that it will ever be revived. 
There are hopes that someone will 
pick up the pieces, but no real indica
tions as yet that this will happen. 

To the many readers who have 
written asking what they can do to 
get their Auto-Mag; I'm afraid that 
we just don't have an answer at this 
time. 

* * * 
The November issue of GUNS will 

feature a host of handgun articles for 
every interest. We'll have something 
for the collector in pieces on the 
Lignose and Berettas; a look at a 
brand new muzzle-loading target pis
tol; a test report on .22/45 conver
sions; a how-to-do-it piece on chop
ping the S&W Model 39, and some 
facts on selecting combat grips. All
in-all it should be on the must list of 
anyone interested in handguns. For 
the collectors, we have another dou
ble page full color print of a rare 
pair of Simeon North flintlock duel
lers; one of only two pair known to 
exist. 

* * * 
By the time you read this, our 1973 

edition of GUNS ANNUAL will be on 
the newsstands; a lot of great read
ing at no increase in price. Still the 
best $2.00 buy in the U.S. If you can't 
find it locally, order direct from: 
GUNS ANNUAL, 8142 N. Lawndale, 
Skokie, Ill. 60078. A $2 bill prepays it 
to you. 
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THE COVER 

A Chief's Spec:ia·I handsomely engraved 
by Joe Condon of Las Vegas, Nevada. 
The work ,was originally done for Ric:hard 
Gordon, but the gun is now owned by 
a gun shop in beautiful downtown Bur
bank. Photo by Walter Ric:kell. 
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It means more service. 
More convenience. 

Need repairs or parts? We're 
geared up now to handle them 

faster than ever, both at Hartford and 
through parts distributors and warranty 
repair stations throughout the country. 

Have questions about some Colt's 
product? We've got a brand new 
department ready for the answers. (Feel 
free to write Colt's Customer Service 
Department.) 

Looking for some specific Colt's 
firearm? Could be that one of our many 
new dealerships has it in stock. (You'll be 
interested in knowing, too, that we've 
put on a lot more skilled workers at our 
plant in order to increase production 
of some of those products you've been 
looking for.) 

You bet "Colt's cares". 
Cares about the safety of its products. 

Cares about the quality of its products. 
Because Colt's cares how you feel about 
our products. 

Colt bldustrles@!~~!~,'!'! !!?lslon . 
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Here is your brand 
new book on arms 
and the shooting arts 
-the world's best
selling gun book for 
hunters of upland 
game, varmints, big 
game, wildfowl-for 
target shooters, 
skeet and trap fans
for collectors, 
ballistics buffs, 
handloaders, home 
gunsmiths. It's 
available now! 
Less than $7 .00 at 
your local store or 

s••us 
·- postpaid 

No. 1036 

TUNE-UP YOUR 1.Q. ON GUNS! 
Gun Digest 197 3 brings you up-to-date with detailed coverage on 
rifles, shotguns, handguns, black powder guns. Here are a few of 
the expert's reports D Testfire Report 1973-your reliable guide 
to performance and value. D Scopes & Mounts 1973 by Bob 
Bell. Critical review of all the new equipment. D Handguns 1973 
by George C. Nonte, Bob Steindler and the editors. Expert 
evaluation of newly marketed and about-to-be-marketed 
handguns. D Sporting Arms of the World by Larry Sterett. An 
expert's opinion of U.S. and imported arms. 

TUNE-IN ON ACTION! 
Trek with seasoned outdoorsmen and hunters into their favorite 
haunts and gain some savvy. Improve your accuracy with 
techniques of expert marksmen. Entertaining, informative 
articles and technical features on collecting, handloading, 
gunsmithing-all are the work of recognized authorities, top 
writers in their fields. 

480 PAGES, OVER 40 MAJOR 
CHAPTERS! 
Gun Digest 197 3 is encyclopedic in its coverage of developments 
in the wide world of today's guns. Large 8½"xl I" pages are 
loaded with high-caliber photos and illustrations. This hefty 
volume includes such special reference sections as-DIRECTORY 
OF THE ARMS TRADE, AMMUNITION TABLES, ARMS & 
ACCESSORIES SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES, 
HANDLOADING REVIEW, DIRECTORY OF ARMS 
ASSOCIATIONS, and much, much more! 

NEW1973 GUN DIGEST 
JOHNT. 
AMBER
famed editor, 
renowned 
collector, 
hunter and 
noted arms 

expert-comments on some of 
the stories and special articles 
that make GUN DIGEST 1973 
an experience you won't want 
to miss. 

RIFLES OF JAMES PARIS 
LEE, Part II 
by Larry S. Sterett 
Sterett uncovers numerous 
contributions made by James 
Paris Lee to modern firearms 
design. A fascinating history of 
one of the most brilliant and 
prolific firearms inventors. 
Must-reading for every 
collector. 

MUSKETS, POWDER and 
PATRIOTS by M. L. Brown 
An authority on firearms used 
in the American Revolution 
describes the mixed ancestry 
of the many types of weapons 
used in the victorious struggle. 
Though not always the best 
available, in the hands of 
determined men the muskets 
performed brilliantly. 

PRESSURES and the 
REVOLVER 
by Wm. M. Caldwell 
The author's new high
technology invention now 
permits monitoring revolvers 
in action for data on gas losses 
and pressures. This remarkable 
discovery will undoubtedly 
greatly improve insight on 
handgun ballistics and loading 
techniques. 
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THE KNIFE REVISITED 
by A.G. Russell 
The making of handmade knives 
-and the collecting of them
continues to grow at an an1az
ing rate. Pictured are many fine 
creations, both plain & fancy, 
of the knifemaker's art. 
J.M. SHOOTS TWICE 
by Lucian Cary 
That inimitable yarn-teller, 
Lucian Cary, takes us over the 
long years with John Pyne 
during which John had taken 
22 deer with a single shot 
rifle ... one shot for each of 
the 22 ! His last stalk was 
doubly successful. 
RELOADING THE 9mm 
LUGER by Bob Steindler 
Know-how, not great skill
makes reloading the 9mm 
Luger easy, even with cast 
bullets. Steindler tells how to 
avoid pitfalls for I 00% reliable 
cartridges. 
RIFLES and CARTRIDGES 
FOR MULEYS 
by Norman E. Nelson, Jr. 
Take it from an expert-more 
depends on how you use your 
guns than where you hunt. 
Here's an appraisal on your 
choices with good handload 
data for a sweetener. 

HIGH STANDARD'S NEW 
SUPERMATIC 
AUTOLOADER 
by Wallace Labisky 
The new auto shotgun came 
through the author's various 
tests with a near 4.0 rating
though certain loads and shot 
sizes patterned almost 80%. 
That's not all bad-especially 
if you've some long-range 
shooting in mind. 

COLLECTING AUTOMATIC 
PISTOLS by J. 8. Wood 
Is it too late to begin collecting 
Automatic Pistols? Not 
according to Wood, who tells 
you how tq begin collecting, 
what to guard against and 
provides a check list of 1972-
197 3 values. 
GUNS OF JOHN BROWN 
by Louis W. Steinwedel 
Saint or sinner, "Osawatomie" 
Brown was certainly a fierce 
guerilla leader, one who fought 
to abolish slavery before the 
Civil War-and paid with his 
life. Here's an account of the 
firearms he used in "bleeding 
Kansas" and at Harpers Ferry. 
THE BEAUTIFUL BLAZERS 
by Bob Bell 
Remember the 22 Swift, the 
250 Savage, the 257 Roberts, 
the 7x57 and the 300 H&H? 
Perhaps obsolete but certainly 
suitable for virtually everything 
from prairie dogs to crows to 
chucks, to deer and antelope, 
sheep and elk, even the big 
brown bears. 
ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR 
by Roger Barlow 
Strange title for a shotgun 
article? No, not under the 
circumstances. That is exactly 
the number of barrels found in 
four of the guns the author 
uses for his birdshooting! 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
HANDGUN LOADS-HOW 
TO· HANDLE 'EM 
by George C. Nonte, Jr. 
If you're going to duplicate 
today's light bullet, high 
velocity pistol and revolver 
cartridges, you'll have to forget 
some old rules. This is a new 
ball game! 

LOCKED BREECH 380 
AUTOS 
by Donald M. Simmons, Jr. 
Only a handful of recoil 
operated 380 pistols ever 
attained series production and 
some are rarely found today. 
Here they are-all eleven of 
them! 
BRITISH SMALL BORE 
RIFLES by DeWitt Bailey II 
The British 451 rifle, the small
bore of its day, grew out of a 
desire to improve the big-bore 
military rifle of the mid-1850's. 
The small-bore rifle-first as a 
muzzleloader and later as a 
breechloader-reached its 
developmental zenith in the 
1880s, a period that also saw 
its decline and near
disappearance. The muzzle
loading 45 ls are reviewed here 
in a wealth of detail. 
HANDGUN HUNTING 
by Bill R. Davidson 
Today's sporting revolver 
shows an accuracy equal to
and often better than-what a 
saddle carbine gave 2 5 years 
ago. Let some legislators-and 
Presidential hopefuls-consider 
this before buying the fable 
that handguns are not 
precision, sporting instruments. 
ANTIQUE 22 CARTRIDGE 
REVOLVERS 
by William B. Fors 
A collection specialty you 
can afford. 

Get your copy of GUN 
DIGEST 1973 for less than 
$7 .00 at local gun shops, 
sporting goods stores, book 
and department stores, 
news dealers. Or order for 
$6.95 postpaid by mail; use 
coupon at right. 



Original technical articles, 
wealth of new data, hun
dreds of photos. Prices, 
specs of all current arms, 
ammo, accessories. 2 88 
large 8½"xl l" pgs. (Sept.) 

$3.95 . ........ No. 8036 

HOME GUNSMITHING 
DIGEST 
45 chapters filled with all 
the k>wdown on maintaining, 
repairing, reworking fire
arms. Profusely illustrated 
with diagrams, details and 
photos. A "must" book for 
gun owners. 320 jumbo pages. 

$4.95 ........... No. 5116 

SINGLE SHOT RIFLES 
AND ACTIONS 
Comprehensive reference for 
over 55 models. Photographs, 
scale section drawings, me• 
chanical details. Gives his
tory, strong & weal<. points 
of design and construction. 
352 large pages. 

$7 .95 ........... No. 901 6 

ARMS OF THE WORLD·1911 
Fabulous Adolph Frank 
1911 Catalogue. Thousands 
of guns, swords, cartridges, 
uniforms, tents - everything 
for the outdoorsman or an 
army. Printed in four lan
guages, I 91 I prices. Huge, 
480 pages, 8½" x II". 

$5.95 . .......... No. 941 6 

GAMBLER'S DIGEST 
All you need to know about 
gambling. How to play, how 
to win. Cards, craps, dogs, 
horses, sports pools, lot
teries, etc. Full rules. A 
modest investment to im
prove your winnings. 320 
full house 8 ½" x I I" pages. 

$5.95 ........... No. 7116 

ARCHER'S DIGEST 
Covers everything - basic 
technique, how to choose 
gear, rewarding projects, 
howhunting & fishing, his
tory. 33 packed chapters, 
complete tackle section & 
directory of manufacturers. 
320 jumbo 8½" x II" pages. 

$5.95 ........... No.6316 

MOTORCYCLE DIGEST 
Full throttle on everything 
from first cycle to custom. 
How-to for racing. Tips on 
touring, maintenance, many 
do-it-yourself projects. Road 
tests, roundup on laws, di
rectory with specs, prices. 
J20 pages, 8½"xll". 

$5.95 . .......... No. 64 I 6 

.---.- BOLT ACTION RIFLES I 
Frank DeHaas, Author 

t

~' ---- John T. Amber, Editor I z Com'""'"'°"'• ,-,.,,d '"'" I pamstaking research and de- I 
tail to delight all rifle en
thusiasts. All major designs I 

_ ,_ from 1871 Mauser to the I 
§;F··- latest. 384 deluxe pages. 

$6.95 ........... No. 9026 I 

DOG 
Ullif:!'11 

THE AGE OF FIREARMS I 
All-new edition of original I 
$12. SO best-seller. Years of 
painstaking research to com- I 
pile this valuable reference. I 
This profusely illustrated I 
history takes you to the 
mid-19th century. 192 king I 
size 9" x 12" pages. I 

$4.95 ........... No. 9226 

CARTRIDGES OF THE I 
WORLD New 3rd Edition I 
The definitive book on all I 
types of cartridges back to 
the I 870's. Complete cov- I 
erage, plus never before I 
published data on all mod
ern U.S. military small arms I 
ammo. 384 pgs., 8½"xll". I 

$6.95 ........... . No. 5016 

NRA 1885-1923 
COLLECTOR'S SERIES 
Four famous, rare gun mag
azines, handsome! y bound. 
First issues reprinted of 
American Rifleman, The Ri
fle, Shooting& l'ishing, Arms 
& The Man. Every illustra
tion, feature & ad retained. 

$2.95 . ........... No. 95 16 

HOW TO CONVERT 
MILITARY RIFLES 
6th Edition 
Revised and enlarged. Step
by-step instructions show 
how to make good looking, 
easy handling sporting guns 
-rebarrel, rechamber, re
bore. Large 8½"x II" pages. 

1.95 .......... . No. 9166 

DOG DIGEST I 
Edited by Sue Bernstein 
Pooches to pedigrees, sport- I 
ing dogs. Complete guide to I 
dog ownership. How-to on I 
health, grooming, breeding, 
showing. History, standards. I 
Everything you need to know. I 

'-'~ Jumbo 8½" x 11" size, 320 ~ 
~•$5.95 ........... . No. 6216 I 

Money-saving offer includes our 
newest books shown for the first time 
in this advertisement. Order $6.95 or 
more of Digest Books and select -
FREE - any $6.95 book in this ad or 
combination of books up to $6.95. If 
you prefer to buy Digest Books 
locally, send sales slip showing which 
books you bought and coupon below. 
Your free selection will be shipped 
postpaid. ORDER NOW - OFFER 
EXPIRES IN 60 DAYS! 
30 DAY FULL REFUND PRIVILEGE 
I'm Send l',n Send 
buy,n9 lheM Book buy1n9 !hes- Book 
lh•se FREE No Each 1hew FREE No Eich 

□ □ 1036 $6.95 □ □ 9226 $4.95 

□ □ f!036 $3.95 □ □9416 $5.95 

□ □ 9246 $5.95 □ □ 5016 $6.95 

□ □ 5126 $5.95 □ □ 7116 $5.95 

□ □ 2066 $5.95 □ □ 9516 $2.95 

□ □ 5216 S5.95 □ □ 6316 $5.95 

□ □ 7046 $5.95 □ □ 9166 $1.95 

□ □ 5116 $4.95 □ □ 6416 $5.95 

□ □ 9026 $6.95. □ □ 6216 $5.95 

□ □ 9016 $7.95 

ALL BOOKS SHIPPED POSTPAID 
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Check Colors Before Pulling 
In the July '72 issue of Guns an 

omission was made which can cause 
some of your readers serious potential 
problems. C. George Charles' "Hand
loading Bench" covered the bases on 
the cleanup of pulled bullets except 
for a seemingly minor one, but that 
one omission is a potential source of 
real trouble. 

In recent years, quantities of sur
plus military ammunition has shown 
up which have included Armor Pierc
ing, Tracer and even incendiary bul
lets. Many of these bullets have been 
pulled to provide needed cartridge 
cases in .303 British, 30-06, 7.62 Rus
sian and 8mm Mauser Calibers to 
name a few. Tracer and Incendiary 
bullets are obvious fire hazards and 
illegal even for target shooting in a 
number of states and counties .. Armor 
Piercing ammunition makes good tar
get ammunition but it too is some
times forbidden, as in Los Angeles 
County. 

Before cleaning up pulled bullets as 
Mr. Charles describes, carefully check 
for both colored bullet tips and stripes 
or bands at the bullet cannelure ( or 
at the case mouth). Unusual bullet 
contours or bullet jackets may also 
indicate special purpose ammunition 
as will box labels or special cartridge 
markings. 

Knowing that a bullet tip colored 
red means Tracer and blue or Alumi
num means Incendiary identifies U.S. 
military bullets nicely, but this is still 
not enough. A red tipped Soviet bul
let, rare as it might be, is an explosive 
observation round complete with a 
firing pin. In one case I know of, it 
was set off in an inertia bullet puller. 
No injuries occurred in this case but a 
new bullet puller was needed. Yellow 
on a Soviet round means heavy ball 
but on a British cartridge we have a 
tracer. Confusing-Yes it is! 

If you don't know-ask-but ask 
someone who really knows, a compe
tent Gunsmith-an experienced mili
tary cartridge collector, -or write 

Guns Magazine; but above all, unless 
you are sure, don't use them. I would 
be happy to answer any inquiries. 

Martin Corney 
246 Rodeo Road 

Glendora, Calif. 91740 

In Defense of the SIG-210 
Jan Stevenson maligns the SIG-210 

safety placement in Part V Autopistol 
Controls (Guns, July '72), and ap
pends a photograph with an accusing 
white arrow pointing to the slide re
lease. This was probably just an error 
in magazine graphics, but the author's 
complaint about the SIG is apparently 
a longstanding one which he has men
tioned before. My 210, acquired at an 
effort second only to obtaining Swiss 
citizenship, did have a stiff safety 
when new, but after flipping it on and 
off a few times it smoothed out; and it 
is easily operated one-handed with a 
stroke of the thumb. 

The gist of the Handgunning arti
cles seems to be that if the perfect 
safety, clip release, etc. were to be as
sembled into one pistol, it would turn 
out to be everybody's Wunderkind, 
the Mod. 1911. I question this logic in 
that the Mod. 1911 invariably needs a 
fortune in "accurizing" to make it hit 
the target, whereas the SIG, and Mod. 
39 S& W seem to achieve this before 
they leave their factories. 

Author Needs Help 

Jim Daniels 
Houston, Texas 

I am doing research on the U.S. 
Carbine Calibers .30 Ml, MlAl, M2, 
M3 and T3. 

I am trying to locate original gov
ernment issue military carbines to 
purchase for use in my book. Also 
needed are unusual, proto-type or 
"tool room" models. I feel some of 
your readers will be able to help me. 

Phillip A. Pilgram 
1318 E. Mountain St. 

Glendale, Calif. 91207 
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One of n co11ti1111i11g sc,ics. &lllingtoa &11-orts 

"Core-Lokt:. 
a bullet for all seasons 
and all types of game. 

Before you buy your "Core-Lokt" bullet for 
ammo for this sea- 30-06 and 308.) 

Pointed Soft-Point 
son's hunt, consider ''Core-Lokt" bullets were 
this: Remington- designed for bringing 
Peters cartridges down game at long range. 
with "Core-Lokt" If the terrain you're hunt-

ing in requires you to sight 
bullets have dropped your rifle in at 200 yards 
more big game than or more, then this version 
any other cartridges. of the Remington-Peters 

"Core-Lokt" bullet is the 
In any of 26 big- best choice you can make. 
game ca 1 i be rs, Because of its pointed pro-
,' Core_ Lok t'' is file, it has a flatter trajec-

h tory. This means less air 
wort your attention resistance, so the bullet re-
and respect. tains maximum velocity 

After the first rifle re- and striking energy down 
portonopeningdayofthe range where it really 
season, big game gets even counts. (The bullet shown 
more elusive. So if and is the 180 grain Pointed 
when you're lucky enough Soft-Point "Core-Lokt" 
to get a glimpse of a white- bullet for 30-06 and 308.) 
tailed buck at the top of a We also offer other bul-
ridge or a big-horn clam- let types to meet any game 
bering up a shale slide, or situation a hunter might 
you've got to be prepared. This "Core-Loki" bullet still retained 62% of its original weight encounter. Here are some 
You're not going to get too when recovered from a Kodiak bear. of the more popular: Hol-
many second chances. Most successful big-game hunters pre- low Point "Core-Lokt" bullets for the 30-30 owner, Bronze 
pare by using Remington-Peters center fire cartridges with Point Expanding for extra long-range accuracy and Hollow 
"Core-Lokt" bullets; one good chance is all the "Core-Lokt" Point "Power-Lokt" bullets, the choice of varmint hunters 
bullet needs. and target shooters. 

''Core-Lokt" is the trademark for our exclusive bullet de- The total cartridge and all its components must perform 
sign. It means just what it says. The metal jacket and solid flawlessly for maximum performance. Top-quality brass 
lead core of every "Core-Lokt" bullet are locked together in cases assure you of uniform tolerances and powder capacity. 
the bullet's heavy midsection. This combination of heavy Progressive burning powder is specially selected for each 
midsection and metal jacket assures uniform expansion at all Remington-Peters cartridge to assure proper velocity at safe 
ranges. That's why we call the "Core-Lokt" bullet the No. 1 pressure limits. And our Remington "Kleanbore" primers 
mushroom. Their proven success has enabled us to offer are so vital to accuracy over 90% of the shooters at the 1971 

"Core-Lokt" bullets in 26 big- International Benchrest Shooters Championship Matches 
game calibers. used them. 

Soft-Point "Core-Lokt" bullets Other hunters will respect you for using Remington-Peters 
Soft-Point "Core-lokt" are an excellent choice for medium 

or big game, especially when you're hunting in heavy brush. 
With its round profile and big lead nose, the Soft-Point 
"Core-Lokt" bullet assures deep penetration and controlled 
expansion up to double the original caliber. There is no bullet 
blow-up or disintegration with this one. It's a real game 

stopper, designed to plow through 
heavy cover and make game of 
any size stay put. Because Soft-

Pointed Soft-Point "Core-lokr· Point "Core-Lokt" bullets are not 
apt to fragment or break up, less meat will be ruined. (The 
bullet shown is an actual cutaway of 180 grain Soft-Point 

cartridges with "Core-Lokt" bullets. They'll figure you know 
your business ... they'll be right. 

"Remington Reports" is a series based on information 
from the people who design, engineer and manufacture 
Remington products. For more information on the complete 
line of Remington-Peters products, write for a free copy of 
our latest catalog: Remington Arms Company, Inc., Dept. 
581, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06602. 

~mingtod,~PETERS 
Great guns deserve great ammunition. We make both. 

"Remington",."Peters", °Core-Lokt", "Power-Loki" and "Kleanbore" are trademarks registered in the United States Patent Office. 
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Federal 
Centerfires 

and 
Accuracy ... 

theygo 
together. 

In recent tests of the major brands of 
centerfire ammunition, Federal shells 
were consistently more accurate. Under 
controlled conditions, we compared the 
25 different centerfire rifle cartridges in 
our line with those of our two major 
competitors. Target distance was 200 
yards. To eliminate aiming errors, test
ing was done with special accuracy bar
rels in a fixed mount. Accuracy rank was 
determined by averaging the extreme 
spread of three, 5-shot groups for each 
cartridge. 

The results: Federal finished first for 20 
out of the 25 cartridges. And in second 
place the other 5 times. 18 of our target 
groups measured 2 inches or less across 
at 200 yards! And all of the rest, but one, 
were under 3 inches. 

If you're interested in accuracy, choose 
the package with the free Cartridge 
Carriers inside. Federal with Hi-Shok® 
bullets. 

ammo is our only business 

FEDERAi,; 
CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402 
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NEARLY ALL current domestical
ly-produced shotshells take the 

same size battery cup primer these 
days. There was a time not so very 
long ago when there were not only 
two or more sizes, but slightly differ
ent shapes as well. Some used cylin
drical cups, some tapered cups, and 
some were longer or shorter than 
others. 

In those days, when a primer pocket 
loosened after several loadings-as
suming the case body tube lasted that 
long-you could get a couple more 
loadings by switching to a larger or 
longer primer which would be tighter 
in the hole. Or, you could-as many 
did-use the CCI 209-size primer 
whose cup was tapered enough to go 
into the smaller pocket, while still 
tight in the larger. This prime·r was 
intended to be useable in the smaller 
pockets, even if they weren't enlarged. 
The tapered cup just enlarged the 
pocket to fit as it was seated. 

Expanded (oversize) primer pock
ets never seem to occur in modern 
one-piece CF-type plastic cases, but 
do crop up occasionally in built-up 
plastic cases. They are common in 
traditional paper cases with fiber or 
paper base wads. Wherever they oc
cur, expanded primer pockets can be 
reduced enough in diameter to hold 
new primers securely for at least a 
couple more loadings. 

Williams Gun Sight Company (7300 
Lapeer Rd., Davison, Mich. 48423) 
makes a simple little gadget called a 
"Primer Pocket Feener" which does 
this very well. It is a punch and base 
set in which a couple hammer blows 
causes a hollow punch to upset the 
primer pocket, squeezing it in a bit. 
I've salvaged lots of cases with this 
little tool set. 

• • • 
Many of todays shotshell cases are 

fitted with heads drawn of thin steel 
rather than the traditional brass. 
Steel is not only cheaper (as a mate-

rial), but much stronger. It has two 
disadvantages-it costs more to form 
(offset by lower material cost); and it 
rusts easily. The latter is corrected 
by plating thinly with copper or other 
corrosion-resisting metal. 

Steel heads do take a bit more re
sizing effort, but not so much that it 
is easily felt during tool operation. 
In fact, since it expands less on firing, 
it requires less resizing, so that bal
ances out any additional effort. Plated 
steel heads will become chipped and 
scratched in passing through dies 
(and in chambering and firing) and 
this exposes naked steel. It will rust 
quickly in damp climates. This can 
be avoided by giving scratched heads 
a quick shot of aerosol clear lacquer 
after loading. And, if the primer area 
and crimp are given a shot at the same 
time, your handloads will be a lot 
more water-resistant at both ends. 

• • • 
Ever wind up with a batch of really 

dirty fired shotshells? If they are one
piece like the Winchester AA, just 
wash 'em. Dump them into mama's 
automatic washer with any good de
tergent, set water temperature to cold 
or warm (if the latter, check first to 
make sure it doesn't get hot enough 
to soften or warp cases), set for the 
shortest cycle available, and switch 
it on. It's a good idea to place these 
in an old pillow case to make sure 
the inside of the washer drum doesn't 
get chipped, and also makes it handy 
to remove them. Cases will come out 
clean as a whistle, though the inked
on marking will probably be all re-
moved. . 

To dry quickly, use mama's dryer, 
with heat turned off or at least as 
low as possible. The dryer will also 
serve to dry out paper or built-up 
plastic cases you might pick upon on 
the range after a shower or heavy 
dew. Just make sure you don't run 
it too hot. The "nylon" setting will 

(Continued on page 14) 
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SPECIAL 
OFFER 

0(1,ALJ IQ/; 

!HUNTING 
Alff.JAL 

Yours FREE for joining 
NRA now ... this valu
able, all-new, 1972 NRA 
HUNTING ANNUAL. It's 
filled with ideas for 
better hunting, includ
ing a list of camps, 
shooting preserves, and 
600 guides and outfit
ters who follow NRA's 
Code of Ethics. 

ENROLLMENT APPLICATION 

EXTRA BONUS! Get this handsome NRA lapel emblem 
FREE with your membership credentials. 

Please start my subscription to The AMERICAN RIFLEMAN right 
away, and send me a confirming enrollment application to entitle 
me to all NRA membership benefits. Also, rush me my FREE 1972 
NRA Hunting Annual. 

D 1 Year $7.50 O 3 Years $20.00 (SAVE $2.50 I) 

D 5 Years $32.50 (SAVE $5.00) 1032K-l 
□ Payment Enclosed □ Please Send Bill 

Enclose payment now and save your association dollars in billing costs. 

Name, _________________ ..,...ge, ___ _ 

Address. _____________________ _ 

City ___________ State, ____ ~ip, ____ _ 

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION• 1600 Rhode Island Ave. N.W. • Washington. D.C. 20036 _____________________ ,._ ____________________________________________ _ 
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(Continued from page 12) 
usually work fine. 

• • • 
If you're having trouble with hard 

shotshell resizing, first check the die. 
It likely has some annular reamer 
marks or other roughness (maybe 
from rust you allowed to accumulate) 
causing most of the trouble. If polish
ing the die doesn't cure the problem, 
try a little wax to lubricate both die 
and cases. A trace of beeswax rubbed 
on a few cases now and then may do 
the job. If not, give all cases a shot 
of aerosol wax. Make sure this is a 
hard wax, not just an oily furniture 
polish. In a few minutes the volatile 
spray vehicle will evaporate, leaving 
just enough wax on the cases so 
they'll run smoothly through the die. 

• • • 
If you build your own hunting 

loads, you know how easily shot sizes 
get mixed up. Surely two or three 
sizes are all you'll use, so settle on a 
color code-like red for 4's green for 
6's, and blue for 7½'s. Then, when 
you've loaded a batch, stand cases 
mouth-down close together and spray 
the heads lightly with the appropriate 
color. A little overspray might get on 
the case bodies, but it won't stick well 
and can be wiped-off. If you're real 
fastidious, drill a row of body-size 
holes in a piece of plywood or hard-

board and drop cases into it, to rest 
on their rims. Impossible then for 
overspray to reach the case bodies. 

Incidentally, if you see some low
brass, low-base (not a common com
bination) fired cases with white
painted case heads, don't be puzzled. 
They are from black-powder blank 
loads sold for launching various tear 
gas grenades and the like from 12-
bore riot guns. 

• • • 
Now and again you'll see reclaimed 

shot offered for sale in some shooting 
publications. This is simply the shot 
mined or screened or otherwise re
covered from heavily-shot ranges. 
Generally, it will consist mainly of 
No. 9 shot with a small percentage of 
other sizes mixed in. In addition, in
dividual pellets will show some de
formation from the first firing and im
pact with the earth. 

For casual shooting, reclaimed shot 
performs surprisingly well, and is 
substantially cheaper than the fresh, 
new product. If you do a lot of shoot
ing, you might give it a try to see if 
it meets your standards. If so, you 
can save a few bucks. 

• • • 
If you find yourself without some

thing to ream out military primer 
crimp, try this: pick up a low-cost 
45-60-degree countersink at the hard-

ware store; then grind its point back 
until it will enter the primer pocket 
deeply enough to cut away the crimp . 
Used by hand it will do a good job, 
cutting away the crimp to leave a 
clean bevel at the pocket mouth to 
facilitate entry of a new primer. 

It can also be used under power ( as 
can a Lyman or other primer pocket 
reamer) in a variable-speed drill 
press or electric hand drill. Trim off 
the countersink point so it contacts 
the bottom of the primer pocket as it 
enters deep enough to cut away the 
crimp. The end then acts as a stop 
to prevent cutting too deep. Run at 
the lowest speed and press cases over 
the cutter by hand. You might find 
this handier than other methods. 

• • • 
As we mentioned in these pages 

some time back, Hercules has devel
oped a new shotshell powder iden
tified as Blue Dot-and it does have 
blue kernels in it for identification, 
just like Red Dot. This powder is 
packed in cylindrical one-pound cans, 
a departure from traditional packag
ing practice, and loading data is 
printed on the label. Loading data 
sheets are also available direct from 
Hercules, and there is a circular load 
data calculator available for merely 
one dollar. 

Most pleasing is the fact that as this 

The History Makers 
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-t~~IBGl~ .. -
ENFIELD 
MUSKETDDN 

The Enfield Rifle was the most coveted weapon of the 1860's. Its amazing accuracy and 
advanced design ensured a superior performance over all the other rifles used in the Civil War. 
Rifles manufactured at the Royal Manufactory at Enfield were produced to gauges 
and a pattern bearing the Royal coat of arms. 

Now Parker-Hale, with the assistance of the O.A.D. Pattern Room 
at Enfield, England. have recreated the P'1861 Musketoon Cal .577 
with reference to the unique sealed pattern and using original 
gauges for complete authenticity. The result is a work of high 
quality and superb craftsmanship. 

Seasoned, European walnut stock with solid brass furniture. 5 grooved 
barrel of best qua/icy steel. original pauern tapered rifling. 

TH ESE ATTRACTIVE EXTRAS Facsimile 1859 "Instructions of 
Musketry" handbook. Replica 8-part combination tool. Original 
type snap cap and chain. Cleaning aids. Embroidered coat badge. 

Limited Collector's Edition, 

individually serial numbered for the 1uthent1·c feel of 11·stO" 
;~~~~

9
e~ttiit~tif t Authenticity. • J 

Send for Information-packed color folder and name 
ot,eu_r ~dNltrto exclualve US Distributor: 

JIHIIITIIIRL 
t lfll 

PO Box 1107, Denver, Colorado 80201 
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is written, early June, Hercules is 
shipping Blue Dot, just as they prom
ised back around the first of the year. 
As you read this your favorite hand
loading gear dealer should have Blue 
Dot on his shelves, just waiting for 
you to stock up. It's refreshing to see 
a manufacturer live up to his original 
delivery announcements. Too often it 
doesn't happen that way. 

One shot.Do vou know where to aim? 
What hunter has never missed a shot hunting when the rifle was zeroed per
fectly and the trigger squeezed carefully? Most medium and long range shots 
are missed because the shooter did not know where to aim. 
Know where to aim! The Rangematic® Mark V tells you the holdover in inches 
anci +lie distance, quickly and accurately, shot after shot. No need to know the 
ta.get height. Eliminates guesswork and error. Interchangeable ballistic scales 

Blue Dot is intended for magnum 
and heavy field loads in 10 through 
20 gauge and delivers excellent pres
sure/veloc ·ty ratios in that range. It 
also has " burning rate that -,cems 
good for some heavy handgun loads, 
but we haven't c _ lored this area yet. 

"~ for every available cartridge. 
- --=~--:~~c__ Works for hand loads, too! 

, ,,_ ... __ Used by the world's top hunters. 
,,, • ;;~1.-Jl~IG!li~ At $34.95 it's a cinch to pay for 

\, ' 
1 •~~~l~"1'~ itself on your next hunting trip. 

, Mark V accuracy-99% at 100 

• • • 

yards, 95% at 500 yards. 
Includes scale set and 6 x 18 
power scope. Weighs 22 oz. 

Rugged. Warranteed for 
two years. 

Write for free literature on 
Mark V to: 

RANGING, Inc. 
Hunting Products Div. Bldg. 11 

Rochester, N. Y. 14625 
A lot of optics tor a little money. 

I ran into an interesting combina
tion not too long ago. A fellow 
wanted to shoot .45 ACP for practice 
in his .38 Super Colt Commander be
cause of plenty of low-cost brass on 
hand. He bot..ght a cheap surplus .45 
barrel and magazine, and carefully 
shortened and fitted the former to his 
Commander. Then, to avoid altering 
or replacing the slide, he used his 
Unimat Miniature Lathe to cut .45 
ACP case rims down to .38 Super size. 
It works, and the slight weakening of 
the .45 case head isn't critical since 
only light loads are used. It sure 

Interchangeable scale (scale shown #8). 
Example: Scale #8 for 30-06, 180 grain bullet. 
Rifle zeroed at 200 yards. Holdover at 300 yards-9 inches. 6-power removable scope. 

beats the retail price of 
new .38 Super cases. 

• 

The History Makers 
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Today's Classic-the Parker-Hale 1200 
-is history in the making. These popular priced, 
craftsman-built sporters have created a revolution 
in value. 

The 1200 SU PER is already a World best 
seller. Here are the reasons why• Incomparable 
Mauser-type action• Roll-over Monte Carlo cheek 
piece• Skip checkering on Duotone Custom 
Walnut stock• Rose-wood fore-end tip, grip cap 
• Wundhammer grip• Ultra high gloss stock 
finish• Ventilated rubber recoil pad• Finest blue 
luster on metal parts• Adjustable single stage 
trigger mechanism e 18ct. gold plated trigger 

rr;JP&B111 
lJ.ilB&LIIII 

OCTOBER 1972 

• Three-way silent safety• Adjustable rear sight, bead 
front sight• Calibers .22/250-.243-6mm Rem. 
-.25/06-.270-.30/06-.308-7mm Rem. Mag. 
-.300Win. Mag. l 

All these features make the SUPER unbeatable 
value for money at only $164.95 (retail). 

Other great models1are the 12 ,_. . ~•. ·YI 
VARMINT-designed fortop '• 
accuracy $169.95 (retail) and the \ 
1200P PRESENTATION -a 
distinguished example of fine 
gunmaking $209.95 retail . 
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The 1972 Winchester Model 70 brings 
you real cut checkering, machined 
chrome steel, redesigned stocks and 
finishes; and. superb accuracy at 
a price you'll -want to pay. 

Make your next big game rifle one that will 
give a lifetime of shooting pleasure and showing 
pride. It's not for nothing that the Model 70 
is known as "The Rifleman's Rifle." 

Once you make a rifle as good as the Model 70 
Winchester we turned out before 1964, it's tough to 
come up with an encore. But because we listened to 
your requirements very carefully, we're now making a 
new Model 70 that'll take the measure of any center fire 
rifle made today in the U.S.A. Take a look at these facts: 

Machined steel receiver: The receiver on the 1972 
Model 70 is precision forged from a single piece of 
chrome molybdenum steel specially formulated to 
Winchester specifications. Forging gives a better grain 
structure for added strength and safety. The receiver 
is heat-treated for durability, and machined to close 
tolerances for smooth bolt operation. Integral recoil lugs 
give better security, and flat receiver bottom beds better 
in the stock for accuracy. The receiver is drilled and 
tapped for scope mount and micrometer rear sight. 
Receiver and barrel are assembled, then hand polished 
together. The result is exactly what you expect from 
Winchester. 

Engine turned bolt: Machined from select chrome 
molybdenum steel, the 1972 Model 70 bolt features two 
oversize locking lugs for great strength. The Model 70 
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bolt has a fully recessed 
bolt face for 50% better 
head support. An exclu
sive, slotted anti-bind 
bolt device below one 
of the locking lugs en
sures flawless loading 
and ejection. Gas vent 
and steel gas cap are 

standard for safety. The 

The new Model 70. 

bolt body is engine turned for a sparkling appearance. 
The 1972 Model 70 bolt is stronger, smoother, better 
looking, and simpler than the one we made before 1964 
... on a 1972 Model 70 that's more accurate. 

Redesigned stock contour and real cut checkering: 
The 1972 Model 70 is a rifle that means business to 
the practiced eye and hand. The forend is slimmer, 
with a flatter bottom that fits the hand exactly. The 
pistol grip is elongated, and slimmed down. From 
black forend tip to Monte Carlo 
cheekpiece, you get a lean, 
clean look. The dark wood 
tones of solid American walnut 
tell a story of pure quality. As a 
final touch, there's real, cut 
checkering on forend and pis
tol grip. Get your hands on the 
new Model 70. It's for real. 

Winchester Proof Steel barrel: This is the Model 70 
story all by itself. Winchester pioneered the 

manufacture of rifle barrels through an auto
matic cold-forging process in order to make the 
most durable, accurate barrels available. Model 
70 barrels are forged on superbly precise ma
chines that hammer cold chrome molybdenum 
steel blanks under 200 tons of pressure into 
superbly uniform rifle barrels. Rifling, bore, 
and chamber are forged into shape, not cut 
or machined. The result is extreme barrel 
strength, exactly concentric bores, and fin
ished Model 70s that shoot groups as tight 
as you can hold. 
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Three position safety: This feature is another Model 70 
exclusive. Position #1, fully to the rear, and both bolt 
and trigger are locked. Position #2, with safety lever 
centered, and the trigger is inoperable, while the bolt 
may be opened to check the chamber, to reload, or to 
empty the magazine. Position #3, lever fully forward, 
and you're ready to fire. An extra safety feature is a red 
cocking indicator under the bolt cap which tells at a 
glance whether or not your Model 70 
is ready to fire. 

Knurled bolt handle: The pol
ished, steel bolt handle on the 
Model 70 offers an extra bit of 
sure, confident operation in 1972. 
We've added knurling all around the 
bolt knob. Put yourself in the middle 
of some typical fall or winter weather 
when fast reloading for repeat shots could 
mean the ballgame, and you'll appreciate 
this small touch. And when it comes to 
precise touch, don't overlook the 
Model 70 trigger. It's wide, ser-
rated, and has a clean release 
that means accuracy. Adjustable 
for over-travel and tension. 

Hinged steel floor plate: 
There are times when a 

hunter wants to empty or re
load his magazine in a hurry. 

With the Model 70, simply press 
the button in front of the trigger guard. The 

hinged, magazine floor plate swings free, and your 
unused ammunition drops right into your hand. 

Incidentally, the floor plate is steel. 

Wimbledon Cup accuracy: There's 
only one rifle that wins as often in 
target matches as it does in the 
field: The Winchester Model 70. 
Here are just a few excerpts from its 
trophy-proven record of accuracy: 
Won Wimbledon Cup 1000 Yard 
event more than all other rifles com
bined; 1968 Palma Matches; Ameri

can team perfect from 800 yards, all with Model 70s; 
1970 Phoenix World Shooting Championships: high 
individual, and 2 of top 3 teams used Model 70s; 1971 
CISM Matches: 1-2-3 place winners all used Model 70s. 

MADE IN U.S.A. 
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Detachable sling swivels: Most men who use a rifle 
rely on a sling or carrying strap to carry their rifle in 
and out of game country, or to steady their aim. Blued 
steel sling swivels are standard on the 1972 Model 70, 
as you'd expect from Winchester. These swivels also 
are quick-detachable. We don't call the Model 70 "The 
Rifleman's Rifle" for nothing. 

Stainless steel magazine follower: The magazine fol
lower in any rifle has little to do ... except follow the 

ammunition, pressing it upward into contact with 
the bolt for feeding. Consequently, it's possible 

to make the follower out of many materials. 
If you buy a Winchester Model 70, we 

figure you're entitled to a rifle that's 
made right all the way so you get a 

stainless steel follower on-every 
?Owe make. 

New Super Grade Model 70: We also 
make a top-of-the-line model for the man 

who will accept only the finest. Check the 
superlative quality features on our top-of-the-line 

Model 70 Super Grade: Fancy American walnut stock, 
with distinctive cut checkering, Monte Carlo, fluted 

comb, and cheek piece. Ebony pistol grip cap and 
forend tip, with white spacers. Non-slip rubber butt pad 
with white spacer. Steel hinged floor plate marked 
"Super Grade." Special matted finish on receiver bridge. 
Plus all the standard Model 70 features, including 
chrome molybdenum steel barrel and receiver. 

New Model 70A: This one has 
the heart of the Model 70, with 

some trimmings left off. American walnut stock with real, 
cut checkering. Chrome molybdenum steel barrel and re
ceiver. Sling swivels. Three position safety. Virtually 
every feature of the Model 70 ... including performance 
. .. except the hinged floor plate and some other non
functional detailing. Many hunters actually will prefer 
the Model 70A's reserved, no-nonsense appearance ... 
especially at its attractive price. 

Model 70, Model 70 Super Grade, and Model 70A are 
available in popular calibers, including magnum models. 
All made in New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A. See them 
now at your Winchester Dealer. 'WINCH£.fT£Jt. 275 
Winchester Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut 06504. 

Model 70A Magnum 

winchester 
thewqyyou 
want1t 
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ALL MERCHANDISE 
GOOD QUALITY AND 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
ORDER TODAY FOR GOOD 
DELIVERY. 
SUNIEL ARMS CO., INC, 
P.O. BOX 491 

NO. 41S 

San Angelo Gun Cradles 

I.ff 1.9 
~~~ 

... for display of antique and 
fine guns. Coated with perma
nent metallic gold vinyl, gun 
cradles ore lined with red felt. 
Mounting screws ore hidden. 

No. 415 Gun Cradle ]95 Nome plate is included, name 
(Holds One Gun) and dote engraved for $1.00. 

Additional copy is 10 cents per 
Weight 4 oz. Pr. letter from factory. 

AT YOUI SPOITINO GOODS DEALEI Write for literature -~ PHONE QI S 6SS 71 '16 BOX 984 

SAN ANGELO TEXAS 76901 
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owc\y,"odner ! 
LET'S HAVE A 

SHOOT-OUT 

THROWS UP TO 65 YDS! 
• lay-an loading • Throws regulation 
• Sell up quickly - Singles • Doubles 

simple lo operate • American made 
• All adju1lments Guaranteed 

made without tools • Comes assembled -
just hook tension spring in place. 

NOTHING TO BUY, MAKE OR BORROW 
Included: CAN THROWER, HI
ANGLE CLIP, PORT. MOUNT, EX
CLUSIVE ANCHOR THAT WORKS! 

At retailers nationwide 

TRIUS 
PRODUCTS, INC. 

BOX 25 
CLEVES, OHIO 45002 

MEMBER OF THE wo::.:;;.;; 
1::-~;;;~,; SPORTS i . . . . 

W IND SCARES a lot of trap
shooters. Wind also lowers scores. 

But, whether the wind blows or it is 
a perfectly quiet day, winners will be 
returned from every event on the 
program. 

Those winners can include you if 
you will master wind-tossed targets. 
Not only can you be a winner, but the 
rewards are great. On a very windy 
day, optionals can pay extremely well, 
because the pots don't have to be di
vided as much as on a calm day. The 
perils associated with shooting good 
scores on a windy day are partially 
real, and partially imagined. I have 
never studied the relative percent
ages, but I suspect they are on the 
order of twenty-five percent real and 
seventy-five percent imagined.-

Naturally, wind conditions affect 
handicap and doubles gunners more 
than the sixteen yard contingent, and 
they affect long yardage shooters 
more than they do the shorter 
yardges. But, the problems are not 
hopeless, even for the long yardage 
contestant. Targets can do a lot of 
things on a windy day. What they are 
doing dictates how you will approach 
breaking more of them. Wind can 
cause targets to be either higher or 
lower than normal. 

There is an old trap saying to the 
effect that if the wind is behind you, 
targets will be lower, or drop away 
from you, and that if the wind is in 
your face, targets will be higher and 
jump upward. Like many old sayings, 
this is not entirely true. Wind from 
behind you can have just the opposite 
effect, and cause targets to dive. In
coming wind under some conditions 
can cause targets to dive or to slow 
up and dance. 

A little time spent observing ex
actly what targets are doing before 
you are due on the line can pay big 
dividends, because you can adjust to 
what the targets are really doing. Ob
viously, the more quickly you can 

By DICK MILLER 

shoot at targets on a windy day, the 
better chance you have for breaking 
them. As long as the target is under 
the influence of the trap arm, it is not 
affected too much by the wind. When 
the energy from the trap arm begins 
to die, the wind takes over. This is 
not, however, a license to shoot too 
quickly, just because the wind is 
blowing, which I have seen many 
shooters doing. What is really needed, 
especially for the more deliberate 
shooter, is just a little faster timing on 
target breaks, ·but still being alert for 
unexpected moves on the part of the 
target. 

So far, I have touched only on wind 
from either behind you or in front of 
you. Winds don't always blow from 
those directions, unfortunately. Cross
ing winds, from either the right or 
left, can be a problem too. Crossing 
winds can set up a situation not un
like the baseball player who is tough 
on fast balls, but a sucker for the 
curve. It could be said that the curve 
ball hitter has a good chance to clean 
up on trap trophies when the wind 
starts buffeting clay birds. When 
winds are exactly right in a crossing 
pattern, the angles get tougher either 
to the right or the left, depending nat
urally on which way the wind sock is 
blowing. 

One way to take picks on the faster 
angle targets is to set your "pointing" 
foot a little more in the direction of 
the most difficult angles. The more 
your pointing foot (left foot for 
right-handers, and right foot for 
southpaws) points in the direction of 
an extreme angle, the easier it is to 
break the target. 

For example, if on post five, you are 
right-handed, and point your left foot 
at the traphouse, when you get a 
sharp left angle, you will have to 
shove the gun at the target. Rule one 
says that you can't shove a gun barrel 
as fast as you can swing it. Not only 
that, but when you try to shove the 
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barrel rather than swing it, you al
most invariably dip the muzzle at the 
end of the shoving arc, which more 
often than not results in a big fat zero 
on the score sheet. There is no reason 
to dip the muzzle if you are swinging 
evenly as a result of good foot posi
tion. This means that your pointing 
foot should be aimed at about the spot 
where you expect to break the most 
difficult target from a given post. On 
an extremely windy day, with cross
ing wind, you could pick up enough 
extra targets to win by moving that 
foot perhaps another inch in the di
rection of the difficult angle. Of 
course, crossing winds don't always 
cooperate by simply moving targets to 
one side or the other. Certain crossing 
winds can have as much down and up 
effect on targets as tail winds or head 
winds. 

When you study your targets to de
termine what they are doing, this is 
another factor to check. If crossing 
winds are depressing targets, you can 
set your hold a little lower. If the clay 
birds are climbing, you can gain a foot 
or so and valuable time from a higher 
hold. Where you hold on the target is 
perhaps the most important overall 
factor on a windy day. If you always 
use a six o'clock hold, that is, sit the 
target on top of your front sight, you 
have time to correct and pick up a 
valuable hit when the bird jumps or 
dives. 

If you are using a field gun, and 
have to cover or black-out the target, 
you are in trouble when the breezes 
blow, because the bird will do its little 
dance, darting up or down, behind the 
muzzle and therefore shielded from 
your vision. Even if you use the more 
straight stocking of a trap gun, you 
can fall into the habit of shooting 
right at the bird, instead of sitting it 
on top your muzzle where you can 
watch the little rascals at all times, 
and under all conditions. Trophies on 
a breezy day may come more easily 
for you of you will remember to make 
sure that you come up to the bird and 
touch off your shot instead of blasting 
it midship. From a very practical 
standpoint, if wind-blown targets bug 
you, you might give some thought to 
when you are squadded. Obviously, 
this is not always possible, so it's bet
ter if you will learn to shoot in the 
wind. But, you can study the club for 
wind conditions where that is possi
ble. At some clubs, there is always a 
morning breeze, which dies by late 
afternoon. At other clubs the reverse 
is true. You can shoot better scores if 
you will change from AM to PM for 
starting times, or vice versa. 

So far I have dealt with shooting 
techniques designed to help with the 
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Llama. 
The choice of 
police forces 
around 
the world. 

The Llama pistol, whether you 
choose an automatic or double action 
revolver, delivers more for your dollar. 

That's one reason why police 
agencies world-wide specify Llama. The 
other reasons-outstanding accuracy, 
ease of maintenance, durability, and 
above all, reliability. 

Finely made in one of the most 
modern handgun plants in the world, 
Llama automatics and revolvers still 
reflect an age-old heritage of fine 
craftsmanship that is the hallmark of 
very few handguns today. Each 
component part of the action is hand
fitted to insure trouble-free service, 
year after year. 

Hornady's new 120 gr. Hollow Point turns 
your favorite 7mm hunting rifle into a 
potent varminter that can outperform the 
small bores. This new 7mm Hornady shoots 
flatter and retains energy better for 
long ranges. For a real eye-opener. check 
the ballistics below with those of 
other varmint bullets. 

BALLISTICS FOR 7mm MAGNUMS 

Llama automatics are offered in 
.45, Super .38, .380, .32, .22 RF and 
9 mm models. The Martial line of 
rev~lvers offers 4" or 6" barrels in 
.38 special and .22 calibers. 

See the Llamas at your nearest 
dealer. You'll make the choice of police 
agencies around the world your 
choice, too. 

Write for more information about 
the fine pistols from Llama. 

Llama Pistols imported by 

Stoeger Arms 
55 Ruta Court, S. Hackensack, New Jersey 07606 

Production 
Acceptance 

Target 

Group 
size: 
.455 

5 shots 
100 yards 

Range 
Velocity Energy Bullet path 

(fps) (fUlb) (200 yd. zero) 

Muzzle 3500 3265 -1.5 
100 yd. 3220 2763 1.0 
200 yd. 2953 2323 0 
300 yd. 2698 1940 -4.9 
400 yd. 2457 1609 -14.9 
500 yd. 2231 1327 -30.9 

Sectional Density: .213 Ballistic Coefficient: .378 

Write for complete bullet list and brochure 

FFL 47-404 

ornady 
Bullet;s 

HORNADY MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Dept. G, Grand Island, Nebr. 68801 

Other Hornady Divisions: 
Pacific Tool Co. I Frontier Ammunition 
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Mark Ill Prices: TOP 
GUN 

With horizontal front grip-

$132.00 Retail 

THE NEW 
COMMANDO MARK Ill 

lustrated with the 
world's finest short 
range rifle sight, the 
Quick Point sight by 
Weaver for $40 extra. 

and top gun is the boss-accurate, tough, dependable-and looks, well it doesn't 
take an expert to know that it means business. When it comes to guns, it is nice to 
know you have the very best on your side-especially when you can own the best at 
this price. The new Commando Mark Ill employs a revolutionary internal design never 
before used in any blow back type rifle and features smoother chambering action and 
easy trigger pull. Guaranteed to out perform all other 45 caliber carbines, the Mark 
Ill accepts 15 or 30 shot magazines, weighs only 8 pounds, and is 37 inches overall 
in length, requires no special license or regulations and is classified by the U. S. 
Government as a legal semi-automatic weapon. Proof of FFL license needed for 
dealer discounts. Write or phone. We now accept Master Charge. 

COMMANDO ARMS INC. 
P. 0. BOX 10214, KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37919 Ph. 615-523-3393 

HELP WORKS LIKE A CAN 
OF HAIR SPRAY 

Against Personal Attack 
for Yourself, Wife and Family 
on the street, at home and traveling 
Now! Personal protection that's truly effective and truly safe. 
(Protector is the pocket model of the world famous chemical 
weapon carried by more than 200,000 policemen.) Renders an 
assailant helpless - yet the effects wear off in 15-30 minutes 
with no permanent or long-lasting iniury! No danger to user 
or bystander. Completely nonflammable and non-toxic. Not an 
"irritant" under Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act. 

WEARS OFF IN 
15-30 MINUTES 

Not intended 
for sale where 

prohibited 
by law. 

A pocket model of same chemical 
used by police. -----• 

118 cc UNIT 

Over half-a-million CHEMICAL WEAPON® units are 
now in use throughout the world: 
Fully tested and approved by the nations leading 
biological laboratories, PROTECTOR'll and CHEMICAL 
WEAPON®, have been effectively field-tested . . . 
with positive results by tactical units of maJor 
metropolitan Police Departments and military agen
cies on three continents. 
Effectively used in thousands of documented, poten
tially tragic criminal assaults, CHEMICAL WEAPON'i!l 
and PROTECTOR"' act as an INSTANTANEOUS, hu
mane and TOTALLY NON-LETHAL deterrent force. 

The larger 118cc Chemical Weapon is perfect for 
protection at home or in business. Range 15-20 feet 
it fires a highly directional shotgun type pattern of 
heavy droplets. Capacity 40 one second bursts of 
2.5 grams - up to 100 short bursts. 

HOLSTER FOR 118 cc 

MIDDLE WEST MARKETING CO. 
216 South Hoyne Asenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60612 D 1-118 cc Chemical 

NAMc:_ ______ _;__ ____ _ 

Please send me: Weapon $7.95 ea. 

□ 1 Protector $3.95 □ 3-118 cc Chemical 
o 3 Protectors $10.00 
Shipping charges prepaid. o 
Send Check or M.O. 
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Weapons $18.00 
leather Holsters for 
118 cc $2.50ea. 

ADDRESS, __________ _ 

CITY ____ STATE-2IP __ _ 

Street Number only, no P.O. Boxes 

twenty-five percent factor in shooting 
good scores on a windy day. Giving 
advice to help with the seventy-five 
percent factor is a little more difficult. 

Perhaps I should start by observ
ing that physically and aerodynami
cally, there is no real reason why you 
can't shoot just as well on a breezy 
day as you can on a calm day. If you 
hold correctly and touch off your shot 
correctly, there is no reason why you 
can't break as many targets in a gale 
as on a calm day. You can do it, but 
it's a little harder and requires more 
work, planning, and concentration. 

For proof that wind is more of an 
imagined handicap than a real one, I 
have seen too many new shooters 
shoot their best scores on a windy 
day, and in competition with shooters 
who hold much higher averages but 
also know that wind is supposed to 
affect their performance. The new 
shooters simply concentrated on 
breaking targets as best they could, 
and in the manner to which they were 
accustomed. The results were conclu
sive. 

There is one very small group of 
trapgunners who will shoot only on 
good days, presumably to protect high 
averages. This is of course their privi
lege, but I can't help questioning the 
wisdom of such a policy. One thing I 
do know is that you only learn to 
shoot good scores in the wind by 
shooting in the wind, which calls for 
some adjustments in technique. The 
shooter who takes a powder when 
conditions are less than ideal can't 
control the weather, which may be 
miserable on the day of the big shoot 
he wants most to win, such as in the 
Grand, where the breezes have been 
known to be rated a little more than 
balmy on a given day. As I said in the 
beginning, the rewards for taking the 
extra time and effort to master 
wind-tossed clay birds are consider
able, and well worth the effort. You 
alone are the best judge as to whether 
your problems with wind are in the 
twenty-five percent or the seventy
five percent bracket. Now is the time 
to work on your problem, 11""'!!11 
in time for the next Grand. Loa 

MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS 
EXTRA LOW PROFILE WORKS 

WITH FACTORY FRONT SIGHT 

COLT 
.45 

$16.50 w/white outline $14.85 w/ploin leaf 
Now Available for Colt .45 Auto - Browning 
High Power - High Standard Autos - Ruger 
Std. Auto. 

Free Brochure 
Dealer and Jobber Inquiries Invited 

MINIATURE MACHINE CO., Dept. GM 
212 E. Spruce St. Deming, New Mexico 88030 
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The best in the world. 
It's tough to build a scope that good. You can't fake it. 

You don't play games with a reputation it took you thirty
five years to build. 

So, you collect the best brains, hands, and machines 
money can buy. · 

For starters, we picked the best people in the business to 
build our optics. Us. No one else had the experience, 
patience, or equipment. 

We rough grind the lenses with a diamond curve generator. 
It works to plus or minus one millionth of an inch. 

Then the hands take. over. They polish each lens with pitch 
and rouge. Like it was a rare gem. . 

Along the way, we reject a lot of lenses that would be good 
enough Tor most peoples scopes. The ones with a minor 
flaw like a tiny scratch. You'd never know the difference. 
But we would. 

We're just as particular about the rest of the Classic, too. 
The aluminum tube, flawlessly formed and finished. 
A surgically-precise adjusting system. Lens cells so 
recoil-proof that we can't find a gun powerful enough to 
test the~. ~e!te_r weatherproofin~ than Y?u'll ~ind in . 
many scientif IC Instruments. Plus Inspections, Inspections, 
and more inspections. 

When it's finished, we're proud to put our name on it. 
In fact, we think the Weaver Classic is the best scope in 
the world. We'll admit we're prejudiced. We saw 
them build it. 

Five models, 
priced from $ 60. 

The Classic Series 
by Weaver. 

:-------

Catalog on request. W. A. Weaver Company, El Paso, Texas 79915. 



Ironically, the smaller the 
bullet, the bigger the case, as 
graphically illustrated in this 
photograph of the .22 Long 
Rifle (left), the 5 mm Rimfire 
Magnum and the .17 Remington. 
Will the needle be next? 

The new .17 caliber Remington is 
available in the Model 700B 
Deluxe with sling included. The 
author's rifle is very handsome 
and was found to be exceedingly 
accurate. Note the convolution of 
color on the buttstock board. 
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By HARRY 0. DEAN 

THE RIFLE I was testing was per
forming in a fantastic manner. It 

was shooting so well that it gave me a 
very strange feeling which I find diffi
cult to explain. To be honest and 
candid, I wasn't sure whether I liked 
it or not. The rifle that gave me this 
oddly uncomfortable feeling was the 
new Remington .1 7 caliber. The report 
was not excessively loud, but its sharp
ness spoke of unusual speed. The re
coil was nearly nonexistent. The ac
curacy was uncanny. It punctured the 
target with tight, tiny eyestraining 
prickmarks that were too hard to find. 
I didn't know whether to cuss or cheer. 
It seemed so doggonned different that 
it took some time to get used to. Did 
I like it or didn't I? I liked it and I 
think you will like it. 

"Subcaliber" is a word that is rather 
loosely used and one of its several 
uLilizations refers to any bore diameter 
that is smaller than that of the familiar 

.22. Last year I reported on the birLh 
pains of the 5mm Remington which is 
only .20 caliber. Since then, the 
Bridgeport-Ilion crowd has hammer
formed the bore hole down to the 
diameter of a B-B. I'll talk about both 
of these subcaliber rifles as we con
tinue. This B-B bore is Lhe newest, so 
I will start with the .17 caliber. Did 
I say "new?" As most of you know, 
the .17 caliber has been stumbling 
around for several years. I can say 
"stumbling" because it has teased and 
tormented its fans with terrifically 
tight targets but, wiLhin far too few 
rounds it has faced them with frustra
tion by fouling bolh its bore and their 
language simultaneously! Why the big 
problem? Let's look back. I remember 
discussing the .17 bore with Parker 0. 
Ackley a few years ago. Ackley was 
one of the pioneers in the fine art of 
boring and rifling a .17 caliber hole. 
In fact the only B-B bore rifle I have 
ever fired prior to the .17 Remington 
was the miniscule .17 Ackley Bee. A 
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friend who owned this B-B was testing 
some 25 grain bullets and I was im
pressed with the accuracy in the three 
five shot groups that I fired. However, 
I was not impressed by the constant 
trouble encountered by owners of the 
later, more powerful versions of the 
.17 which were plagued by fouling. 
According to Ackley, early versions of 
the .17 caliber were handicapped by 
poor bullets. Some of the more recent 
fouling problems were actually caused 
by the shooters themselves. The temp
tation to overspeed a darning needle 
diameter bullet is difficult to resist. 
Furthermore, a good deal of experi
mentation was necessary to determine 
the correct rifling twist for proper sta
bilization of this new bullet diameter. 

Fortunately, the recent Remington 
round offers the varmint hunter a 
proven cartridge with all of the benefits 
of laboratory controlled research in 
the many facets of design and produc
tion. Velocity-wise, you might look 
upon the .17 Remington as a sort of 

The "new" .17 caliber Remington round is a varminter's delight. 

.17 caliber Swift. Like the .220 Swift, 
the .17 boasts a muzzle velocity of over 
4000 feet per second ( factory figures) . 
Also, like the Swift, the chronographed 

BOX SCORE .17 REMINGTON 

Sighting data: If Col. Whelen were alive today, I am certain he would like the .17 
Remington and recommend his pet varmint method of sighting the rifle to strike 1" 
high at 100 yards. It would then strike just below aim at 200 and about 6½ Inches 
low at 300 yards. Factory ballistics are encapsulated below with the 50 yard figures 
omitted because one tenth of an Inch Is smaller than the head of a housefly and 
only 7 hundredths smaller than the .17's bullet diameter! Note how the magic dis
appears a 300 yards where the bullet starts a dramatic dive. 

Range Velocity Energy Trajectories 
(Yards) F.P.S. Ft. Lbs. 

Muzzle 4020 900 

100 3290 600 Zero +1.2 
200 2630 380 -2,4 Zero 
300 2060 230 -9,9 -6,3 
400 1590 140 ' ~21,2! I 

500 1240 90 ? -50,4! 
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loads from a standard rifle fall some
what below the listed figures. In the 
Swift, the 4140 F.P.S. claimed by Win
chester proved out at around 3975 in 
actual rifle tests. Remingtons 4020 
F.P.S. claim works out closer to 3960 
in rifle firings. Is this important? ot 
really, but it could be termed academic 
because the factory test barrel might 
vary somewhat in length or chamber 
and bore dimensions. The original 
propellant batch may have been al
tered. There are numerous changes 
that take place between the design pro
totype and the final production item. 
Be that as it may, the velocity dis
crepancies we have noted are in no way 
detrimental to the performance of the 
streaking .17 caliber missile. 

For the addicts of pure speed, the 
.17 caliber and the Swift are cases in 
point. "Like throwing a feather into 
the wind" is an apt term. When you 
use a light bullet to attain the "magic" 
4000 foot per second figure, you may 
find that the bullet lacks the weight 
and form to retain respectable speeds 
at the intended hunting ranges. This, 
plus the proportionate increase in wind 
sensitivity for the 25 grain mini-mis
sile combine to limit the effective range 
of the .17 (Continued on page 50) 
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One of the ultra-rare revolver-rifle models is this gun 
produced by E. Savage on the same 1856 patent as used 
for his scarce "Figure 8" pistols. E. Brown collection. 
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RIFL 

PART 2 

By JAMES E. SERVEN 

THE FIRST part of this revolver
rifle story has told of ineffective 

efforts from the earliest times in gun
making to produce a practical multi
shot rifle. Guns with matchlock and 
flintlock ignition systems having a 
rotating multi-chambered breech (cy
linder) came from gun shops in Eur
ope, the British Isles and Asia. The 
Collier flintlock rifle made in England 
was the most successful of all these, 
but its performance left a lot to be 
desired. 

It was not until after introduction 
of the percussion cap that there was 
some bright hope for a truly effective 
revolver-rifle. Even then, the revolver
rifle continued to have a major fault. 

Top, a Belgian-made pinfire rifle made 
for European boar hunters. Center, an 
English caplock revolver-rifle having 
two reversible eight shot cylinders. 
The bottom rifle is a short-lived 
revolving cylinder rifle designed to 
shoot the new metallic cartridges. 
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The percussion ignition was surer, not 
as subject to misfire from dampness 
or from other malfunctions, but the 
dangerous escape of gas ( and some
times flame) between the mouth of the 
cylinder chamber and entrance to the 
barrel remained. With faulty loading, 
the flash from the fired cylinder had a 
tendency to set off more than the one 
chamber. 

Unlike the pistol which was held in 
one hand well away from the body, the 
rifle was held to the shoulder with the 
breech closer to the face, and if the 
hand supporting the barrel chanced to 
be in front of the cylinder during a 
multiple discharge, it was goodbye to 
a few fingers! The Jacqui th rifle, de
stined to an early demise, tried to mini
mize this danger by elevating the cy
linder and discharging the chamber at 
the bottom rather than at the top as in 
other rifles. Colt published illustrated 
instructions and even a trigger guard 
with finger prongs, suggesting that the 
gun be supported with the free hand 
under the frame just ahead of the trig
ger guard and not along the barrel 
ahead of the cylinder. 

After a slow start at Paterson, New 
Jersey, Colt's patent rifles, carbines 
and shotguns with rotating cylinders 
were made in some quantity there be
tween 1836 and 1842 by the Patent 
Arms Mfg. Co. The rifles were eight-
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shot models with a ring lever that 
cocked the concealed hammer and re
volved the cylinder. Carbines and shot
guns were six-shot arms with an ex
posed, center-hung, single action ham
mer, both having smoothbore barrels. 
Carbines had a 2½" cylinder whereas 
the shotgun cylinder was lengthened to 
3½". 

With these guns, Colt started a prac
tice of placing roll engraved scenes on 
the cylinder, a feature carried over into 
his caplock pistols for many years. For 
the Paterson rifles, the scene pictured 
a centaur, deer, and horsemen; the car
bine cylinder carried the Colt name 
and address along with three oval 
panels picturing soldiers, a lion hunter, 
and ships; the shotgun cylinder also 
had three panels, one showing a hunter 
and two deer, the second two bird 
hunters, and the third an American 
eagle. 

The only Paterson Colt model that 
attained any substantial success was 
the carbine; several hundred of these 
were put into naval use, especially on 
ships of the Pacific Squadron where 
they were used by skirmishers during 
the Mexican War. A few were used by 
Texas Rangers, and there are accounts 
of their being used by travelers headed 
over the early trails to Oregon and 
California. 

By 1842 the Patent Arms Mfg. Co. 

was in bankruptcy and soon the fac
tory closed its doors. Samuel Colt was 
left out in the cold. But he was not one 
to give up easily and by 1847 he had a 
contract to supply 1000 six-shot .44 
caliber "Dragoon" pistols for the U. S. 
Government. Details of all these Colt 
trials and tribulations and the produc
tion of all major models made since 
1836 are pictured and described in my 
book Colt Firearms from 1836. Obvi
ously, we must limit ourselves here to 
the progress of cylinder rifles. 

From a fresh start in a modest fac
tory at Hartford, Conn., in 1848 
Samuel Colt launched one of the great 
success stories in arms-making history. 
He gathered to him talented men like 
Elisha K. Root and in 1855, a new 
model of the Colt revolver-rifle was 
born. This one had a solid frame and 
an attached loading lever. 

Now there were sporting models in 
rifle and shotgun calibers, the rifles 
from .36 to .56 caliber, the shotguns 
.60 and . 75 smoothbore. There were 
carbines with and without forestocks 
and full-stocked military muskets com
plete with bayonets. 

The approaching War between the 
States put northern arms factories into 
high gear and Colt benefited greatly. 
Approximately 5500 Colt revolver
rifles were sold to the Federal Govern
ment. No other manufacturer of these 

The Colt military models in the rifled five and six 
shot musket and carbine styles were purchased in considerable 

..... in the 1860-65 period. Later, these rifles were sold for $6.67 each. 

Various sporting models of the 1855 Colt pattern 
were manufactured at Hartford, Conn. There was always 

a danger that multiple discharges would erupt, causing injury. 
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rotating cylinder repeaters ever ap
proached production of that magni
tude. Colt, however, had many com
petitors who worked hard to get a 
share of this lucrative market. 

Although they entf?red the race rela
tively latf?, Remington made a six-shot 
.44 caliber revolver-rifle that some con
sidered superior to the Colt. A few 
were converted later to shoot the metal
lic rimfire cartridges that came on the 
market during the war. 

The prewar period was one that had 
seen many different names appear over 
the doorways of arms-making shops. 
Allen, Savage, Warner, and Massa
chusetts Arms Co. were just a few. And 
som·e made unique models which col
lectors eagerly seek. An example of 
this, recently come to light, is a rare E. 
Savage rifle in the Ed Brown collection 
based on Henry S. orth's patent of 
June 17, 1856. It is the same patent on 
which the rare Savage "Figure 8" pis
tol was produced. The gun is quite 
unlike the model patented June 1, 1852 
by orth & Skinner although that gun 
is marked North & Savage, which later 
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partnership also was granted a patent 
January 18, 1859. If you are not by 
now completely confused you will at 
least be conscious of the complexities 
in identifying and collecting the ultra
rare models of a given manufacturer. 

ew England was by far the area 
whence came the greatest number of 
caplock revolver-rifles. The Whittier 
guns were made at Enfield, New Hamp
shire, the Nichols and Childs shop was 
at Conway, Mass., Wesson & Leavitt 
arms were made by the Massachusetts 
Arms Co. at Chicopee Falls, James 
Warner rifles came out of Springfield 
as did "Cochran's Many Chambered 
and Non Recoil Rifle" made by C. B. 
Allen. The scarce Allen & Wheelock 
rifles, also were a product of that area. 
The Porter radial cylinder guns are 
said to have been made at Amherst. 
The Colts, of course, were made at 
Hartford. 

We have a uniformity in at least one 
feature of a majority of all revolver
rifles, that being a cylindrical breech 
bored to provide four or more cham
bers. From there the similarity ends 

and some have a single action mechan
ism, others double action. Some cylin
ders are revolved and locked by action 
of the hammer or a trigger, others 
must be manually revolved. Some had 
attached loading levers so the cylinder 
might be loaded without removing the 
cylinder, others did not. 

It would take more space than can 
be allotted here to describe the pecu
liarities of all these mechanisms, but I 
shall single out several of the more 
unusual types. Possibly the most spec
tacular American-made gun is Alex
ander Hall's patent of June 10, 1856. 
This gun resembles a veritable machine 
gun and has a tremendous fifteen-shot 
cylinder that extends far below the 
frame and is manually operated. The 
forward trigger cocks the concealed 
hammer. But as formidable as this gun 
appears the English gunmakers went 
us one better. They designed a rifle 
with a total of sixteen shots. It took two 
separate eight-shot cylinders to accom
plish this, the second cylinder rotated 
into line with the barrel after the first 
one had been discharged! 
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One of the latest of the revolver-rifles 
was the four-shot Roper patented April 
10, 1876. This gun was designed with 
an enclosed circular housing, having a 
side loading gate. Primarily made as a 
shotgun, it employed iron shells with 
either nipples for percussion caps at 
the rear or a rear recess for flat disc 
primers. A revolving four partition 
turning mechanism within the enclosed 
housing brought each shell into firing 
position by manually cocking the ham
mer. These guns even had a crude de
tachable choke at the muzzle. 

Many of the manufacturers who 
made cylinder rifles also made revolv
ing cylinder pistols, and firms like Colt, 
Wesson & Leavitt, Savage and some 
others designed attachable shoulder 
stocks to transform a pistol into a pis
tol-carbine. I have even owned an Eng
lish-made Collier and a scarce Ameri
can-made Alsop revolver equipped with 
these attachable stocks, as well as the 
different Colt models. 

There is another early form of multi
chambered gun that is quite apart from 
what we think (Continued on page 70) 
GUNS OCTOBER 1972 

Pictured from the top to bottom is the Remington .44 caliber 
revolver-rifle featuring a six shot cylinder. The middle 

and bottom rifles are Roper four shot revolving breech 
shotguns, illustrating the two major sizes. Like antique 

cars, these revolver-rifles are worth far more today than when 
they were fresh off the assembly line. Values have soared. 

The rifle with the flat radial cylinder at the tc 
was patented in 1837 by J. W. Cochran; tt 
center rifle was patented by E. H. Graham i 

1851 and the bottom rifle was made by t 
Genhart in Uege, Belgium, about 1860. No1 

distinctive cylinder 
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The Asian water buffalo, planted in the Northern Territory of Australia, affords some excellent 
shooting. Crocodile, wild boar, dingo and several varieties of water fowl is just some of game available. 

TIMIE SAIFARU AND 
YOUR POCKETBOOK 
By COL. CHARLES ASKINS 

SHOW ME A man who is a hunting 
rifleman and I'll show y0 1! an hom

bre who has a deep-down hankering to 
make at least one honest-to-god big 
game hunting expedition before he dies. 
To Africa, or Alaska or maybe Canada. 

A hunting soiree to run into several 
weeks with the chance to shoot a score 
of the trophies he has always wanted 
most. Game like grizzly, mountain 
sheep, lion and buffalo. The hunting and 
canepole fishing journals have built up 
circulations of a million readers based 
on telling the stay-at-home rifleman 
about how it is in the northern frontier 
of Kenya and in the Cassiar Mountains 
of British Columbia, whetting his ap
petite and spoiling his squirrel gunning. 
I have known fellows who saved their 
lunch, beer and cigarette money for 
three years so they could engineer the 
long dreamed-of hunt. 

The best place for the shooting man 
on the face of this earth is Africa. No 
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other land can remotely touch the Dark 
Continent for quantities of game ·and 
for a variety of species. Some days on 
the safari you may count a thousand 
animals and do this without deliberately 
getting in the forefront of a seasonal 
migration. The critters will represent a 
dozen different species. Where else, I 
ask you, can you view such a specta
cle? 

The amounts of African game is well 
known and when the budget-hampered 
sportsman gets to pondering where most 
he would like to make his one-and-only 
big game expedition his mind usually 
swings to this land. I get letters from 
fellows who know it is pretty costly to 
essay the African gambit and they ask 
if there isn't somewhere in Africa that 
they might hunt a bit more cheaply. 
Maybe not go for a month which is the 
usual safari length, possibly give up the 
chance at all of the "Big Fi"'.e" or agree 
to a hunt without all the frills of the 
conventional safari. 

Let us look at this one for a moment. 

The big outfitters of East Africa-the 
most popular hunting area-are not in
terested in the quickie hunt. They class 
a safari of a fortnight as a shorty. The 
game departments of such countries as 
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, have 
regulations which prohibit the taking of 
anything save the most common plains 
anttfope on the short duration safari. 
Three weeks is considered the absolute 
minimum and then some of the com
panies assess their regular fee and add 
10'/c to this. They distinctly are not 
interested in the poor cuss who wants to 
shoot for maybe a week or 10 days. 

Many safaris are now staged in Mo
zambique, Botswana, Zambia, the Chad 
and other spots and the attitude about 
the abbreviated safari is pretty much 
the same. The outfitter has to pay his 
white hunters by the month. Likewise 
his native help in the shape of trackers, 
skinners, cooks, camp boys, drivers and 
the miscellany of other staff members 
have got to be paid. If he essays a safari 
for only a week or 10 days-or even as 
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long as two weeks-he is left holding the 
bag for the remainder of the month. He 
wants to program his safari season on 
the basis of month-long hunts and then 
all his people are fully occupied. 

The cost of the safari has advanced, 
on the average, ] 0';'r every year for the 
past decade. A 30 day safari in Kenya 
today costs $6500; it is the same in 
Tanzania, Botswana and Zambia. The 
full hunting license in Kenya is now an 
astounding S3S00 ! It is the same in 
Tanzania. If you shoot a really outstand
ing tusker in Kenya, an old bull with 
100 pound teeth on the side, that is 
another thousand dollar bite. These 
prices are the very reason the average 
sportsman cannot seriously consider 
the African adventure. 

But hold on. All is not lost. One of the 
best hunting areas on all the continent 
is Angola. This is in West Africa, the 

The Angola eland is one of the 
largest antelopes in Africa. 
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colony belongs to Portugal, and in the 
southeastern corner, an extremely re
mote and highly fertile game area, the 
safari is encouragingly less costly. A 
30 day safari costs $4200. A 21-day 
jaunt is $3380. This shortened hunt is 
plenty long enough to account for such 
highly desirable trophies as buffalo, 
lion, elephant, leopard, greater kudu, 
sable antelope, r~an antelope, giant 
oryx, sitatunga, impala, eland, zebra, 
bushbuck, lechwe, reedbuck, tsessebe, 
waterbuck and lesser species. The 
sportsman does not pay any license 
costs until he gets the critter on the 
ground. This is the most generous 
game department in all Africa, most 
surely! 

If this is still too much for the sport 
who must carefully nurture his nickels 
there is another most worthwhile dodge. 
This is South Africa. While you cannot 
shoot elephant, nor buffalo, and certain
ly not lion in this great country at the 
very southern tip of the continent, but 
you still may enjoy a most satisfactory 
safari. You may bring to bag such 
valued trophies as nyala, greater kudu, 
impala, bontebuck, eland, reedbuck, 
white-tailed gnu, blue wildebeeste, 
springbuck, warthog, bushbuck, vaal 
rhebuck and other species. The game is 

Shotgunning for snipe, ducks and 
other waterfowl along the Caspian 
Sea in the country of Iran can 
produce "surprise" game as shown 
by this pair of hunters and their 
large wild boar. Note the tusks. 

hunted during safari swings which may 
range from 3-5 clays; or 6-10 days; or 
as long as 11-20 days. Two sportsmen, 
shooting together, may make the 6-10 
day safari for a daily cost of $90 each. 
Licenses are based on the game shot and 
charges are moderate. This shooting is 
in Zululand, reached via Johannesburg 
and Durban. 

In Rhodesia, the sportsman may also 
shoot on a short time basis. There are 
safaris for 3-day, 7-day and 10-day 
durations. On the 3-day trek, he may 
shoot sable antelope, greater kudu and 
eland and along with th e s e m a j o r 
species also impala and reedbuck. On 
the 7-day soiree he can gather in such 
other species as zebra, waterbuck, wart
hog, duiker and grysbuck. The 10-clay 
safari is best. Besides the horned game 
he can go for lion, elephant and buffalo. 
This hunt, for two sportsmen, costs each 
$135 daily. The 7-day hunt will cost 
each man $145 daily; the 3-day mini
safari costs $170 per day per man. 

Australia attracts small interest as a 
hunting country. The average person 
concludes that about all the "Land 
Down Under" has to offer is the insipid 
kangaroo or a multitude of rabbits. This 
does not tell the whole story at all. In 
the Northern Territory of Australia an 
Irisher named Don McGregor puts on a 
hangup good hunt for Asian water buf
falo, crocodile, wild boar, dingo, kan
garoo, wallaby, water-fowl and if you 
also happen to be a W altonian there is 
some of the best fishing. This full bag 
can be had with a bit of hustle in seven 
days. Our (Continued on page 64) 

Jungle fowl in Madhya Pradesh, 
India, offers quite a selection. 
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SPECIAL POLICE 
COMBAT SHOTGUNS 

PART 1 

TO GET A standard police riot 
shotgun into a firing position from 

inside a patrol vehicle is like sex 
while standing up in a hammock, 

Utilizing the pistol grip, the 
Remington or the Protective 
Devices Corp.'s stock reduction 
and conversion kits can be fired 
with deadly effect by using the 
hip firing or instinctive pointing 
method at close quarters or 
street range. Elbows smooth recoil. 

nearly impossible. To extract a 40 
inch riot shotgun out of the vehicle 
door from its carrying position during 
an emergency or potential shoot out, 
presents additional difficulties due to 
its bulk, overhung dashboards, curved 
windshields, radios, passengers and 
other equipment in the driver com
partment and the size and hinging ac
tion of the car doors, etc. Many 
sportsmen who have tried to hur
riedly extricate their rifles from a 
hastily parked car when a big buck 
has unexpectedly appeared on the 
roadside, will certainly appreciate this 
particular police problem. 

Aside from the car carry to shoot
ing situation, police also have other 
needs for a more concealable, and 
manueverable, close quarter weapon 
with superior firepower and deterrent 
qualities to the handgun. Officers on 
stakeout assignments often need to 
hide the weapon or have need to use 
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By COL. REX APPLEGATE 

it from inside a parked automobile. 
Plain clothesman on dangerous arrest 
or VIP protection missions can use 
such a weapon hung from the shoul
der in a sling from which position it 
can be quickly brought into action in
side buildings, on stairways, in corri
dors and other confined areas: In these 
situations shorter overall length and 
lesser bulk can make the vital differ
ence. 

There are two basic approaches to 
this problem. One major department, 
after having a number of roof signal 
lights shot off its patrol cars when the 
men were attempting to get the gun 
into action, spends precious training 
hours on this gun takeout aspect 
alone. Unfortunately, like police 
training in fast revolver loading tech
niques, few training programs pay any 
attention to this problem at all. An
other solution is to equip the men 
with either specially designed shot-
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The Protective Devices pistol grip-forend 
conversion, installed on the Winchester Model 

1200 police riot gun. The pointing qualities 
of the conversion are excellent. The pistol 
grip conversion is available to the public. 

guns or riot shotgun adaptations that 
will reduce the standard riot gun to a 
more manageable and still legal 
length. 

A police agency can legally use any 
type of shotgun including "sawed off" 
or cut down models if properly regis
tered with the US Treasury Depart
ment. However, due to the red tape 
involved, the varied personnel who 
may be issued the same weapon etc., 
almost all departments prefer to use 
weapons within the current legal di
mensions that specify a barrel length 
of not less than 18 inches and a mini
mum overall length of 27 inches. 

This series will cover new combat 
adaptations of the standard issue riot 
shotgun with 18-20'' barrels and the 
conventional wooden stock. The sub
sequent article- will cover specially 
designed shotguns either in the proto
type or availability stage. Both of 
these approaches are based on the po
lice usage of the military hip firing or 
instinctive pointing technique. 

Remington Folding 
Stock Conversion 

There are more Remington model 

870 pump riot guns in police hands 
than any other model. This is either 
because of police preference for this 
very reliable weapon or due to low 
bid police procurement practice. The 
Remington Company has also been 
very aggressive and service oriented 
in its police sales program. 

After some production delays, Rem
ington is now making deliveries of its 
new folding stock conversion unit for 
the Model 870. The overall length of 
the weapon with pistol grip and a 
stock folding up over the barrel is 28 
inches, as opposed to the 38-40 inch 
overall length of the standard wooden 
stock. This conversion unit can be 
locally installed in about five minutes 
by removal of the butt plate and long 
bolt that holds the wooden stock in 
place and utilizing a shorter bolt that 
comes with the folding stock unit. The 
pistol grip on the new unit enables a 
good instinctive shooting position at 
waist level. With the butt stock ex
tension folded over the barrel, or with 
the stock extended, accurate aimed 
fire can be delivered. The stock is 

(Continued on page 59) 
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FOR 
TRAP 
RANGE 

Pictured is a small section of a large trapshooting range where the management is quite good 
and large crowds of tropshooters attend virtually every shoot. The background on this particular 
range is ideal for shooters, but even poor backgrounds con be diminished in the eyes of a shooter 
if the management uses colored cloy targets which will stand-out against poor background color. 

By CLARENCE MASSEY 

THOUGHTFULLY located on the 
fringes of a large metropolitan 

area, the new gun club was a beautiful 
example of everything held near and 
dear to the hearts of devoted clay tar
get shooters. Wide cement walkways 
led from one end of the 15 trap lineup 
to the other. Cement sidewalks were at 
each trap and fresh, green lawns flour
ished between the concrete strips. Trap
houses were tastefully painted to 
match the decor of the spacious club
house and dining room. An elevated 
platform for posting scores was in 
front of the club-house and a large 
squad numbers platform was mounted 
over the sidewalk so that shooters 
could see the squad numbers from 
either end of the trapline. 

An elaborate loud speaker system 
ran the entire length of the trap range 
and floodlights had been installed 

over the centrally located traps. Drink
ing fountains, gun racks and trash 
cans were conveniently located along 
the sidewalk and comfortable benches 
for spectators were always nearby. In 
short, every convenience had been 
provided for the shooter. On opening 
day the huge parking lot at the new 
range had been filled to capacity. The 
management received many compli
ments upon the thoughtful layout of 
the new gun club and a bright future 
was seen by all who attended opening 
day festivities. 

Nevertheless, five years later and 
in spite of the growing army of new 
clay target shooters across the nation, 
the plush gun club seldom had a well 
attended shoot. Why? Let's listen in 
on a couple of trapshooters as they dis
cuss the poor attendence at a recent 
shoot. 

"Where is everybody?" asked a rel
atively new trapshooter. "This is a 

Shooters hove steered clear of this range because of 
the poor background. They couldn't see the target! 
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registered trapshoot and I thought 
there would be at least 20 squads here 
today. Instead, I only see about eight 
squads listed on the scoreboard." 

"Most of them are up at Country
town Gun Club," replied a grizzled old 
trapshooter. "I'd be up there too if I 
had the time to make the drive. Now, 
that's a real gun club." 

"But that gun club is over 200 miles 
away," said the new shooter. "I 
wouldn't think that all the shooters 
that live near here would drive all the 
way to Countrytown just to compete 
in a registered shoot ,vhen there's a 
registered shoot right here close to 
their home." 

"Well, there's more to a gun club 
than it's geographical location," re
plied the veteran trapshooter. "Trap
shooters are a tempermental and fussy 
group," he continued. "If they aren't 
treated courteously and made to feel 
that their business is appreciated, they 
just won't shoot at that club very of
ten." And then, warming to his sub
ject, he added, "There's more to it 
than that too. For example, trap
shooters are an impatient lot. When 
they come to a shoot, they want to 

shoot ... now! They don't appreciate 
having to stand around for an hour 
just waiting to shoot a practice round 
or two." 

"Why, just this morning I signed 
up for a practice round and had to 
wait almost an hour before I could 
shoot. And there's hardly any shooters 
here either. There's just no excuse for 
such sloppy management." 

"And another thing," he continued. 
"Trapshooters don't like sloppy or 
lazy trap personnel either. After I fi. 
nally got out on the trap field; I had 
three slow 'pulls' just because the trap 
boy was half asleep. Other fellows in 
the squad were getting them too. There 
was just no excuse for it." 

"I noticed that myself when I was 
shooting this morning," replied the 
new shooter. "I thought that maybe I 
wasn't calling loud enough." 

"No, it was just the poor trap help," 
replied the veteran. "The management 
doesn't keep them on their toes and 
they goof off." 

"I thought the club up at Country
town was just a small club," said the 
new shooter. "I've never been up there 
but someone told me that they only 

A small two trap shooting range. Because 
of the limited space, registered trap 

tournaments are impossible, but still 
the club attracts good crowds of shooters. 
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had eight or nine traps up there." 
"That's right," replied the veteran. 

"But they know how to run a trap
shooting club. They always start the 
shoot on time, keep it moving right 
along and run as many shooters 
through their eight traps as this club 
does with twice as many traps. And 
not only that," he continued, "if you 
want to drive your camper up there 
and stay overnight during the shoot, 
you can park it right on their club 
grounds. They even provide an elec
trical hookup for your camper or trail
er and there's no charge either." 

"Furthermore, during every shoot 
there's a big dinner or barbeque held 
at the clubhouse after the day's shoot
ing is over. And they always plan 
something for the shooter's ladies to 
do during the day. Usually they char
ter a bus to see some of the local sights 
or sometimes the local women get to
gether and take the guests (and they 
are treated as honored guests) to a 
party, fashion show or some other ac
tivity that women will enjoy. You 
never hear of anything like that 
around here. All they do here is to 
scowl and (Continued on page 47) 
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-
By E. G. B. REYNOLDS 

WHEN I 1888 a Lee-actioned mag
azine rifle was approved for the 

British armed forces it marked the in
troduction of a weapon destined to 
play a versatile role, both warlike and 
peaceful, in many parts of the world. 
It was the first magazine rifle ever to be 
issued to the British Services and it 
met with opposition from some of the 
military critics who had been asked 
to give their opinion as to the desir
ability of adopting such a weapon. 
Some feared it might lead to careless 
shooting and waste of ammunition 
and one stated that "our Martini-Hen
ry rifle is the best of its kind, but our 
men require more frequent practice 
and very careful training; they re
quire no magazine gun." Fortunately, 
wiser counsels prevailed and, fitted 
with the shallow-grooved Metford bar
rel, it soon became popular with the 

British forces, particularly for its 
greater accuracy at long distances 
than that of its predecessor. It was 
considered to give effective results up 
to 2,000 yards. 

In 1899, the introduction of a cor
dite charged .303" cartridge posed a 
serious problem. Excessive erosion of 
the "lead" caused by the high com
bustion temperature of nitroglycerine 
greatly reduced barrel life and the so
lution was found in a barrel with 
deeper grooves and wider lands de
signed and made at the Enfield Royal 
Small Arms Factory. Thus was born 
the Lee-Enfield Rifle and it lasted as 
the British Service arm-with modi
fications from time to time-until it 
was superseded by the 7.62mm Self
loading Rifle soon after World War 
II. 

It got off to a bad start in the South 
African campaign largely owing to in
correct sighting. The method in vogue 

of determining the sighting of Service 
rifles had been to make them all con
form to a sealed pattern on which the 
'line of sight' had been the mean of 
a number of trial rifles, the special 
characteristics of individual rifles be
ing completely ignored. Many Lee-En
fields were returned to England for 
rectification and Government factories 
were engaged day and night-Sundays 
included-turning out new pattern 
slides for the leaf backsights. This led 
to an important change in British 
Service rifle inspection and the intro
duction of an accuracy test for every 
weapon on much the same lines as 
practiced today. 

Now a very accurate rifle, it was 
considered too long for use by the 
cavalry who had hitherto been armed 
with carbines. A compromise was 
eventually effected. A number of rifles 
were modified-shortened and light
ened-and the Short Magazine Lee-En-

Pictured at the top is the No. 1 Mork 3 Rifle which was used by the Australian Forces. 
The center photo illustrates the war-time shortened and lightened version of the No. 1, 
which was not adopted. The bottom rifle is the adopted version of the No. 1. It hos 
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been shortened and lightened considerably for its role in jungle warfare. This new 
adaptation was not produced in large numbers, however, owing to the end of the war. 
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The No. 4 Lee-Enfield remodeled and fitted with a telescopic 
sight for the British sniper. Note the add-on comb to aid sighting. 

The No. 5 Lee-Enfield, which was specially designed for jungle fighting. The 
rifle proved to be a most effective weapon in that role. Note the attached flash 
eliminator. The No. 5 was the only Enfield to be fitted with such a device. 

field, affectionately known to many 
thousands of British and Empire 
troops in the First W oriel War as the 
"Smellie," came into being and re
mained in service for over forty 
years. It was also made in Australia 
and India. and frontier tribesmen 
made excellent "Chinese copies" of 
Lee-Enfield rifles by very primitive 
methods of manufacture, though often 
falling down on the identification 
tampings. Examples of this were the 

letters "V.R." on rifles made many 
years after the death of Queen Vic
toria, thus showing complete ignor
ance of what they stood for. Easy han
dling and bolt manipulation of the 
Lee-Enfield enabled instructors at the 
British Small Arms School to fire up 
to forty aimed shots in a minute, and 
the well trained British Expeditionary 

.. 

Force at the beginning of the First 
World War led to a German supposi
tion of many machine-guns when, in 
point of fact, they had very few. 

Shortening the rifle had, however, 
greatly impaired its accuracy and 
when it replaced the Long Lee-Enfield 
for target shooting it became extreme
ly unpopular with Eisley marksmen, 
to uch an extent that the British a
tional Rifle Association had to in
crea e the size of the bulls-eye for 
short ranges-from 200 to 600 yards. 
Thanks to its 'compensating' feature 
at around 1.000 yards, long range ac
curacy with the S.M.L.E. has always 
been reasonably good. ormally the 
bullets left the barrel during an up• 
ward vibratory movement, the faster 
ones at a lower point in the barrel's 
movement than the slower ones. The 

point at which the trajectory curves 
intersected being the 'compensating 
range' of the rifle. The grouping ca
pacity was naturally better at this dis
tance than at any other as the effect 
of velocity variations-which were 
considerable \\ ith British Service am
munition-were eliminated. At short 
ranges the rifle's light whippy barrel 
gave very scattered shooting until a 
few civilian gunsmiths, notably Arthur 
Fulton, one of Great Britain's leading 
marksmen and a wartime sniper of 
great repute, developed a technique of 
controlling the barrel vibrations by 
bedding the barrel in the stock fore
end by means of strips of cork and 
similar material. Greatly improved ac
curacy led to the return of the 5-inch 
bulls-eye at 200 yards in 1928. 

Towards the end of the First World 

The latest version of the Enfield, which has been dubbed the "Enfield Envoy." The 
rifle embodies the No. 4 Rifle action, The No. 8 Rifle woodwork and has been fitted 

with the Enfield heavy "Target'' barrel and equipped with Match sights. 
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An E.Y. (Emergency) S.M.L.E. Rifle shown after it has been strengthened and 
fitted with a cup discharger for firing grenades. With the rifle loaded 
with a ballistite cartridge and kept at an angle of 45 degrees, grenades 
could be fired with fair accuracy up to 200 yards. Required ranges were met 
by adjusting a gas port which was fully closed for maximum distance. 

The "Charlton" semi-automatic adaptation of the Short 
Magazine Lee Enfield. This rifle was manufactured in 
limited numbers in Australia when machine guns were 
sorely needed in the early years of the Second World 
War. A number of these rifles were manufactured, 
but increased production of the British Bren L.M.G. 
led to a curtailment of the project. 

War the Short Lee-Enfield successfully fulfilled another 
role, that of firing grenades. For this purpose a number 
of rifles were strengthened by binding the front hand
guard and fore-end with whipcord or copper wire lo avoid 
splitting when grenades were fired from a cup discharger 
fitted to the muzzle end of the barrel. A number of rifles 
were also fitted with telescopes and other optical sights 
for snipers, but were not particularly successfully. 

Jn Australia, the Short Lee-Enfield was fitted with 
a heavier barrel for snipers and later for target shooting. 
It proved a much more accurate rifle than the British ver
sion and was in production until 1955. In ]942, a call 
came from the Australian Forces fighting in New Guinea 
for a lighter rifle for jungle fighting. Experiments took 
place with lightened and shortened rifles and two different 
models were produced at the Government Lithgow Factory. 
An interesting development with the Australian S.M.L.E. 
also took place in 19·12 when attempts were made to con
vert the rifle to automatic fire. To a design by Mr. Charl
ton, a resident of New Zealand, a number were success
fully converted but increased production of the British 
Bren L.M.G. led to curtailment of the project. 

Between the two \Vorld Wars, many experiments were 
carried out with the Lee-Enfield with the object of pro
ducing a rifle which would better lend itself to mass pro
duction in an emergency and at the same time give better 
accuracy. Eventually a Mark V Rifl~ was developed to 
which earlier patterns could be converted, and this was 
fitted with an aperture backsight in place of the open leaf 
backsight which had been fitted to all earlier models. Sub
jected to troop trials and tried out at Eisley-where it was 
not well received-it was not adopted but was superseded 
by a new design with heavier barrel which eventually be
came the No. 4 Lee-Enfield, to which earlier patterns could 
not be converted. This rifle gave much better accuracy 
and remained in the British Service until the introduction 
of the Self-loading Rifle after the Second World War. 

During the Second W oriel War the No. 4 Ri fie was in 
mass production in England, Canada and the United 
States and several million weapons were made for the 
British, Commonwealth and Allied Forces. A number were 
fitted with telescope sights (Continued on page 54) 
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THE 
MINl~MATICS 
Of 
FRAN 

WHEN THE names of Samuel Colt, 
John Browning, or Paul Mauser 

are mentioned the mind almost im
mediately conjures up one of the arms 
designed by these famous men or man
ufactured by the companies with which 
they were associated. The mention of 
the name Francis Pfannl in a group 
of gun buffs would, in all likelihood, 
elicit only blank stares. Pfannl has 
remained virtually unknown although 
he produced some of the most unusual 
pistols of the 20th century. He was a 
native of the small village of Rehberg 
in lower Austria and was by training 
a watchmaker. He set up his weapon 
and cartridge manufactury in the near-

by town of Krems on the Danube about 
1911 and proceeded to produce an 
amazing line of miniature automatic 
pistols. 

Pfannl was a man of considerable 
genius not only as a gunsmith but as 
a machine designer as well. The micro
scopic size of the cartridges that he 
produced required that he design and 
build his own specialized machinery 
for manufacturing them. The first of 
these cartridges was essentially a copy 
o! the then recently famous 6.35 mm. 
or 25 ACP Browning cartridge scaled 
down to 4.25 mm. Although a com
pleted round was less than one-half 
inch long the superfine-ground smoke-

less powder within it managed to pro
pel the miniscule full-metal-cased 13 
grain bullet at 800 feet per second. 

The pistol for this round is one of 
the most unusual looking that has ever 
been produced. Its strange profile came 
from the conflicting necessities of pro
viding a reasonable grip and of locat
ing the tiny five-shot magazine in the 
proper relationship to the action. The 
result of this compromise leaves the 
grip sticking out from the rear of the 
frame at a most unusual angle. In or
der to minimize tooling costs it is con
structed of a machined, cast frame with 
a removable side plate and a hinged 
assembly housing the recoil spring and 



Production apparently started late in 1911 and roughly 
the first 2000, a~suming serials start at one, carried no 
identification except the serial, a four-digit number located 
in the magazine well. On the grip tops, these early pistols 
have a P superimposed on a reversed F, obviously Pfannl's 
initials. Later examples carry the word "ERIKA," the name 
by which this pistol is most commonly known, on a band 
at the lop of the grips in place of the initials. Serials of 
this version have been observed up to approximately 4000. 
These pre-World War I Erikas were apparently considered 
novelties and were not required to be proofed or to meet 
the infamous "18 Centimeter Law." This typically mis
guided legislation required that all firearms sold in Aus
tria have a minimum overall length of ] 8 centimeters 
( about 7 inches) . 
barrel. The action is of the concealed-hammer type and 
has the lockwork mounted on pins pressed into the main 
frame casting. The complete arm is 4.85 inches long over 
all and has a barrel length of 2.17 inches including the 
chamber. Although the barrel has six-groove rifling, there 
is, strangely enough, no twist. From this it must be con
cluded that the bullet tumbles rather badly in flight. A 
hammer-blocking safety is located high on the left side 
and the magazine is released, via a linkage, by a button 
on the rear grip strap. 

When production of the Erika was recommenced after 
World War I some major changes were made. In order 
to make the arm more appealing it was compacted as much 
as possible. The barrel was shortened . one-half inch and 
the grip frame was shortened as much as it could be and 
still mount the original hard rubber grips without their 
interfering with the operation of the safety lever. Even 
with these revisions the Erika was apparently not well 
received and only a small quantity were manufactured 
between 1923 and 1926. Strangely enough these postwar 
guns were required to satisfy the Austrian firearms laws 
and all will be found with, in addition to their serial num
bers which are generally three digits preceeded by a letter. 
a four-digit Vienna proof house number followed by the 
last two digits of the year of proofing. Unlike the serial, 
this number is stamped on the outside. The postwar arms, 
if for sale in Austria, were also required to meet the ] 8 
Centimeter Law and will be found with a counterbored 
threaded area at the muzzle in order that an extension 
tube could be screwed on in front of the barrel to increase 
the total length of the pistol. Some of these postwar pis
tols also appear to have brass barrel inserts, perhaps to 
forestall corrosion in the hard-to-clean bore. Prewar guns 
were sold only in blued finish but the postwar version 
could be had in matte nickel as well. 



Clearly the Erika did not survive long and was not a 
commercial success. Its major claim to fame came after 
its demise when August Menz of Suh!, Germany, adopted 
the 4.25 mm. cartridge for his famous "Liliput" automatic. 
Indeed, so much more famous is the Liliput than the Erika 
that the cartridge itself is now known as the 4.25 mm. 
Lili put. 

1ot content with the size of the 4.25 mm. round Pfannl 
shrunk it, this time to 2.7 mm. Amazingly he still retained 
the full-jacketed bullet and center fire case although the 
case was now only .141 inches in diameter and .368 inches 
long. As no proper smokeless powder could be found to 
propel the 3.1 grain bullet, very finely ground black pow
der was used. 

The pistol to fire this round is the smallest production 
auto that has ever been made. It was christened with the 
A.ustrian name for the hummingbird, Kolibri, apt indeed 
for an arm which is only 2¾ inches long and weighs a 
scant 2½ ounces. This seven-shot midget was brought out 
by Pfannl shortly after the introduction of the prewar 
Erika, apparently in a search for an even better novelty. 

The Kolibri uses a dual sideplate construction and the 
same barrel and recoil spring system as the Erika, but 
because of its smaller size it is striker fired and has no 
trigger guard. Its six-shot magazine, like that of the con
temporary Clement, has a bottom knob rather than a toe 

on the floorplate for gripping and has a pull-out release 
on the rear gripstrap. The back encl of the striker pro
trudes as an indicator when the action is cocked and the 
sear can be locked by a safety located on the right side 
of the frame. 

The major parts carry the usual European assembly 
numbers. Kolibris were not otherwise serialized nor were 
they proofed. From the known assemby numbers and the 
frequency of repeats of these numbers at least several hun
dred were made but the actual total quantity is unknown. 
Interestingly enough they seem to be more frequently en
countered than the Erikas. The hard rubber grips bear an 
overlapping FP in an oval at the top and the right grip 
carries a banner at the bottom with the word "KOLIBRI." 

The 2.7 mm. Kolibris were produced in two barrel 
lengths, l}i,th and 13/,(ith inches, and were sold in small 
fancy "jewelry cases" complete with a cleaning brush and 
a small tinned copper box containing twelve rounds of 
ammunition. The first cases were made of cardboard, 
rectangular and covered in brown leatherette. They dis
play the left side of the pistol and are lined in tan plush. 
The silk liner in the hinged lid reads "Francois Pfannl" 
over "Krems A/D Austriche." Later cases are roughly 
trapezoidal and covered with an art nouveau-patterned 
paper in violet. The right side of the pistol is displayed 
and the plush lining is purple. (Continued on page 58) 



Top: An ornately engraved copy of a Smith & Wesson made by 
Obrea Brothers of Spain. S&W stopped the importation of. such 
imitations in 1922. Center: A Wheeler double-barrel pistol by 
American Arms, a rim-fire. Bottom: An English percussion knife 
pistol by James Rogers. From the collection of W. R. Williamson; 

photo by Edward McKin. 





A member of the Southern Indiana "Long
hunters" club fires the new Esopus 

Tur,0barrel muzzle loader. Black powder 
s t•ing the nation by storm. 

Photo by DeMotte H. Little. 



Porker-Hole introduces their 1861 
Enfield Musketoon, mode with the 

original hand-mode gages. Each gun 
comes with a 40 page handbook 

token from the original 1859 manual. 

By BOB TREMAINE 

FIFTEEN OR twenty years ago, the fellow who used a 
black powder gun for paper punching or assaulting in

nocent tin cans was considered somewhat of an odd-ball
you sort of glanced at his feet to see if he wore spats or 
high button shoes. Well, the spats have not returned as yet, 
but the high button shoes have, and today the fellow who 
doesn't own at least one black powder replica is considered 
a heretic. 

The unprecedented growth of the number of fellows 
who shoot black powder guns has led to some interesting 
developments. For instance, if you have never seen a trap 
squad busting clays with black powder shotguns, you have 
missed something that is at least as thrilling to see as a 
shoot-off at the Grand American. I witnessed such black 
powder claybird shoots last year at the Williams Gun 
Sight range and now shoot clays in my backyard with a 
muzzle-loading double and have even dumped a few quail 
around my place last fall with the same scattergun. 

While some of the restrictions governing ammo pur
chase seem to be on their way out, black powder dealers 
are still saddled with shipping and storage restrictions. 
Thus, the hottest news in this area comes from Val For
gett of Navy Arms and from Germany. 

German shooters also have gone overboard for black 
powder shooting, and while they also have to be content 
with some gun regulations, powder restrictions are much 
more lenient, including those covering black powder. The 
Dynamit oble concern, at the request of Val, is now pro
ducing black powder cakes, each cake equalling a pre-de
termined rifle charge of black powder. 

These cakes can be shipped the way your Aunt Myrtle 
sends you her annual gift tie-by mail. You can now buy 
your black powder musket shooting pre-packaged! There 
will be 50 powder cakes and an equal number of pure 
lead balls and greased patches in each package. The .36 
caliber package sells for $4.50, the one for the .44's goes 
for $5.40. Unlike the black powder you and I are used 
to, this R.W.S. stuff appears to be inert to handling. You 
simply use your ram rod to shove a cake of the suitable 
caliber down the bore, then seat a patched ball, put a non
corrosive cap-yes, I said non-corrosive cap which also 
comes from R.W.S. via Navy Arms-on the nipple, take 
aim, and touch her off. 

This package dea1 is the ideal solution for the fellow 
who can't store any amount of black powder in his apart
ment or for the guy who shoots his charcoal burner only 
once in a while. Moreover, the occasional shooter also 
saves the trouble of casting balls and lubing patches. 

While on the subject of making it easy for shooters, 
Numrich Arms is now offering beautifully cast lead balls 
in many calibers. 

Thompson/Center is giving their customers a choice. 
You can buy any of their three black powder guns with 
or without the accessory pack that contains everything but 
the powder and the caps to get you set for a session at the 
range. 

Before getting into a discussion of new guns and 
while on the subject of accessories of the more unusual 
kind, for the ·fellows shooting a .58 caliber musket, there's 
a new mold delivering a 275 grain hollow base Minie ball 
from Ohaus Scale Corp. Other new sources for molds for 

Pictured is a Ruger Old Army Percussion revolver. 
Based on the "Blackhawk" frame in .44 caliber, 
it was found to be very accurate and functioned 
smoothly. It lives up to the Ruger name. 



Rocky Mountain Arms Corp.'s new breechloading black powder rifle. 
The rifle utilizes paper caps for percussion and standard lead 

shot. The target shows a nine shot group fired by its designer and 
creator Dick Casull, at 50 feet from a sand bag. A tenth shot was 

not fired because Casull feared of ruining a good looking group. 

black powder balls are Shiloh, offering 
the Black Thunder molds, and Dick 
Lee of Lee Engineering now also is • 
in the mold business. 

One more non-shooting item is of 
interest and importance. It is the Muz
zle Unloader which, thanks to a small 
CO2 cylinder, literally blows out stuck 
balls, even when tightly patched, 
powder charges, and even entire loads 
when the Muzzle Unloader is seated 
tightly over the nipple. The Unloader 
works equally well with shotguns, 
muskets or rifles, 

Inasmuch as the first replicas to 
make their appearance back in the 
late 1950's were copies of Sam Colt's 
guns, and Colt replicas made abroad 
still win popularity contests, it was 
only a matter of time and tooling be
fore Colt introduced the 1851 Colt 
Navy. Beautifully made with excellent 
workmanship, the non-presentation 
gun has proved to be very accurate 
on the range. For those who always 
had a hankering to shoot a gun with 
the real Colt marking, here's a bit of 
a bonus. Guns are marked "ADDRESS 
SAML COLT NEW YORK," just like 
the original! 

Turner Kirkland who heads up 
Dixie Gun Works has been a busy 

man. At the latest count, there are 
no less than eight new guns in the 
Dixie catalog which really is no longer 
a catalog but a fairly hefty book. Space 
limitations preclude a discussion of 
each gun but this brief rundown will 
give you an idea or two about these 
guns. The Deluxe blunder buss is a 
real beauty, and yes, you can shoot 
her. All of these guns are shooters of 
course, although some of the highly 
engraved models, such as the gold 
Damascene guns, might best be put 
under lock and key in a suitable dis
play case or cabinet. There is a wheel 
lock Courier pistol; another piece of 
yesteryear Kirkland has a nicely made 
and engraved Harpers Ferry flintlock 
pistol and the brass framed derringer 
is indeed a gun to be proud of. 

Gale£ and Son have long imported 
firearms, but recently they added a 
domestic .45 caliber muzzle loading 
rifle to their line. This turn-barrel 
rifle shoots extremely well and the 
over/under barrels allow you a fast 
second shot by simply rotating the 
twin tubes. This muzzle loader has 
hunting capability and is very well 
finished. 

Harrington & Richardson offer this 
year the (Continued on page 62) 

Thompson/ Center's new flint lock "Hawken" offers black powder 
shooters a good replica and is highly dependable. The rifle 
is intended for serious shooting, in .45 or .50 caliber. 



By THE TIME that you read this, 
the Grand American Trapshoot

ing Tournament will have been com
pleted. The tournament was during 
the latter part of August, from the 
18th through the 26th, at Vandalia, 
Ohio. It was the 73rd reunion _of the 
Grand and the 48th time it has been 
fired on the Ohio grounds. During the 
first Grand, fired on Long Island in 
1900, there were 85 competitors. Last 
year, the 72nd tournament attracted 
more than 4,000 entrants and the 
Grand itself, drew in three thousand. 

Shooting at targets tossed from a 
trap is a hundred years of age. At first 
the gunners banged away at a variety 
of targets. Glass balls were widely 
used and some of these released a 
shower of feathers when hit. George 
Likowsky, an obscure Cincinnati 
machinist, is generally credited with 
whumping up the first target which 
resembled those in use at Vandalia 
today. It was saucer-shaped and made 
of a combination of powdered lime
stone and pitch. Not only did the inv
entive tool and die maker develop the 
first really satisfactory claybird but 
he also put together a trap to throw it. 

Sometimes wars and other mundane 
affairs have interrupted the firing of 
the Grand to some extent, but not so 
seriously as to prevent its firing. Even 
when shells were virtually nonexis
tent, as occurred during both our 
World Wars, the enthusiasts managed 
to scrounge enough cartridges to hold 
the anniversary tournament. 

Trapshooting in the U.S. and Can
ada is under the sponsorship of the 
Amateur Trapshooting Association 
which maintains its headquarters at 
Vandalia and has Hugh McKinley as 
its manager. Hugh calls in Ron Peters, 
a localite with a remarkable ability 
for organization (Ron is a school 
principal) and he labors mightily for 
a 30-day period to catch up all the 
loose ends incidental to the staging of 
the shotgunning extravaganza. 

If you don't believe that organizer 
Peters has a man-size chore cut out 
for him just contemplate for a mo
ment the size of his task. He has a 
shooting grounds which encompasses 
125 acres on the edge of the town, 
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containing a firing line which 
stretches for 6600 yards-that's a mile 
and a quarter-with 53 trapfields, a 
main club house and an office, with a 
huge cafeteria adjoining, target 
houses, a locker room, a building 
which usually is given over to sand
wiches and snacks, and the care
taker's home. There is space in the 
parking lot for 320 campers and trail
ers and of course all must be provided 
with lights, water and sanitary facili
ties. 

There is always a commercial row 
at the Grand and here the manufac
turers set up their tents and show off 
all the guns, loads, shooting jackets, 
brassards and the other items, includ
ing of course, all the reloading tools, 
for the entertainment and edification 
of the attending enthusiasts. All this 
and more Ron Peters, erstwhile 
schoolmaster, must oversee. 

When the great day approaches, 
Peters has by this time a grand total 
of 480 persons directly under his com
mand. The or g an i z a ti o n must 
smoothly and efficiently handle the 
seventeen events which ususally com
pose the full program. A shooting 
stint which goes on continuously for 
nine days, with a total of very close to 
16,000 entries. An event which will 
see 2,000,000,000 ta r g e ts thrown 
and an equal number of shotshells 
burned up. Every target load on the 
market is offered at the Grand and 
many of these are imported. Someone 
counted the various brands and varia
tions last year and found there were 
more than 70 different loadings. 

Peters' organization must classify 
and handicap some 4,000 shooters, see 
that these gunners are smoothly and 
promptly squadded to one of the 53 
trap fields, just as efficiently release 
the target, score the result and post 
the standings after the event is fin
ished. There are awards of more than 
$50,000 worth of trophies all of which 
are done before the ninth and final 
day of the powder-burning. Along the 
way the organization must serve some 
50,000 meals, settle all squabbles, dis
putes and protests, and not forget the 
ladies, kids and non-shooters who tag 

(Continued on page 54) 

NEW! 
DU-0-MEASURE™ 
The World's Finest 
POWDER MEASURE 

• Two metering cavities (rifle 
and pistol) in one drum! 

• Precise, Easy Adjustment 
from 1/2 to 100 grains. 

• Precision fitted, plated drum 
for optimum repeatability. 

• Body and drum cutting edges 
shear coarse powders with 
ease. 

• One pound capacity reservoir 
with quick dump features. 

• Complete with instructions 
and 11" x 17" wall chart of 
approximate settings. 

Small "Pistol" ~,t:) 
Cavity 1 ! 

~ Adjusts from '¼ 
, 1/2 to 15 Grains 

,✓-(? Large "Rifle" '' 
%~ .,.,,. Jr Cavity -

~,; (?'r Adjusts from 
'%. 7, 15 to 100 
% i- Grains 
t / 

SEE 
DOPE BAG, 
"AMERICAN 
RIFLEMAN" 
JULY 1972 

ISSUE 

Ohaus, a leader in the field of precision weighing 
equipment for more than 60 years, is now branching 
out - offering many new, exciting reloading 
products. Write today and learn about the unique 
features, ease of operation, and amazing consist
ency of this new Ohaus powder measure. 

,~. OHAUS SCALE CORPORATION': 
29 Hanover Road • 

Florham Park, New Jersey 07932 : 
Dept.GM10 : 

I 
I 

Name ____________ : 

Street ___________ _ 

City _____ State ___ Zip__ : 
I I ... ______________________________ , 
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By CARL WOLFF 

Following the shooting of Gov. 
George Wallace, there was on Capitol 
Hill what must by now be called the usual 
cries for additional gun controls. The 
anti-gunners are clearly out to out
law the handgun. 

In the Senate, the Juvenile Delin
quency Subcommittee of the full Judi
ary met in executive session and agreed 
to move forward a bill giving author
ity to the Treasury Department to say 
what handguns may or may not be sold to 
the public. In the House side of Con
gress, Subcommittee No. 5 of the full 
Judiciary Committee announced public 
hearings on the subject of additional 
gun controls. 

The key issue in the Senate is whether 
a bill by Sen. Birch Bayh (D., Ind.) or 
one by the shooting sportsman's friend, 
Sen. Roman Hruska (R. Neb.), will move 
forward. Under the Bayh bill, the Treas
ury would have the authority to outlaw 
any handgun not found by the Department 
to have a "sporting purpose." This is 
the standard now set for imports. There 
is currently no such standard set for 
the manufacture of handguns in the 
United States. Under the "sporting pur
pose" definition set for imports, size 
is important. The small self-defense 
type handguns are outlawed. There are a 
number of quality domestic handguns 
which could not be sold to the public 
should the import standards apply. Un
der the proposed measure by Sen. Hruska, 
the Treasury could have a clear direc
tive to regulate against poor quality 
for both foreign and domestic handguns. 
The smaller quality built handguns 
would be permitted to be sold. 

The difference between the Bayh and 

Hruska measures is important to all 
owners of both longguns and handguns. 
Either Congress recognizes that self
defense is a valid reason for owning a 
firearm or it is not. There is another 
problem with the Bayh measure. Just 
what is a "sporting purpose?" The 
Treasury has already decided that size 
is important in defining a "sporting 
purpose." Backpackers, those who carry 
a snake gun while fishing, and target 
shooters can argue that the smaller the 
firearm the more it meets the needs for 
a "sporting purpose" handgun. 

Consider, backpackers who travel in 
the wilderness frequently carrying a 
handgun. When ounces count, these guys 
have been known to cut the handle off 
their toothbrush. The snake gun, a 
handgun loaded with shot, is a more 
effective close-range weapon if the 
barrel is short, but the target shooter 
can clearly show that the shorter the 
barrel the more difficult it is and thus 
the more sport. 

Whatever happens in the Senate, it is 
in the House that the biggest anti-gun
gers will come out for blood. There will 
be some sniper fire on the Senate floor, 
but when the House Judiciary starts to 
legislate all hell will break loose. 

Chairing both the Judiciary and Sub
committee No. 5 is Emanuel Celler (D., 
N. Y.), and the ranking minority member 
is William McCulloch (R., Ohio). These 
are the same two lawmakers who crammed 
the ammunition record-keeping require
ments into the 1968 Gun Control Act. 

First, we will have public hearings; 
it is safe to say that the anti-gunners 
have the ear of Emanuel Celler. Wit
nesses opposing ( Continued on page 58) 
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RX FOR TRAP RANGES: 

MANAGEMENT HELPS ATTRACT CROWDS 

(Continued from page 33) 

take your money. They seem to think 
they are doing you a favor to allow 
you to shoot on their fancy trap 
range. I'd much rather go to the 
Countrytown Gun Club. I always 
seem to have a lot of fun when I at
tend one of their shoots." 

"Gee, I'll have to go up there to 
the next shoot," replied the new 
shooter. "I didn't realize there was 
so much difference in gun clubs." 

And so we leave the disgruntled 
veteran and the naive, new trapshoot
er on the hard bench always occu
pied by shooters waiting a chance to 
shoot a practice round at a poorly 
managed gun club. 

But what really makes or breaks 
a gun club that caters to clay target 
shooters? Is the disgruntled veteran 
justified in his complaints or is he 
merely a victim of the cynicism so 
common to older men? Is the younger 
man getting full value from his trap
shooting experience and has he been 
satisfied merely because he is so ig
norant of just how much fun a regis
tered trapshoot can really be? Let's 
examine a few of the pros and cons 
about gun clubs from the trapshoot
er's angle. 

First off, shooters like to break 
good scores when they are shooting. 
It is a basic premise that in order 
to shoot good scores, the shooter must 
be able to see his targets clearly. And 
so it should go without saying that 
the background behind the air borne 
clay target should be uniform and 
should contrast with the color of the 
target so as to obtain maximum visi
bility. It is surprising how many trap 
ranges have poor backgrounds. Ideal
ly, of course, the background should 
be a clear blue sky. Unfortunately, 
this is often hard to obtain, especial
ly when you consider that the shoot
ers should also face as near north as 
possible so as to avoid looking into 
the sun while shooting. 

So when the planners of a trap 
range lay out the traps, they have 
several very important points to con
sider. Usually they have to make 
compromises in order to fit the trap 
range into the physical properties of 
the acreage available to them. It's a 
rare range that can meet the ideal 
conditions. 
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Nevertheless, the management of 
a well run trap range can help di
minish the effects of a poor back
ground by using targets that will con
trast in color with the background. 
In some cases where the background 
consists of dark trees or other som
ber background, white targets or 
even the relatively new fluorescent 
orange clay targets should be used. 
In other locations where the back
ground is light colored or perhaps 
covered with snow, the use of all 
black targets is called for by the 
astute gun club manager. 

The gun club with a mottled back
ground consisting of light and dark 
patches has a real problem. If the 
gun club manager throws either 
white or black targets, he will have 
complaints. If the club cannot afford 
the higher cost of fluorescent orange 
targets the management will have to 
work extra hard to be sure that other 
features and services of the club are 
outstanding. There's no doubt about 
it, a poor background is a real handi
cap but sometimes the shooters will 
come anyway because of the club's 
friendly management and excellent 
trap personnel. 

It's pretty well established that 
registered trapshooting is an expen
sive hobby for the ordinary working 
man. To compete regularly in nu
merous shoots in just one state can 
take a pretty good bankroll when you 
consider all the miscellaneous ex
penses that accompany each sojourn 
to a major trapshooting tournament. 

Therefore, any little thing that the 
host club can do to ease the financial 
burden for the visiting shooter is us
ually well appreciated. Hence the 
growing popularity of free overnight 
parking privileges for shooters that 
come in campers or trailers. By park
ing on the gun club grounds all dur
ing the shoot, the shooter has the 
convenience of always being on the 
grounds and also saves the expenses 
of several nights lodging in hotels or 
motels. 

The planning of some kind of en
tertainment for the visiting shooter's 
lady is another nicety that makes for 
good feelings toward the gun club. It 
doesn't have to be much, just a little 
something to break the monotony for 
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HANDMADE BY J, N, COOPER SISKIYOU 
A LIGHT WEIGHT SKINNER F.OR -, 
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COOPER KNIVES, Box 1423, Dept. G1072, BURBANK, CALIF. 91505 

NOW AVAILABLE! BISHOP'S NEW COLOR CATALOG! 

Our expanded gunstock line now 
includes over 200° models of 
single, double, pump & auto-
matic shotguns. coupon). 

E. C. BISHOP & SON, INC. • WARSAW, MO. 65355 DEPT. J-2-N 
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I isting of the world's 
finest Sporting Arms. Ad
dress: Department GM 

your gun pleasure 

with a 

star gauge 
custom double barreled shotgun 

Double Barrel Shooters appreciate the perfect bal
ance, fast handling, shorter over-all length, and 
lighter weight of the side by side double. Star Gauge 
offers these features along with rugged dependa
bility, precision of manufacturing and handsome 
finish at a down to earth price. 

Star Gauge-with broad ventilated rib, demi-block 
barrel system, constructed of select ordnance steels, 
handsomely finished and hand checkered European 
walnut stock fitted with rubber recoil pad. 

Star Gauge, available in; 12 ga. 2-3/4" with 26" bbl. 
IC&M or 28" bbl. M&F; 20 ga. 3" with 26" bbl. 
IC&M or M&F and 28" bbl. M&F. 

Suggested list Prices: 

Standard Model with Extractors and $149.00 
Double Triggers 

Deluxe Model with Automatic Ejectors $1 79 ,00 
and Single Trigger 

INTERARM·S 
10 PRINCE STREET• ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA • 22313 

Dealers, write for wholesale prices! ! 

family members while they wait for 
their trapshooter to finish shooting. 

It is true that trapshooters are a 
notoriously impatient and nervous 
group when they come to a trap 
range. They come to shoot and they 
want to shoot right away. They shoot 
fast and they shoot a lot. Much more 
than the average skeet shooter. It is 
not unusual for a trapshooter to fire at 
as many as 500 targets in a single day. 
Usually this consists of a hundred 16 
yard targets, 100 handicap and 25 or 
50 pair of doubles in the registered 
events. Of course, there are numer
ous practice rounds fired before each 
event and if the shooter has a good 
day, he may become involved in a 
shoot-off for a tied score. If the tie 
score is for a 16 yard event, the shoot
off may become a prolonged affair 
perhaps lasting longer than the origi
nal 100 target event. 

So the inveterate trapshooter be
comes impatient when he has to wait 
very long to shoot a single round of 
practice targets. If it is a large shoot 
he has to wait for his squad's turn to 
shoot, of course. However, this is un
derstandable and the trapshooter ac
cepts this wait because he knows that 
the sheer volume of shooters makes it 
unavoidable. It's the needless waiting 
at a sparsely attended shoot that 
causes his blood pressure to simmer. 

Any experienced trapshooter knows 
that after a shooter learns how to 
break each target, the game becomes 
a matter of concentration. Therefore, 
it becomes obvious that any ineffi
ciency of key trap help is going to 
attract the shooter's attention, break 
his concentration and possibly be the 
direct cause of his missing a target 
or two. 

This is particularly true when a 
trap puller consistently gives slow or 
fast pulls when the shooter calls for 
his target. An occasional faulty pull 
is unavoidable, of course, and it is 
usually taken in stride by the experi
enced trapshooter as all being part of 
the game. However, a continuing 
series of faulty pulls can only mean 
inattention by the puller and after 
awhile it is certain to bother the 
shooter. 

Another example of how poorly 
trained or careless trap help can ruin 
a shooter's score and his regard for 
the gun club is the trap boy that is 
careless in placing the targets on the 
trap. (Some gun clubs now have 
fully automatic traps which eliminate 
the placing of each individual target 
on the trap by a trap boy.) If a trap 
boy is used and he does not put the 
target in the proper position on the 
trap, the target will have an erratic 
flight, be broken as it leaves the trap 
or perhaps become an illegal target 
because of its "out of bounds" flight. 
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Either way, if it happens consistently 
it will bother the shooters and is cer
tain to adversely affect their scores. 

Admittedly, the chore of placing 
targets on a trap is a boring, methodi
cal task and nobody likes the job. 
Furthermore, the air temperature in a 
trap house can become unbearably 
hot on a warm summer day. It's a 
dirty, thankless job and it doesn't 
take long for anyone with a modicum 
of intelligence to figure out a better 
way to earn a few dollars. So good 
trap boys are hard to get and harder 
to keep. Nevertheless, they are an 
important part of any shoot and their 
presence is necessary to operate most 
traps. 

The growing popularity of reload
ing shotshells during the past few 
years has brought up another cause 
of dissatisfaction with some gun clubs. 
It seems that every avid reloader is 
always in need of fresh, empty hulls 
to reload. He is fully cognizant of the 
thousands of shotshells expended at a 
major trapshooting tournament. Many 
of these shells are new, factory shells 
and they are coveted by reloaders. 
Some gun clubs give them away at a 
specified time and place. Others 
charge for each target box full of 
empty shells. Still others sort them 
out and sell them back to the shooters 
at so much per hundred shells. Others, 
and this is where the ill feeling comes 
in, say that they will be given out or 
sold but are vague 11bout when or 
where. Questioning of gun club per
sonnel results in vague and conflict
ing answers and the feeling develops 
that they are b~ing given to certain 
friends of the club. This leaves a sour 
impression with the visiting shooter. 
A properly run gun club should have 
a definite policy about the disposition 
of all empty shotshells and this policy 
should be well publicized in the shoot 
program and in prominent locations 
on the trap range. 

Perhaps most important of all in 
the good management of a gun club 
is the feeling of camaraderie that can 
develop petween shooters and club 
management. After awhile, a small 
gun club with few of the plush ac
coutrements of some larger clubs can, 
if well managed, attract overflowing 
crowds of trapshooters while a nearby 
larger club will be using only half of 
its equipment. The word does get 
around and even the most particular 
trapshooter will disregard unavoid
able physical defects at a trap range 
if he feels the shoot will be run prop
erly. For he knows he is going to 
have a good time and the very antic
ipation of the upcoming shoot will 
bring back memories of other shoots 
at this particular range. And if those 
memories are pleasant Ciil 
ones ... he'll be back! 
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this neat, 

compact package ... 
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brilliance, clarity and image 
contrast for an important extra few 
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thorough sealing against fogging and 
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A Better Way of Looking at Things 
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SUB-CALIBER 

SHOOTING FUN! 

(Continued from page 23) 

Remington to 250 to 300 yards. Is this 
bad? Not one bit, as we shall point 
out further on. It is however, a case 
in point for the student of ballistics 
so we must pursue it further. Despite 
the blinding speed of exit from the 
muzzle, the .17 Remington sheds a full 
fifth of its initial velocity in the very 
first 100 yards of travel! It crosses the 
200 yard mark at a hair under 2600 
and pulls up at 300 yards with its 
brakes really smoking at about 2000 
feet per second! Feather in the wind? 
Yes, but if you think I am trying to 
run it down, you are wrong. There is 
a lesson there for those who worship 
at the altar of speed. The figures men
tioned are not the published remain
ing velocities which are quoted in our 
"box score", but a bit of subtracting 
will convince you that the losses are 
proportionate to those with our cor
rected M.V. of 3960 F.P.S. I'm getting 
tired of all this arithmetic and I'm 
sure that you are too so let's get the 
answer to the following question: 
What is the .17 Remington really like? 

Fantastic, that's what! The model 
700 B.D.L. that Ted McCawley sent 
along for test was a very pretty piece 
indeed. Being something of a wood 
hound, I was momentarily mesmerized 
by the color and convolutions of the 
buttstock board, Purr-etty! When the 
spell had broken, I looked around for 
a hundred dollar bill to slip between 
barrel and stock because it appeared 
that there was some bedding pressure 
along the right edge. Not finding one, 
(I musta tipped some waitress), I 
used a strip of stationery. Sure 
enough, there was pressure against 
the right side of the barrel. Deciding 
against any bedding alterations for 
the time being, I wandered downstairs 
to my shop to cast about for some 
optics. I was tempted by a Redfield 
which had my favorite 4-plex reticle 
but it was only 4 power and I finally 
decided on a 3-9X Mossberg for its 
higher magnification. About this time, 
I remembered that this fancy Reming
ton B.D.L. comes with carrying strap 
included and found the nicely oiled 
soft brown leather tucked under the 
bottom box flap. In mounting the 
scope, I removed the factory rear 
sight to clear the objective bell. Now 
with scope, quick detachable swivels 

and one inch sling, the sassy seven
teen looked more like a workable 
piece of machinery. Off to the range. 

I first started cussing when I came 
around to bore sighting this handsome 
rifle. Looks are only skin deep. I 
removed the bolt to look through the 
bore. What bore? There is supposed 
to be a hole that lets the bullet get 
from the rear to the front, remember? 
Ah yes, there it was! A faint glimmer 
of light some two feet down the line. 
An ant with broad shoulders would 
have a helluva time crawling through. 
A hippy girl ant would never make it. 
You can see a wider field looking 
through a peep sight! 

My next gripe came when I fired a 
shot to see where it printed. I couldn't 
find that tiny hole! Did I miss the 
paper? So we strolled down to the 
target and found the hole, left and 
low. I forgot the black felt marker. 
Now, my son Bobby, who is 9 and my 
range host, Clarence who is 71 and I 
(ageless) trudged back to the bench 
rest. Clarence chuckling, Bobby gig
gling and me mumbling. I fired an
other shot to confirm and sent Bobby 
down to see where it went. He 
couldn't find it. I hollered "justamin
ute" and went down to look. It had 
cut the first hole. I forgot the black 
marker. Bobby and I marched the 
100 yards making the same sounds 
including Clarence who was chuckling 
at the bench when we arrived. Bobby 
went back and using a cardboard 
stencil with a one inch hole, blacked 
in a one inch dot on the point of im
pact with the black marker. I un
capped the turrets and again put the 
crosshairs on the target and held the 
gun steady. Bobby and Clarence, 
armed with a dime apiece, adjusted 
the vertical and horizontal scope 
screws so the crosshairs went off the 
bull and centered, by my directions, 
on the blacked-in strike point. After 
a few more shots and a few 100 yard 
strolls (because I am fussy), I had 
this .17 printing neatly about one inch 
high at 100 yards. 

In the course of zeroing-in, I had 
the aforementioned 2 shots in 11/2 
holes, 3 shots in 1/2", 3 shots in 5/s", 
5 shots in 11/s", 5 shots in %" and an
other 5 in 11/s" with a light wind pick
ing up from 3 o'clock. I still have not 
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altered the bedding. Conclusion: The 
.17 Remington is extremely accurate 
but the holes are too small! 

Two days later, Bobby and I packed 
guns and cameras and went off to this 
same area where the town Supervisor 
has given me permission to hunt a 
large area that is prime woodchuck 
country. I had always done fine in 
the upper field but he specifically 
mentioned a lower back hill which he 
claimed was filled with the animals. 
"I counted 14 yesterday," said Fred. 
Never having been there, I followed 
Fred's instructions and turned off the 
pavement onto some "field tracks" 
and drove back in some 400 yards as 
directed. We quietly left the car and 
stood looking around. I immediately 
spotted· a chuck and then another. 
Bobby excitedly pointed out a third. 
For the next half hour I was to have 
the eerie feeling of having lived this 
scene before. From my teens, I re
membered an exciting dream where I 
stepped into a 1, rge rolling green 
field with chucks all over, but my 
rifle would never fire. Frustration! 

I am not trying to embellish this 
story. It was an odd feeling but it 
passed as I prepared to try a shot one 
third up a side hill that looked to be 
about 300 yards. Just as I squeezed 
it off, I flinched at Bobby's loud stage 
whisper of "there's another." It was 
a pulled miss and the dream thoughts 
returned. After the shot, more curious 
heads appeared. I swung to cover 
another and a loud "plunk" was audi
ble with the shot. "Got him," said 
Bob. The next shot scored another. 
I stood up and started walking for
ward. "After those shots we probably 
won't see any more." "No," said Bob, 
"they are coming up all over the 
place." A head appeared about 100 
yards ahead and I covered it offhand. 
"A hit," said Bob, as I stepped ahead. 
"Wait, there's another." I fired too 
hastily and missed. With that a chuck 
appeared where I had just hit one. 
Could I have missed! I held this off
hand shot more carefully and he dis
appeared with the plunking sound. 
We walked up to the spot. Two chucks 
lay there, inches apart. Six shots, 
four chucks. One shot with rest, one 
kneeling, two offhand. And that odd 
feeling. "I would like one longer 
shot," I told Bob, "and then we'll go 
home." 

We were standing near the center 
of the field where a large mound of 
field rocks had been collected. There 
were 2 large trees and bushes all 
around it. At least 3 chucks were in 
view but they seemed too close, and 
the gun seemed too easy to hit with. 
I pulled both of my misses and I 
knew it but every good hold had been 
a hit. "How about that one way out 
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there," said Bobby with his 6 x 30's 
to his eyes. I rested my hand on the 
tree and craddled the fore-end on my 
thumb web and squeezed off a hit at 
what proved to be 240 paces. "That's 
enough," I said. "Something doesn't 
seem right. It's sort of ... too easy." 
Bobby's next question might have 
held the answer. "Why didn't these 
chucks duck?" he asked. "They usu
ally go in but they're all still out." 

We took a few ph:otos and left that 
spooky field of chucks that."wouldn't 
duck." And they watched us go. That 
weird "been there before" feeling 
stayed with me until we left. Our 5 
chucks had been taken at ranges from 
100 to 230 or more yards. Strangely, 
the whole hunting affair lasted only 
30 minutes! The pictures took another 
twenty. Somehow, the abundance of 
varmints, the ease of hitting and the 
totally unwary attitude of these 
chucks seemed to subtract from the 
usual sport. The answer came later. 
Fred and two friends had been har
vesting some trees at the fields edge 
for several days prior to my visit. The 
chucks had simply grown used to the 
sight of men, the noisy chain saws and 
the crashing of trees and had tempo
rarily lost much of their customary 
caution. 

How does the .17 stack up as a var
mint gun? Again, fantastic! Its pre
cision accuracy is uncanny. Its mild 
report (like a .222) is desirable. The 
lightning-like high shock of its bullet 
is humane. Range limit? 250 yards is 
prime and 300 yards is maximum due 
to the 50% velocity loss of the light 
missile. Handloaders who are not 
speed happy will enjoy trying the 
heavier 30 grain .17 caliber bullet and 
starting it out slower but with the 
reward of higher retained velocity. 
"A slower start to a faster finish" as 
I've said before. 

Going back to specifics. The .17 
Remington was developed by necking 
the .223 Remington to the smaller 
diameter but setting the shoulder back 
to give an increased neck length for 
improved accuracy. The cartridge 
thus formed is not to be interchanged 
with the .17-223 H&R or other types. 
In discussing the .17's with Remington 
engineers Mike Walker and Wayne 
Leek over a year ago, I blurted out 
that I thought the .223 case was too 
large and tempted users to overload 
and invite fouling by welding the 
jackets to the bore on the way out. 
Mike, who knows all about such 
things, looked away with a knowing 
smile and the statement that he con
sidered the .223 case to be '.'just about 
right." He further stated that he 
thought the fabled fouling problem 
could be licked by proper jacket ma
terial, balanced loads and good barrel 

Everyone loves 
an Old-Timer: 

OCK-BLA 

Made of the 
finest quality, 

high carbon, 
edge holding 

cutlery steel-this 
man sized folding

hunter with lock
blade will handle the 

toughest camp job or 
dress-out a large deer. 

With sheath

# 1250T 
(5¼" closed) 
$10.00 

Hand-made in USA. Available at fine stores everywhere. 
Schrade Walden Cutlery Corp., New York 12428 

Leading Gunsmiths Claim ... 

"IT'S THE BEST SCOPE MOUNT 
FOR EX.-MILITARY RIFLES" 

INSTA-MOUNT zg~:~~~~~G 
* M 1 CARBINES* SPRINGFIELDS • U.S. 
EN FIELDS• BRITISH EN FIELDS* M93, 
94

• 15E~ ~1~tu4~~'1
8
R ~ W&0ll'.1~J>S 

* FN SEMI-AUTOMATICS 

Mount your scope in minutes 
the way expert gunsmiths 
do. Preserve the original 
lines of your original military 
model. Unmatched for 
strength, economy, 
ease of installation 
and real good looks. 
Carefully machined by ex
pert craftsmen. We fit all 
popular military models 
from $10 up. M 1 carbine 
$21 [less scope). Base only 
$10. Please include 50¢ 
postage. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

S&K MANUFACTURING CO. 
_P.O. Box 247G . PITTSFIELD, PENNA. 16340 

Get Your Deer for Sure! 
with an "ALASKAN" DEER CALL 

GUARANTEED ,~\1'11'1'1-10. 
EFFECTIVE ~ ,2 

OR MONEY BACK f" if;; 
So effective it's patented! Lures all t,, , 

1
,11~\~ 

varieties for close shot. Like calls 'J. s. Pat. 
used 1n Alaska for centuries. Easy- 2470823 
to use. Instructions. Ask Dealer or $2 00 
order by mail. Over 16 yrs. in U.S. • p.p. 

WESTERN CALL & DECOY • P. o. Box 425 • Portland, Ore. 97207 
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WE BUY & SELL OLD WAR SOUVENIRS 
Genuine 
Third 
Reich 
Battle 
flags!! 

All with the original halyards and markings. 
Very good to excellent condition. Only $15.00 
while available .... or send $1.00 (free with 
flag order) for our fully illustrated catalog of 
many other exciting military collectibles. 

DELTA INTERNATIONAL Box 361, Dept. G 
Lafayelle, Calif. 94549 (Dealers please inquire) 

PRE-MACHINED KIT COMPLETE $19 95 + 
I WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS. . . •! 1

~~1i:.'C,; 
I Includes: Brass barrel, Walnut stock blank, 
I steel pins. guides, springs, cast harrmer, 
I trigger, cap nipple, screws, etc. 
I SENT POSTAGE PAID! I 
I FERNWOOD GUN SUPPLY ■ Deot. GM-102 I 
Ii ___ .!l~ =~~-_:ai:u:..C.:;:_e:_ ~'.:!.or~i:_94J.9:. ___ .I 

FOR A SPARKLING 
LEAN BORE 

SPRAY NITRO SOLVENT 
• Neutralizes corrosive 
acid residue. 
• Removes leading and 
metal. fouling. 
• Spray can ends contamina
tion due to dirty patches. 
• Ends loss of effectiveness 
due to evaporation of solvent. 

5 oz. can $1.39 pp. 

Jet-Aer Corp.,Paterson, N. J. 07524 

A mus! for the beginni g or advanced handlooder. 
lononzo Model "C" Scale 
offers guaranteed accur
acy, super sens1t1vity, eose 

.;of reading, in addition -
~ Big 325 groin capacity. 

YOUIS FOi ONLY $11.95 
Write for Free All Product Catalog. 

BONANZA SPORTS, MFG. 
RELOADING DIVISION 

◄ 12~ 15 Western Avenue • Faribault, Minne.Ota 55021 

24 PDR NAVAL GUN "CONSTITUTION"-Hand
some Presentation Model, or Deluxe easy to assemble 
Kit. Produced in our own shop. 10½" handcast 
solid Bronze polished barrel. Chassis & wheels of 
solid Ash, with 16" Ash baseboard, brass etched 
nameplate. 14 Black Steel Cannon Balls with sepa
rate stand. Finished Model $59.50 PPD, or Deluxe 
Kit $42.50 PPD. Cal if. residents add 5% S.T. 
Satisfaction guaranteed! Other Kits from $5.50. 
Illustrated catalog by 1st Class Mail 25¢. 

Military Miniature Reproductions 
Box N-1143 Hollywood, Calif. 90028 
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steel. Because my factory visit con
cerned the 5mm Remington, he can
didly omitted mentioning that they 
had the new .17 all worked out, and 
with a stainless alloy barrel! 

The Remington .17 bullets will be 
available to handloaders in the 25 
grain weight. Other .17 pills are 
available in this popular weight plus 
several 30 grainers and a few as light 
as 20 grains. The latter are true 
"feathers" and no matter how impres
sive the muzzle velocity they attain, 
you and I know the "badminton bird 
syndrome" that affects their flight. 

Remington engineering wizards 
chose a one turn per nine inch spiral 
to stabilize their .1725 diameter bul
let and they haven't been wrong since 
the .244! (So where's your sense of 
hum.or?) . This twist should handle 
any practical bullet weight. The pin
point precision of the already famous 
Power-Lokt line of Remington hollow 
point bullets is so widely known that 
this .17 caliber version with its tri
scored nose cuts is hardly a surprise. 
You will be hard pressed to find their 
equal. Most ballistic engineers now 
frown on P.S.I. chamber pressure 
figures, preferring to use standard 
"crusher units." I'll just mention 
26¼ tons and see if you enjoy arith
metic. (I do not mean British "long" 
tons). 

My test rifle had a grease-slick ac
tion and the cartridges fed smoothly 
from the magazine. The excellent 
trigger mechanism has a crisp fully 
adjustable pull and let off which you 
will surely appreciate. • 

Any varmint rifle buff will find this 
new .17 caliber to be totally fascinat
ing, both at the shooting bench and 
afield. It is certainly an exotic and 
unusual caliber and the availability 
of a finely made factory rifle together 
with precision ammunition will let you 
try a combination that once was the 
private domain of a few select ex
perimentors. It's specialized spectrum 
of magic should not be exceeded. Re
main strictly within its realm of small 
game and varmints and respect its 
range limit of 300 yards. I am certain 
that you will enjoy it as much as I 
did. 

The 5 Millimeter 
Rimfire 

Another caliber that has given me 
a great deal of pleasure is the 5mm 
rimfire, also by Remington. Since my 
first report on this caliber ( "Taming 
the Tiny Tornado"-'71) I have spent 
considerable time afield with this 
pleasant little rifle. When .you have a 
good selection of small game rifles 
from which to choose and you find 
yourself constantly reaching for a 
certain one, there must be a reason. 

In this particular case, there are 
numerous reasons. Bear in mind that 
we are now discussing rimfire rifles 
and that the range limitations must 
fall within suitably shorter limits. 

When I find myself favoring a cer
tain rifle for its consistantly fine per
formance, I usually customize it 
somewhat. I truly feel that this 5mm 
deserves the time and effort involved. 
That will be another story. However, 
the Remington folks have also enter
tained thoughts of a dolled up ver
sion if the caliber becomes popular. 
It's already popular with this writer 
so I would like to pass along a few 
observations for whatever they may 
be worth. 

This little .20 caliber magnum is so 
accurate and so dependable as a 
woodchuck gun that it deserves a 
respectable scope. A 4 or 6 power 
scope with a '1/s" or 1" tube should be 
chosen to obtain maximum brightness 
and resolution in the morning or eve
ning hours when most small game is 
on the move. With a range limit of 
175 yards a 4X glass has sufficient 
power but I find myself leaning to
ward a 6X simply because the higher 
power allows a more selective aiming 
point and the 5mm has the fine ac
curacy to back it up. The only caution 
is not to let that enlarged image tempt 
you to overstretch the effective range. 
So much for glass. 

A few shooters have told me that 
the 5mm ammo seemed a bit steep in 
price. I have to say that it is .. really 
quite a bargain. Here's why: Unlike 
center fires, you are getting a full 
half hundred instead of twenty. Not 
reloadable? True, but that's the ben
efit of the rimfire. It's for those who 
prefer not to bother. Where's the bar
gain? Performance! Each projectile is 
an individual gem. They are 37 grain 
precision made Power-Lokt bullets of 
such high accuracy that they are nor
mally loaded only in the finest high 
intensity center fire rifle ammunition. 
The 5mm is the only rimfire exception. 
This projectile is the key to its excel
lence. They do not come cheap. 

Another favorable point scored by 
the 5mm is its suitability for the lim
ited range hunting of the more settled 
small farm areas. Snappy but not ex
cessively noisy, it does not tend to 
unnerve the local populace as do some 
of the bigger bores. It hits where it 
points and it drops what it hits. That 
is, if the shooter does his part. 

Both the 5mm (.20 caliber) and the 
.17 Remington impressed me and sup
plied their particular brand of fun. 
The box score for the new .17 is in
cluded for your further information 
on sighting and ballistics. You'll en
joy it ... if you can find 
the holes! 
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KENTUCKY RIFLE KIT - All parts needed for 
a handsome, .44 caliber full stock rifle. Clear, 
illustrated instructions. Fully rifled barrels. 
Flintlock models also available. From $55.95. 

TOWER PISTOL, FLINTLOCK -
' High quality replica of famous Revolution

ary Period pistol. Brass furnishings, taste
fully engraved period lock is an excellent 

sparker. $44.95. Percussion 
model $39.95. 

KENTUCKY RIFLE - Fully rifled .. 44 caliber shooter with authentic styling. The only quality rifle offered in 
this price range. $73.50. Flintlock version $75.80. 

PISTOL KIT - Build your own Muzzle Loading 
Pistol. Easily assembled, illustrated instructions. 
Excellent shooter with fully rifled barrel. Front 
and rear sights. Percussion and flintlock models 
availab-le. From $18.50. 

\.,:, 

KENTUCKY PISTOL -
Graceful .44 caliber shooter with 

rifled barrel and two Kentucky style 
sights. A fine quality gun at moderate 

price. $45.95. Also available in flintlock 
and engraved models. Other pistols avail
able from $25.95. 

r 

+-
NEW MODEL ARMY REVOLVER - A truly fine cap and 
ball revolver. Cold forged caliber 44 barrel. All steel 
frame. Made by SANTA BARBARA (Spanish National 
Weapons Factories) in their military arsenal. Attractively 
packaged with free nipple wrench, guarantee and instruc
tions. $69.95. Engraved models also availa6Ie. 

~ , .... 
~\ & NAPOLEON Ill DELUXE 
;:,~'-., CANNON - Most detailed 

,~, U' replica cannon available. Over 
- 1 1

1 . 250 individual parts. Machined 
• ~- steel 14½" barrel, ¾" bore. 

Features two meticulously made 
ammunition boxes. $114.50. 

These are only a few of the many fine muzzle loading guns, kits, cannon and accessories available at your dealer or direct from CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS. 
Send $1 (refundable on first purchase) for new full color catalogue. For free brochure on kits only, send self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Dept. G 
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WESTERN MAPLE 
She/l-Q11i/1 & Fiddleback 

24 other fancy and exotic woods. 
Brochure 25c 

Paulsen Gunstocks, g~F~~ik. 
Mont. 59523 

LEARN CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION 
Prepare at home for an exciting job, good 
pay, security! We teach you at home In 
spare time. Learn Fin{fer Printing, Fire
arms Identification, Criminal Investiga
tion, Police Photography. Low cost; easy 
terms. Over 800 Bureaus of Identification 

f,Br~~)3~k ~f0~~t:!:~!_'}':~~1 tg~;~~~°e~ 
please, {A r:orrl!31?0ndence Sch""l Since 1916). 

INSTITUTE OF /\P.-LIED SCIENCE. JU2U Sunnyside? Ave .• 
Dept. 2619, C.:icago, Ill, 60640 

MACHINE GUNS 
For sale to shooter or collector: 
Thompsons, Schmeisers, Stens, M-
16s, Lewis Guns, Vickers, Brown
ings, BARs, Colts, Winchesters, MG• 
34s & 42s, and many o t h e r s , 
including the complete studio arse
nal of the MGM Movie/TV collection. 
Also, many Aircraft guns. Send 
$1.00 for large illustrated informa• 
tive brochure ($1.25 outside U.S.) 

J. CURTIS EARL 
5512 North Sixth Street. Phoenix, Ariz. 85012 

MUZZLE LOADING PARTS and SUPPLIES 
Our 88 page illustrated 

catalog #31. Price $1.50 

KINDIG'S LOG CABIN SPORT SHOP 
P. 0. Box 275-6 Lodi, Ohio 44254 

BLADES & FITTINGS FREE 
)rd CATALOG 

~""' C~@lD~INJ ~C@l~l}: ir~~@'lk~i 
12 ELMWOOD AVE. I P.O. IOX X•SO 

WELLAND, ONTARIO FERNDALE, MICH. 41220 

to show you support the right to bear 
arms. Your favorite handgun, rifle, or 

Sllolgun-Hnmmerll, \Vin. 52 $2.00. Colt 
S. W., High SlHndnrd, Winchester. Browning 

-bnr or tncl<: gold or silver color; $1.75 ppd, 
J\lass. 1·c&. 11dd 3c;,, tnx. Free L>rochul'e, 

J>ealt>r /11r1'1irfes Im;itcd. A. H. POPPER, Dept. G-102 

614 Turnpike St., Stoughton, Mass. 02072 
l\dd 30c for shipping & handling 

Wii13 PISTOL CARTRIDGE DIES 
USERS REPORT OVER 1,000,000 GUARANTHD FOR 200,000 

lONG llfl • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAUING 
MANUFACTURED BY 

(!Ml«le'Z)te&'?!!h,(t.. 
CtMtmo ma,ot (AI\BOLOY c mot •ml 

P. 0. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF. 
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FOR A MAGNIFICENT 
GUN STOCK FINISH_ 

pee 
oduces a mirror like 
nish or rich oil stain 
ish as desired. Easy 

apply, self• leveling, 
ies quickly. For use 
new or old stocks. 

oz. jar. $1.39 pp 

LEE-ENFIELD RIFLE 

IN MANY ROLES 

(Continued from page 36) 

and proved very effective as sniper 
rifles, a role in which-thirty years 
later-they are ~till active in the 
British Armed Forces. 

Though obsolete, the S.M.L.E. still 
gave useful service throughout the 
Second World War. It was also the 
medium of experiments to evolve a 
short, silenced weapon for British 
Commando raids on the French coast. 
These led to the De. Lisle Carbine 
which embodied the body, action 
(with shortened bolt) and the butt 
of the S.M.L.E. and fired a cartridge 
of .45" caliber. It was effective at 
short ranges and was made in lim
ited numbers at a special "hush
hush" establishment in England. In 
the Second World War both the 
S.M.L.E. and the No. 4 Rifle were fit
ted with dischargers to fire the No. 
68 Anti-tank Grenade. 

Another very successful version of 
the Lee-Enfield was the No. 5 Rifle 
which was designed at The Enfield 
Royal Small Arms Factory and was 
made in considerable numbers. It 
was a shortened and lightened pat
tern of the No. 4 and was developed 
for jungle fighting. Its availability 
caused a curtailment of production 
of the Australian version. 

After World War II, the demand 
for a better 22" target rifle for the 
armed forces led to the development 
of what was known as the No. 8 
Rifle. The body was similar to that 
of the No. 4 and the barrel was short
er and heavier and embodied 8-
grooved tapered riflings-the No. 4 

POINT BLANK: 

had been made with 2, 5 and 6-
grooved barrels. This rifle is still in 
use for target shooting and gives bet
ter accuracy than its predecessor-a 
22" barrelled S.M.L.E. known as the 
No. 2 Mark 4 Rifle. 

Since the war, many thousands of 
Lee-Enfields of all patterns have been 
sold to dealers in the United States, 
many of the older models going to 
weapon collectors, and the more 
serviceable ones converted into sport
ing rifles-yet another role for this 
versatile arm. Although the No. 4 
ceased to be a weapon of war-except 
for the sniper-on the introduction 
of the 7.62mm Self-loading Rifle, it 
began a new lease of life as a target 
rifle when converted to fire the 
7.62mm (.308") cartridge and fitted 
with a heavier barrel. There are now 
several versions in use in the United 
Kingdom and other countries and they 
have been especially successful at 
long ranges-900 and 1,000 yards. The 
latest version, the Enfield Envoy 
made by the Royal Small Arms Fac
tory, was used at Bisley in the 1970 
Palma Match and gained universal 
praise for its accuracy. 

Despite the adverse criticism which 
has been levelled at its rear-locking 
action, the Lee-Enfield Rifle in its 
seventy years of existence has prob
ably fulfilled more roles, in a world
wide application, than any other rifle 
originally designed as a weapon of 
war. In one role or another it prom-
ises to still be active when ~ 
it celebrates its -centenary. La 

GRAND AMERICAN PAGEANTRY 

(Continued from page 45) 

along with papa to see him win the 
Grand. These camp-followers are en
tertained with sight-seeing excur
sions, bingo contests, bridge and gin 
rummy and have style shows, lun
cheons and other diversions put on 
for them. 

There is a bit .of fine old pageantry 
which enters with the commencement 
of the tournament. "Spike" Graham, 
of Winona, Minn, an old time trap 
gunner has had the honor of firing the 

first shot at the Grand every year for 
the past 32. Every t r a p s h o o t e r 
worthy of the name is a member of 
the ATA and carries with him a card 
which indicates his handicap yardage. 
Every ATA member is handicapped 
from 18 to 27 yards, if you turn up at 
the Grand and you do not have your 
card you are automatically stationed 
at the 25 yard stripe. This does a most 
thorough job of eliminating ringers. 
The Grand American is invariably 
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won by some little known marksman 
and the reason is because the hot
rocks are all carrying such ferocious 
handicap yardages they cannot possi
bly win. The handicap system applies 
to singles targets. In double shooting, 
everyone stands on the 16-yard line. 
Both targets are in the air simulta
neously and this is thought to be suf
ficiently difficult as to plase all gun
ners on the same firing stripe. 

The clay target is a saucer-like disc, 
some ~6 in diameter and has a 
height of 11/s inches. It flies about 60 
feet per second when first released 
from the trap, its full flight is about 
55-60 yards. Very fast shots will 
break the bird at about 15 yards in 
front of the trap; more deliberate 
gunners will break the target at 
around 20 yards from the house. It 
must be remembered that all the 
shooters are handicapped. This handi
cap yardage must be added to the dis
tance in front of the trap to appreciate 
at what ranges these flying saucers 
are pulverized. If a really top-drawer 
marksman is handicapped the full 27 
yards and then requires 20 yards from 
the trap to get on and crush his mark, 
you can see that the actual gun-to
bird distance is a full 47 yards. This is 
a very long wingshot. 

The gun fired is invariably a 12 
gauge and may be a single-barrel, ov
er/under, pump repeater or auto
loader. Side-by-side shotguns are not 
seen at Vandalia. It will have a raised 
ventilated rib on the barrel, with two 
bead sights. The barrel will be 30 
inches in length and may go as long 
as 32 or 34 inches. It is usually tightly 
choked although you will occasionally 
see a gunner who, because he shoots 
very quickly, will prefer an im
proved-modified choke. Such muzzle 
devices as the "Cutts Comp" are not 
seen at such trap tourneys as the 
Grand. The muzzle brakes are faintly 
popular among skeet gunners but are 
frowned off the course by the trap 
fraternity. 

The gun is stocked very straight to 
induce it to shoot high. The marks
man always holds ·under his target 
and he may thus see everything it 
does. The straight stock permits this 
sort of aim. Shot loads, by ATA regu
lation are never more than 11/s ounces 
of shot. The pellets may be No. 7½, 
No. 8 or No. 8½, at the choice of the 
gunner. The powder charge is 3 drams 
equivalent. 

The American trapshoot is different 
than the same event fired on the Con
tinent. Over there the Europeans pre
fer a set-up in which a total of 16 
traps are employed in a trench, any
one of which may be released and the 
target, a bit smaller than ours, may 
take some exceedingly abrupt angles, 
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Nto~L 
3000 

MAUSER 
IN RIGHT 
OR LEFT 

HAND 
MODELS 

$~ 

$595 
V ppd 

J',"»j~~ 
DAGGER 
14" LONG 

KUNJAH 
DAGGER 

the.System 

A New Approach To Shooting 

The new Mauser Model 3000 
bolt action rifle is available in right or 
left hand models. The rugged Model 
3000 action features silent smooth op
eration. A full range of calibers includ
ing .243 Win, .270 Win, .308 Win, 30.06, 
.375 H & H Mag., 7MM Rem. Mag., 
combined with old world craftsman 
makes this one of the most exceptional 
rifles ever offered to the American 
Sportsman. The select Monte Carlo wal-

nut stock is tastefully 
hand checkered in a 

beautiful skip-line 
pattern. For further in

formation and our free 
color brochure, see your local 

Mauser dealer or write us today! 

MAUSER-BAUER 
Inc., 34575 Commerce Rd., Fraser, Mich. 48026 
A Subsidiary of Mauser-Jagdwaffen, GMBH, 

Oberndorf, West Germany 

knife of the famous Trucial Oman Scouts ... the great peace
• along the Persian Gulf. Authentic horn handle with 

id mother-of-pearl; inscribed blade. Silver-tipped 
sheath is black leather over • 

4535 Huntington Dr. So. • Los Angeles, CA 90032 • Dept. G-10 

GUNSMITH ING 
GUN REPAIR 

APPROVED 
FOR ALL 
ELIGIBLE 

VETERANS 
The need for professionally 
trained gunsmiths is great. 

KNOW HOW TO REPAIR POPULAR 
RIFLES ANO HAND GUNS. GREAT 
EARNING OPPORTUNITIES. 

Fix guns for self, 
friends, gun club members, etc. 

illustrated lessons, easy to follow 
Instructions makes learning fast. 

--------------------------. MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL 1 
4225 N. Brown Av., Dept. 3714 : 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 85251 1 

For enclosed lOc mail book full information. : 

Name ...................................... : 

Address .................................... I 

City ............ State ........ Zip ........ : 
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9" GENUINE SWEDISH MORA SPORTSKNIFE ... 
\ $3.65 

"SWEDISH MORA OUTDOOR KNIVES" 
are the ultimate in design &.n~ func_tion .. The w9rld 
famous Swedish steels used 1n th!& uniq~e triple 

}~~inh~t~tin~:adf.ShPJ;~ ~ar!,o;~:~ la~!~"o~. c8uht!~~g i~/4~ 
blade, 9" overall. Balanced non-slip b1rchwood ha_n
dle, genuine leather sheath. Ord~r several. Satis
faction Guaranteed. $3.65 pcstpa1d. SEND CHECK 
OR M. o. NO c.o.D. FREE 1972 KNIFE CATALOG. 

LEN COMPANY, BOX KSE101, 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11214 

BUILD THIS PISTOL 
PERCUSSION 

inc. 

PISTOL KIT 
Full Kentucky Stock, fully 
inlctcd, all metal parts 
polished. 

Only $19.95 Postpaid 

NEW BLACK POWDER 
CATALOG NO. 4 

36 Pages crammed full of 
everything for the Black 
Powder Shooter including 
shooting and maintenance 
information. 

$1.00 Postpaid 

THE ARMOURY INC. 
Route 25 

New Preston, Conn. 
06777 

Freeland OLYMPI( 
BIPOD $24.75 

Regal Bipod RSB-12, 
$26.75 

(Adjustable on Shaft\ 
Mention Scope 

Benchrest Stands 
$23.50 and $33.00 

Freeland Sll NG 
KEEPER $1.50 

61-S 1¼" INT. 
ALL ANGLE TRIPOD sling comb. $8.00 
WITH SADDLE $22.75 

Fore-End Stop, Specify gun; from ........ $ 5.75 

FREELAND "AR" Shooting Mat ............ 33.00 

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove . . . . . . . . 6.00 

" Zipper spotting scope Cose . . . . . . . . . . 6.25 

" Int. 1¼ or 1.6 sling ................ 15.25 

" OLYMPIC Alum. Butt Plate #1-ABP .... 16.00 

"Mr. Cairo" Palm Rest. STD .............. 21.50 

FREELAND "61" Butt Plate Comb .......... 50.00 

" SUPERIOR Front Sight ........... from 16.00 

" Af-55 Canvas Rifle Case ............ 23.50 

" #1 KNEELING ROLL 9" long . . . . . . . . . 7.00 

l0X j202 or #209 Rifle Coat ............ 25.95 

GEHMANN #530 REAR DIOPTER .......... 37.25 

19" Stool w/packets ... battle green or O.D. 12.00 

j1200F A.O. Overhead Ear Protectors ..... 12.85 

Adjustable Micro Pistol sight set. ......... 18.50 

310 Tool, give caliber .................... 19.50 

Standard Rifle or Pistol die set .... . 12.50 to 14.00 

Freeland Accessory Kit or Gun Trunk ...... 47.50 

GUNLINE Checking Tool "CP" 20.00 

RCBS JR. RELOADING TOOL 1 Cal. ....... 43.50 

Pachmayr PM4/BDL 4-gun pistol kit ........ 46.50 

Prices & Models may Change Without Notice 
"Add 70c postage, please" 

ALL GUNS-SIGHTS-GUN CASES-SCOPES-MOUNTS, 
BULLETS, GLASSES, TRIGGERS, CLEANING ITEMS, 
RELOADING PARKER-HALE RODS & ACCESSORIES. 

WHOLESALE TO DEALERS 

Pamphlet Free. Send $1.25 For General Catalogue 

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, Inc. 

3737 14th Ave., Rock Island, Ill. 61201 
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or may tower markedly, or barely 
skim the grass. The bird flies faster 
than our saucer, going to a full 70 
yards and is slightly tougher in tex
ture and thus more difficult to burst. 

Despite our differences, the Ameri
can and Canadian trapshoters are 
quite happy with their sport. These 
last several years the Grand has at
tracted marksmen from as far away 
as South Africa, Australia and New 
Zealand. Also from the Continent, 
with marksmen from Italy, Germany 
and England. In 1970 there were Jap
anese entries. 

The Grand has always been the 
stage for many glorious and heart
tingling dramas. One year ago a lad
dy-o named King, a boy of only 14 
years from Wichita Falls, Texas, an
nexed the most coveted prize. An
other year a fellow skipped work 
from a job he held in Detroit and 
came to the Vandalia affair. He was a 
day laborer and he had shot enough 
so that he had a seasonal average and 
toted the required ATA handicapping 
card. He entered the Grand and won 
it. And was promptly hopeful his feat 
would not make the Detroit papers 
for fear his boss would see it. He had 
told the boss before skipping off to 
Ohio that a horse had stepped on his 
foot. 

The foreman was a sports fan and 
much to his surprise saw his missing 
laborer had knocked off the greatest 
prize in American trapshooting. He 
admonished his man but the company 
had him in to the head office and con
gratulated him! 

There are, of course, a whole gaggle 
of other important events at the nine 
days of shotgunning. One of these is 
the Champion of Champion's race. 
This is open only to state champions. 
Twelve years ago the great Dan Or
lich tied with Omar Webb and George 
Snellenberger at the end of the match. 
Each had a 100 perfect targets. They 
went ahead and shot another 100 birds 
and again all three were tied. 

About that time, Snellenberger was 
notified that his mother had just died 
back home in Angola, Indiana. Ordi
narily, he would have been compelled 
to relinquish his place and let Orlich 
and Webb shoot off the tie. But this 
pair with a brand of sportsmanship 
that is pretty common in trapshooting 
circles, elected to wait to resume the 
shoot-off until Snellenberger might 
return from the funeral. He rushed 
away home, buried his mater, and 
came back to Vandalia. The shoot-off 
was resumed on Friday which was the 
next-to-last day of the tourney. Webb 
was eliminated in the fir~t 25 targets. 
But Snellenberger and Orlich ground 
on and on, finally successfully pul
verizing another 300 targets. 

Since 1935 

LO SWING SCOPE MOUNT 
Gives you a choice ... Iron Sights or Scope! 

Under perfect sighting conditions, use your scope. Or for 
fast, close-up shots, simply flip scope to side for iron 
sights. A tremendous advantage when seconds count.. 
if scope is fogged up or damaged, or if you're confronted 
with dangerous charging game. Proven and relied upon 
by hunters the world over. Unconditionally guaranteed to 
maintain zero sighting alignment. 2 models: side or top 
mount available now from your dealer. Write for FREE 
brochure. Dealers Inquire. G-10 

PACH.MAYR"' GUN WORKS, INC. 
1220 S. Grand Ave .. Los Angeles, California 90015 

1 Complete pre-machined KIT with S12so 
•

full instructions ....•.. ,$12.50+ 69 ;. Tax 
Plans alone $2.00. In Calif, 

IFERNWOODGUN SUPPLY I 1725 Springbrook, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 I 
~------!~-c.:~~-----------~ 

HonesteeI® 
You never had it 

so shar . 

FU 00 
udes 
ath 

TCHER'S STE 

Heavy leather sheath converts to a 
handle for easy sharpening of 

everything from knives to 
garden tools. Works also 
as a chisel, pry bar, fish 

"Billy," even crack
ing a deer pelvis. 
Schrade-W al den 

quality throughout. 

(OLD-TIMER e) 
Handmade in USA. At fine stores everywhere. 
Schrade-Walden Cutlery Corp., New York 12428 
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On Saturday, the wind-up day for 
the great tournament, the ATA brass 
called a halt. The declared both Snel
lenberger and Orlich co-champions. 
Each had broken 100 targets in the 
regular event and 500 in the shootoff. 
It was a new record and one of the 
most exciting races ever fired at the 
Grand. 

The Grand has its official chroni
cler. This is Jimmy Robinson, who is 
the skeet and trap editor for "Sports 
Afield." Jimmy has faithfully reported 
the big affair for the past 50 years and 
not only covers the Grand but also 
chronicles the multitudes of lesser 
registered matches throughout the 
season. He selects the All-American 
trap teams for both men, women and 
the professionals. These latter are 
salesmen and employees of the arms 
companies. All fire without accepting 
any cash prizes but are classified as 
pros because they make their living 
by working for the arms and ammo 
industry. 

There are divisions within the 
Grand American for women; also for 
junior gunners, from the ages of 15 to 
17; likewise a sub-junior division 
which goes up to 15 years of age. And 
there is a special trophy for the vet
erans who must be over 65. One of 
these is Adolph Nelson, who, at the 
age of 83, popped his 400,000 regis
tered target. He did not take up the 
game until he was 42. Another old 
timer is Homer Clark Sr., the father 
of the brilliant trapgunner, Homer 
Clark Jr. The elder Clark is now 84 
years of age and never misses a 
Grand. And indeed is still a threat in 
any event he fires. 

Punkin Flock, of Miami, Fla, is one 
of the toughest of the women shoot
ers. She has been the captain of 
Jimmy Robinson's Women's All
America Team six times and has held 
an AA rating for the past dozen years. 
Not only does Punkin dominate the 
feminine contingent but she is always 
a threat to the best of the male gun
ners. Nadine Ljutic, wife of the nota
ble arms designer Al Ljutic of Yak
ima, Wash, made the Woman's All
America in 1970, Al earned a spot on 
the men's second team, and young 
Joe, their 14-year old son, headed the 
sub-junior squad. A commendable 
family effort and indicative of the 
wide appeal which trapshooting ~ 
now holds. La 

STATE PISTOL LAWS 
llooklet describing latest pistol regulations per
taining to ))Ossesslng, carrying, and purchasing or 
l1and guns ror all states $1.00. 

FEDERAL GUN LAWS 
Dooklet outlining latest federal laws concerning 
firearms $1.00. CllIME Dl!TECTION EQUIPMENT, 
CATALOG, $1.00. Henry Schlesinger, 415 E. 52 
St., New York GS-0. N. Y. 10022. 
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Sania: 
Ear Ualus. 
Stop flinching. 

Improve your score. 
Comfortable, 

protects without 
plugging. You can 

hear normal conversation 
but the ears are protected 

from the harmful effects of 
gun blasts. This tiny device is 

actually a precision instrument-the most 
1 scientific protection your hearing can have. 

$4.95 a pair post paid. Money back guarantee. 

Sigma Engineering Company, Dept. Gl0_. 11320 Burbank Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif. 91601 

ONLYs459s 
Suede cloth gun case 
~.nd 'II ustrated book 

Shooting the Per-
. k cuss,on Rifle" • 

BEAUTIFUL DECORATOR! ACTUALLY FIRES! 
Carefully Crafted by Europe's Finest Gun Ma ers eluded FREE• in-

in the Traditional American Pattern!! • 
A true example of America's most famous firearm. The Kentucky Rifle provided early settlers with a 
turkey dinner and safety from scalp-seeking savages. This gun is equally at home hanging over the 
fireplace or out on the range. Made from high quality modern steel, test fired and. proofed at the 
factory. The 31" octagonal barrel is made of precision rifle ordnance steel. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
When ordering state that you are over 21 years of age and have no local purchase restrictio~s. 
Illinois residents MUST send copy of Illinois firearms I.D. card. Add $3.50 per gun for shipping 
and insurance. 

ACCESSORIES 
Copper Powder Flask .36 cal. ............ $12.00 

\ 

.36 cal. Lead Balls, bag .................... 3.95 
~ Nipple Wrench .36/.44 cal. ........... ,.. 2.95 

Add $1 shipping charge per item. 

THE 

W.INCH£.fT£/l 

BIG ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 
Thousands of items. Antique and modern fire• 
arms, ammo, hunting and camping gear, pollc~, 
military and survival equipment, automatic 
weapon parts, etc. Postpaid $2.00. 

(Refund on first order) 

SHOOTING GLASS by BACHMANN 
These smartly styled glasses are made of shatterproof 

LEXAN®-50timee stronger than required by Federal speci
fications. Lenses pass Conn. sunglass standard 40-183 and 
are available In yellow or gray for sharper vision. 

CR&AT&D ESPECIALLY FOR TH& SPORTSMAN 

BACH MANN SINCE 1833 • PHILADELPHIA, PA., 19124 
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BONE KNIVES 
Made to best serve the need 

Model H: For bird 
L ± -- hunter or fisher• 
I ■, man. Very prac• 

tical. Excellent 
"feel". 4" Blade - only $33.50. 

Model C: All purpose hunting knife. For many 
outdoor uses. 5" Blade • only $35.00. 

Model T: Frontier 

\~~,id~ rn~ne; 
(4½" long). Sim

ilar to the Green River Buffalo Skinner and a 
favorite of many Alaskan guides because of the 
long sweep cutting edge. Only $38.00. 

A carefully designed hand finished Bone knife will 
aive you the most in utility. Each is a masterpiece • 
beautiful and distinctly superior in every respect. 
Easy grip rosewood handles. Finest high carbon 
content tool steel blade. Each knife comes with a 
high quality leather belt loop sheath and Arkansas 
Soft Stone. Write for catalog featuring the com• 
plete line, send 50c refundable with first purchase. 

THE BONE KNIFE CO., INC., DEPT. D 
806 Ave. J, Lubbock, Texas 79401 

easy way to 
r your -guns. 
st inhibitor for 

splaces moisture 
events rust, finge 
d salt water co 

on s 

RAZOR EDGE 
sharpener clamps 
to the back of ANY 
knife and insures 
a perfect angle and 

~~n~r~!· Cut~~N\EED along the 
E~TIRE blade. Kit also includes 
two 2x6 custom hones. 

Knife sharpener ... $14.95 
Knife AND Arrow sharpener ... $19.95 
Leatherette zipper carrying case . . . 

$5.95 extra 
Super ultra fine hone ... $19. 95 

Please add $1 for shipping and handling. 
RAZOR EDGE, Dept. G-10, Box 203 
BUTLER, WIS. 53007 414-383-4430 
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m•ric1111 Fin•sl . 

For sale in each Issue: OVER 1500 ANTIQUE 
MUSKETS, RIFLES, pistols, swords, as well 
as early military equipment, western and 
nautical gear from all over the world. 

TWO NEW EXCITING CATALOGUES 
EACH YEAR 

Each 100 Pages Profusely Illustrated 
ISSUED SEMI-ANNUALLY: 

ONLY $2.00 YR. 
ALL NEW 1972 

CATALOG #s OF ARMS BOOKS 
Nothing Like It A11ywnere! 

800 TITLES AVAILABLE: antique/modern 
guns, weapons, military equipment, ammo, 
gunsmithing, shooting. 
Each reviewed, 25c or free to Antiques Cata
logue Subscribers. 
N. FLA YDERMAN & CO., INC. 

4 Squash Hollow, New Milford, Conn. 

THE MINI-MATICS 

OF FRANCIS PFANNL 

(Continued from page 39,) 

The lid liner reads "Kolibri" over a 
stylized design. A small snap-top coin 
purse holster was also available as an 
accessory. Production of this model 
was terminated by the First World 
War. 

When Pfannl resumed production 
after the war he extensively modified 
the original design. He had apparent
ly found that the 2.7 mm. cartridge 
was too expensive to manufacture so 
he scaled it up slightly and substi
tuted a lead bullet for the full-jack
eted one, thus creating the 3 mm. 
Kolibri cartridge. The 3 mm. car
tridge is roughly the same overall 
length as the 2.7 mm. although the 
case is some .040 inches shorter. The 
lead bullet weighs 5.3 grains and it 
also uses the finely ground black 
powder for propulsion. The first pistol 
to fire this cartridge looked like a 
scaled-down Erika but with conven
tional grip location, Kolibri grip pieces 
and no trigger guard. Only one sur
viving specimen has thus far been 
located of this transition design, and 
it has no serial or proofing. 

Apparently not satisfied with the 
complexity of the design, Pfannl con
tinued to work on it and later mar
keted in very small quantities a much 
simplified 3 mm. Kolibri automatic. 
The production design involves only 
elementary machining. Even so it has 
the added feature of a latch at the 
rear to allow the barrel and recoil 
spring housing assembly to be tipped 
up for cleaning without removing the 
side plates. While not serialized, these 
3 mm. pistols were proofed, the three 

OUR MAN IN 

WASHINGTON 

known examples bearing Vienna proof 
house marks dated 1928. 

The grip pieces of the 3 mm. pistols 
are identical to those on the 2.7 mm. 
and like their predecessors, the 3 mm. 
barrels are unrifled. The 3 mm. pis
tols were, apparently, not sold cased 
but were furnished with a tiny brass 
cleaning rod. The ammunition was 
initially available in unlabeled fifty
round boxes made of black japanned 
copper. Later boxes were of tan card
board with a red label stamped "50 
cart. Kal. 3 mm" over "pour Automat. 
Pistolet" over "KOLIBRI." 

The political turmoil and economic 
chaos that existed in Germany and 
Austria at that time was not conducive 
to the success of such novelty designs, 
and sometime prior to 1930 Pfannl dis
continued manufacture of all minia
ture automatics. He did, however, 
continue to produce 3 mm. ammuni
tion into the late 1930's. He also sold, 
under his name, a Spanish-made 25 
caliber automatic called the "Vulcan" 
as well as apparently producing, for 
George Grabner, a series of very in
expensive and cheaply-made minia
ture blank pistols using the Kolibri 
tradename and grips. 

Production of all items had termi
nated prior to the Second World War, 
never to be resumed. In one of the 
situations typically found in collect
ing, these economically unsuccessful 
arms which sold new for a few dol
lars apiece have become among the 
most valuable of collectors items and 
when found sell for 
upwards of $200. 

(Continued from page 46) 

more gun controls will be held to ac
count for statements made, while 
those pushing for controls will be al
lowed to make wild, unfounded 
charges. Then there will be the exec
utive sessions, where legislation will 
be moved toward the House. The only 
real check on the legislation to be re
ported out of the Judici;i.ry will be 
the Rules Committee which says 
what bills go to the House floor for 
consideration and passage. 

It is most difficult to rewrite a bill 

while it is under consideration by the 
House. The rules are so strict little 
can be done. Once out of committee, 
the tone is set. The only thing the 
shooting sportsman has going for him 
is the elections. Surely, no matter 
how anti-gun a lawmaker is, he or 
she will have to remember ex-sena
tors Dodd, Tydings, Gore, and Clark. 
Each of these men stated that their 
anti-gun stand contributed to their 
defeat. 

On the other side, there are law-
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makers like Frank Church (D., 
Idaho). Senator Church was headed 
for oblivion when he seized upon the 
"Right to Keep and Bear Arms" is
sue. By speaking out loud and clear 
for the Idaho gunowners, he picked 
up enough support to be re-elected to 
another six-year term in the Senate. 

It is the consideration of most fire
arm law observers here in Washing
ton, as well as that of this Guns con
tributor, that the years of the hand
gun are numbered. Many see the 
"sporting purpose" test as the begin
ning of the end. 

Let's consider: Most of us can re-

AN ANALYSIS OF THE 

member when only sawed-off shot
guns and rifles, and machineguns were 
outlawed. In 1968 there was added 
the so-called destructive devices, the 
big guns that had no "sporting use." 
Now the battle is over handguns with 
no "sporting use," the guns that are 
too small. Remember, that outlawed 
with the so-called destructive devices 
were quality bolt action rifles of mili- · 
tary surplus. 

What the anti-gunners are really 
after is all guns; the most available 
target, just because it happens to be 
desirable for concealment, 
is the small handgun. 

LATEST IN POLICE SHOTGUNS 
(Continued from page 31) 

locked in the extended or folded posi
tion by an operating button on the left 
side. A number of high velocity 
rounds were fired by the writer. Re
coil was not too noticeable and accur
acy from both the hip and shoulder 
position was every bit as good as 
when using the conventional wooden 
stocked version. 

This is a very valuable optional ac
cessory for use on the excellent Rem
ington police version of the Model 870 
shotgun. It is sold to law enforcement 
people only and lists at $28.50. The 
factory has also just announced the 
availability of police model 870 units 
with the folding stock, installed at a 
price of $139.95 for the plain barrel 
version and $149.95 with the 20" ri
fle-sight barrel. 

The Protective 
Devices Conversion 

Another new police-commercial 
version of the pistol grip-slide, ac
tion-riot shotgun combination is now 
being marketed by the Protective De
vices Corporation (1939 Placentia 
Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 
92627). This conversion is available to 
both law enforcement and the civilian 
gun owner who has a need for a still 
legal, but shortened version of his 
slide action sporting type shotgun. 
Shooters can also secure extra 18" 
riot barrels if they desire to cut down 
the overall length even further to the 
minimum 27". 

This conversion unit can be home 
installed. The kit comes complete with 
a high impact plastic pistol grip and 
handguard unit that is installed on the 
weapon in place of the wooden for
end. No appreciable recoil problems 
were experienced with this conver
sion when fired a number of times 
with standard high velocity police-
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riot loads. The angle and design of the 
grip lends itself well to the waist level 
instinctive firing method. With an 18" 
barrel and the pistol grip, the weapon 
still is within legal limits. Optional ac
cessories such as a sling swivel in the 
base of the pistol grip and a shoulder 
sling for a hang-down-from-the
shoulder carry position is available. 
Although the plastic handguard that 
extends over the barrel may slightly 
aid in steadying the weapon and lend 
itself to faster firing, it is the writers 
opinion that this is "frosting on the 
cake" and that the pistol grip installa
tion alone will suffice for most practi
cal combat situations. 

The pistol grip unit sells for $16.50. 
The grip and handguard unit kit sells 
for $28.50, postpaid. At the present 
time, kits or pistol grips are available 
for the Remington 870, the Winches
ter 1200 (The Federal Government 
has purchased a number of kits for 
this weapon), the High Standard 
K120, and the Ithaca Model 37. Instal
lation of the Ithaca requires factory 
fitting. All other models can be sent 
mail order and installed by the 
shooter himself. 

The legality of this device plus its 
low cost should make it of great in
terest to the car or home owner, com
mercial truck driver, storekeeper, and 
any citizen in an occupation where he 
is subject to criminal attack, but can 
legally possess a shotgun. No felon 
likes to argue with the muzzle end of 
a scatter gun at close quarters. Both 
of these adaptations add greatly to the 
police capability and general combat 
flexibility of the shot gun. This ap
proach is simple, practical . and eco
nomical. Where the need exists, de
partments or individuals should take 
advantage of this simple ~ 
approach to an old problem. UIIII 

At Your Dea/er or Aval/able by Mall 

Rifle Scabbard # 8 
Protect your rifle for a 
lifetime with this custom• 
styled rifle scabbard. 
Handcrafted from dur
able saddle leather, de• 
signed for rifles with 
telescope sights. Hand 
rubbed mahogany oil fin
ish. Adjustable ¾" carry
ing straps, 

Plain only ... , , . $29.75 
with top flap .... $41.65 

Shell Carrier 
A heavy duty carry-all for 
ammunition, or field gear. 
Holds four boxes of shotgun 
shells ond their containers, 
Hond rubbed, oil finish, sad
dle leother. Inside flaps for 
waterproof protection, 
18 Plain .... , ..... $25.85 
18B Basket .. , , . , , . $31.90 

Tapered Rifle Sling #75 
Finest quality sling of pre
mium leather, Laced ends 
and tapered from 1 ½" to 
3/a" or 111

• 

As Illustrated ... , , .. $8.25 

Cartridge Belt 
Slide #66 

Holds ten rifle cartridges 
.30-06 or smaller. Weather 
flap and wide belt loop. Soft 
chap leather. 
As Illustrated .... , , . $5.55 

ef.' 
Rifle Cartridge Belt # 40 
Thirty double cartridge loops for .30-30 cal, 
or larger. Lower loops are smaller to pre
vent cartridges from slipping down. 3" 
width. Oiled finish. 

As Illustrated ................. , $22. 95 
FREE CATALOG-Illustrated and in color, featur
ing a complete line of holsters and huntinq acces. 
sories, Write for your copy. DEPT. G-10 

THE GEORGE LAWRENCE COMPANY 
Portland, Oregon 97204 
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SPARKS CUSTOM 

YJAPITA 
also 

Folding Knife designed to fit the hand. With 
rosewood handle, $50,00 

Write for more information. 
$1.00 for Catalog 

SPARKS HANDMADE KNIVES 
Dingle, Idaho 83233 

HELPS YOU GET YOUR 
DEER-

ket size spray can 
man odors with the 
ural' odor of· ripe 

rries in the wind -
deer, moose, etc. 
oz. can $1.69 pp. 

The knife for 
hunting, 
fishing and 

all around 
use. Mirror 

polished, Im• 
ported stainless 

steel blade honed 
to a razor's edge. 

ftlck Ro~gfi~~er .
0

~ts ';°~~~ 
position. Blade will not clm1e 
when In use. Press button In 
handle to close. Safety finger 

gu;trd. Sure-grip handle, Bal• 
anced for target throwing. IF BltOKEN 

WITHIN 10 YEARS WE WILL REPLACE AT 
NO CHARGE! Use 30 d.iys. Money back If not 
pleased. Special le Sale. H.EG. PH.ICE $1.98. 

a~e~e~~~!111~~~ ~e~ftc!;'(iT~~n~~~i·a ~~~ ~Okcnf~:!: 
onoi,;n NOW! Mldwei-t Kntre co .. 0043 s. Western 

Ave., Dept. DD-4340, Chicago, Ill. 60620. Est. I 936. 

ALL BRAND·NAME MERCHANDISE 
AT LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES 

BOTH CATALOGS 
FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

ORDERS FILLED· UPON RECEIPT 

i?..A...~~:E:~ 
DISTRIBUTORS G-1072 
40 INDUSTRIAL PL., NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. 10805 
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SHOPPING 
WITH 

THE NEWEST addition to the Ponsness
Warren line is the S.T.O.S. lubricant. 
Besides being highly recommended for 
ours and other shotshell or rifle reload
ing equipment, it is an excellent case 
sizing lubricant and is ideally suited 

wherever a grease-type lubricant is 
needed. S.T.O.S. has a tackiness to it 
which creates a self-coating action. It is 
clear and will not detract from the ap
pearance of anything that it is used on 
and is completely safe, containing no 
acids or silicones. Available nationwide. 
The 4 oz. jar sells for $2.95. 

YOUR KNIFE is only as good as its edge, 
and few can put a good edge on a knife 
unless they have years of practice. Now, 
with the aid of the "Razor Edge" device 
you can put on an edge that is guaran-

teed to shave you. The device holds the 
blade at the correct angle and gives you 
complete control of the ·honing opera
tion. The kit contains the Razor Edge 
device, one coarse and one fine stone, 
and sells for $11. 95. From Razor Edge, 
Box 203, Dept. G-9, Butler, Wis. 53007. 

WHITE'S ELECTRONICS· has introduced a 
new line of moderately priced detectors 
developed especially to interest new 
fans in the sport of metal detecting. The 
three new instruments in the line, "Coin
master TR-AM Models 1, 2, and 3," are 
priced from $99.50 to $169.50 and have 

the same high quality construction and 
2 year White's guarantee as his more 
expensive detectors, except that these 
units detect non-magnetic metals only. 
They are super-sensitive, all transistor
ized units with top quality transitors 
having a 30 year expected life. One 
9-volt battery power pack is included 
with each detector, plus complete oper
ating instructions, treasure hunting tips 
and small test samples. From White's 
Electronics, Inc., 1012 Pleasant Valley 
Road, Sweet Home, Oregon 97386. 

NEW FROM Copenhagen Crafts comes 
the Danish Fisherman's knife. The 125 
year-old Scandinavian knife manufactur
ing company with a world wide reputa
tion for producing rugged, sharp and 

stylish knives has perfected this particu
lar knife for the fisherman's needs. The 
solid stainless steel blade is set in a 
genuine rosewood handle. The knife 
comes in a sturdy leather sheath and 
boasts a marlin-spike. The retail price 
is $9.50 with 50¢ for postage. Contact 
Copenhagen Crafts, 516 Fifth Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10036. 
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RCBS INC., introduces its Ammo-Crafter 
Case Preparation and Powder Charging 
kit. Everything the reloader will need to 
prepare rifle and pistol cases reloading 
and handling powder charges is here in 
one neat package. The RCBS Ammo
Crafter kit contains: a Burring tool for 
smoothing and beveling rifle and pistol 
case mouths; a lubrication kit which in-

eluded a case lub pad, 2-ounce tube of 
Resizing Lubricant, ond an accessory 
handle with interchangeable .22 and 
.30 Case Neck Brushes; a powder scale; 
a Uniflow powder measure; a powder 
funnel and an RCBS Reloading Guide. 
The retail price is $49.50. Write Wayne 
Wixom, RCBS Inc., P.O. Box 1919, Oro
ville, California 95965. 

JOHNSON'S Porta-Rack is the new, con
venient way to take care of your guns
al home or in the field. This clevely de
signed steel rack folds up to a compact 
48" by 3" package to make it easily 
portable. It opens in seconds to a 56" 

C . . ,._ 
~ ,.,.-·:, 

~ 

;r 
wide by 32" high rack that holds six 
rifles or shotguns. The back legs extend 
for a free standing rack that's ideal for 
ranges, camping or cottages. Keyhole 
slots make hanging a snap for use when 
storing or displaying your guns. The 
top bar has formed plastic inserts to 
protect gun barrels and stocks, while the 
lower shoes swing out to hold the gun 
butts. All metal parts are attractively 
finished in rust-resistant paint. The 
weight is 20 pounds and is priced at 
$60. Write Johnson's, 984 Shulman 
Ave., Santa Clara, California 95050. 

(Continued on page 69) 
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BURRIS One-Piece Supreme Mount 

DIXIE'S GUN CATALOG IS 
THE SECOND MOST WIDELY 
READ IN THE WORLD ... BUT 
WE ARE TRYING HARDER! 

JUST $2.00 POSTPAID 
OUTSIDE U.SA $3.00 

Giant-size 16th Anniversary Edition 
Over 100 modern muzzle-loading 
replica firearms to choose from. 
Over 300 pages of rare antique gun 
supplies, including complete kits to 
build your own muzzle-loader, 
Everything in Dixie's catalog can be 
ordered direct-no mail restrictions. 

THI TWO HIST SHOTGUN BUYS ON THI AMIRICAN MARKU 

fl~JIJ :{• -Mb I OVER AND UNDER 12-GAU 
European Import, known 'round the world • 311 Magnum Chamber (also • . . . • 
handles std. 23/411 shells) • Twin-single selective triggers enables shooting ... 
both barrels with either trigger. Hand checkered European walnut stock and • 
forearm • Beaver-tail type fore-end • Full pistol grip • Automatic safety . 
• Chrome plated bores • Hand engraved • Ventilated rib • Perforated rubber • I 
recoil pad • "Perfect feel" and balance • A great value. 

LUCIO-LOYOLA 
EUROPEAN, SIDE-BY-SIDE in 410, 20, 12 and 1 
Truly a high-grade deluxe double-barrel at a low price • Proofed for 3 
heavy magnum loads • Also shoots 23/411 shells • Double trigger • European . , . 
walnut stock, full pistol grip, full beaver tail checkered forearm .. 
• Auto Safety • Rubber recoil • 12, 20, 410 & 10 gauges. • 

ntact your dealer or contact us •• I 
NTERNATIONAL co. I • 
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!•XL #78; Clip or Spear and Spey; leather punch. 
Length (closed) 3s1a". Overstocked; $7.50 while they 
last. 

Send 25c for folder on other 
!•XL and Joseph Rodgers cutlery. 

SETH BIRDWELL CUTLERY 
2985 St. Helena St., Beaumont, Texas 77703 

5000 
FIREARMS 
BARGAINS 
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or ore 

you just plain interested in guns? If you 

ore, you'll profit from reading the bargain

filled columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now 

published twice each month. It's the lead

ing publication for the sole, purchase and 

trade of firearms and accessories of all 

types. SHOTGUN NEWS hos aided thou

sands of gun enthusiasts locate firearms, 

both modern and antique-rifles, shotguns, 

pistols, revolvers, scopes, mounts ... all at 

money-saving prices. The money you save 

on the purchase of any one of the more 

than 5,000 listings twice a month more than 

pays your subscription cost. You can't af

ford to be without this unique publication. 

Free trial offer! 
Money Back Guarantee. 

As a special introductory offer, we'll send 

you the first issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free 

of charge with your one year subscription. 

That means you get 25 big issues. What's 

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just 

tell us. We'll immediately refund your 

money in full and you con keep •he issues 

you already hove. Fair enough? You bell 

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today! 

SAMPLE COPY • 50c 

~--------------------------
THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-10 
Box 1147, Hastings, Nebr. 68901 

Yes, send me the first issue of SHOTGUN 
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one 
year. $4 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not 
completely satisfied. 

Name ..........•.•... • .......•.••••.•.•.•• 

Address ................................. . 

City & State ............................. . 

1-------------------------~ 
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MUZZLELOADING ARMY 

CONTINUES TO GROW 

(Continued from page 44) 

Huntsman, a sort of second cousin to 
the Topper. This single-shot is offered 
as a rifle in .45 and .58 caliber and 
as a 12 gauge shotgun. The concept 
of the gun is a cross between center
fire and muzzle-loading, and while 
some may raise their eyebrows about 
the feasibility of the system, I can 
only tell you "Try it, you'll like it!" 
I have used the shotgun a fair bit 
and find that I do about as well with 
it as with any other 12 gauge scatter
gun that I have ever used-and I eat 
pheasant, duck and other birds fairly 
regularly. 

Chaps, there's a bit of news from 
Merry Olde England-Parker-Hale is 
recreating, not just reproducing, the 
1861 Enfield Musketoon. Guns are 
made with the original hand-made 

. gages, are from butt to muzzle iden
tical to the McCoy. Parker-Hale 
works with the assistance of the 
Q.A.D. Pattern Room at Enfield, and 
each of the guns will come with a 
40 page handbook containing ex
tracts reprinted from the original 
1859 "Instruction of Musketry.'' The 
. 577 caliber Musketoon has long been 
considered as an exceptional collec
tor's item, and is famed for its accu
racy. The price will be around $200 
and guns should be available from 
Jana International by the time you 
see this issue of Guns. 

I already mentioned two new 
Navy Arms products for black 
powder shooters. A number of new 
replica sixguns have been added to 
Val's line. I especially liked the Tar
get Model, available in .36 and .44 
caliber. The gun is an exact copy of 
the Remington Army, but comes 
equipped with target sights. It would 
make a great handgun for the hunter. 
The gun is, of course, also available 
without the target sights, as is the 
Army Belt model which is offered in 
.36 caliber only. Among the other 
new models is a Colt Baby Dragoon, 
a Harpers Ferry Model 1855 Dragoon 
pistol, a copy of the Second Model 
.44 caliber Dragoon, and a replica 
of the Third Model Dragoon. 

Numrich Arms and Hopkins & Al
len have indeed been busy during 
the past year. A Minuteman flint
lock, one of the latest additions to 
their fairly complete line of black 

powder guns, looks nice and the gun 
is distinguished by very careful work
manship. Best of all, you can really 
shoot up a storm with that gun! The 
rifle is offered in .45 as well as in .36 
caliber, and if your leaning toward a 
percussion rifle, you can have the 
same gun in that ignition system. For 
the fellow who likes to hunt with a 
black powder rifle, Numrich has the 
Minuteman in a version called the 
Brush Rifle which is offered in .45 
and .50 caliber. 

Replica Arms is offering four new 
guns this year. The double barrel per
cussion shotgun I saw and used at 
the Williams Gun Sight range was 
from Replica Arms. I especially like 
the appearance and the handling 
qualities of the Ohioan .45 caliber 
percussion rifle. For the fellow who 
wants a man-sized sixgun, I suggest 
that 1862 Police model. This .36 cali
ber comes in three barrel lengths 
( 4½", 5½", and 6½"). It would be 
darned hard to visualize a better look
ing set of replica flintlock duelling 
pistols than the set offered and final
ly available through Replica Arms . 

Dick Casull, the creative genius be
hind the newly formed Rocky Moun
tain Arms Corp., hopes to have two 
new black powder guns on the mar
ket before the primitive weapon hunt
ing seasons open. One is a percussion 
Leman Indian Trade rifle to be of
fered in .45, .50 and .54 caliber. The 
other gun, at present still in prototype 
form, is a breech-loading, rotating 
turret gun using paper percussion 
caps. The rotating turret assembly 
has a fixed capacity powder cham
ber, while at the opposite side of the 
turret is the percussion nipple. In 
loading, the powder charge is placed 
in the cham her and the lead ball is 
forced into position over the charge. 
Then a paper cap, such as used in 
cap pistols, is placed inside the nipple 
cover that forms a tight gas seal 
around the nipple. Close the cover of 
the turret, rotate the turret into the 
firing position where it locks into 
place thanks to a simple spring 
catch. This is not a muzzle loader, 
therefore no attempt should be made 
to charge the gun in the usual muz
zle-loading fashion. 

When the round ball is forced 
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(" A S.L. 206} 
Custom crafted Mario Beschi {Italian) shot
guns. Side/by/sides from $186.00. Over/Un
ders from $184.00. Boxlock & True Sidelocks 
models. Special Trap Guns. Built to your 
specifications. 

Send $.25 for catalog {1st class mail) 

J-K IMPORTS, Dept. G 
P.O. Box 403 Novato, Calif. 94947 

ORIGINAL ARKANSAS 
OILSTONE HONING KIT 

a $5.95 Postpaid 

Choice of guides, hunters, 
a n d craftsmen for l 5 0 
years - Indian Mountain 
Arkansas Oilstones are 
the finest natural honing 
stone known. Puts a razor 
edge on every knife, axe, 

rrow or tool. Kit includes 
one hard and one soft Ar
kansas Oilstone, honing oil, 
and professional sharpening 
instructions. Order today. 

Variety Enterprises 
P. 0. Box 91, Little Rock, Ark. 72203 

Mention GUNS 
When Answering 

Advertisers! 

FER! 
lity cowhide, steel rein

ced, fully-lined belt and 
lster. Hand carving includ

in price. State gun type, 
rrel length, waist size. Nat
al or Black. Tooled or 
in. • OE'1.C 

aler Inquiries welcomed. 
Sen close $1.00 postage and hdlg. 
25c for Cotalo , alif. residents include 5% tax. 
Over 6½ 11 L. Barrel $2. 'add. Return for full refund within 
Over 46" Waist - 50¢ '1 add. 10 days if not satisfied. 

Ca..tJu'f, f:n.tere.1·ided 
P. 0. BOX 3545 Chula Yisto, California 92011 

GUNS 

Model #950 
The CLASSIC SKINNER 

Blade 4" long; 
Handle 4¼" long 

·This knife has a broad 
blade with a sweeping, 
curved edge that makes 
skinning fast and clean. 

16.00 
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through the special swaging cone, it 
takes on the configuration of a round
nosed bullet. These rifles will be of
fered in .22, .36 and .44 caliber, are 
designed so that standard lead shot 
can be used; hence, you need only 
a bag or two of shot instead of hav
ing to cast or buy balls. 

It was a perfectly logical step for 
Bill Ruger-a black powder Black
hawk in .44 caliber! Patterned after 
the Old Army model, the gun feels 
just right in your hand the moment 
you pick her up, and the gun is made 
to the very exacting quality stand
ards we have come to expect from 
Ruger guns. The gun I fired in New 
Hampshire, one of the early proto
types, had all the accuracy potential 
you could ask for and functioned 
smoothly. 

Thompson/Center has done it again! 
Some five or six years ago the Con
tender single-shot pistol made head
lines in the gun magazines. Last year 
the Hawken percussion rifle was in
troduced, and now we have the .45 
caliber flintlock rifle from the same 
company and also ,the .45 caliber Pa
triot percussion target pistol. This gun 
features many interesting concepts 
and comes with an adjustable target 
sight and double set triggers. 

As mentioned before, TIC sells the 
black powder guns with or without 
the accessory pack and I suggest that 
the novice black powder shooter start 
with the pack-it's a real help in get
ting started and cost is not prohibi
tive. 

What about next year? There is 
no- question that we will have more 
and even better black powder guns 
in the next few years. We still import 
a large share of the charcoal burners, 
but now that Colt, Navy Arms, Ruger 
and Thompson/Center make black 
powder guns here, it can only be a 
question of time before other U.S. 
arms makers will follow suit. 

I keep hoping that somebody will 
be offering replicas of some of the 
fine old target rifles. The few that 
are on the market are too rich for 
most shooters, and I feel that there 
are a lot of other black powder shoot
ers who would like to get into the 
black powder benchrest games. Our 
grandfathers shot that way and did 
right well with their muskets. 
Maybe we could keep the tradi
tion of being a Nation 
of Riflemen alive! Cii 

KUSTOM MADE KNIVES 
418 Jolee 

Richardson, Tex. 75080 

~ 

100 page FREE CATALOG; Fishing, 
Hunting, Archery, Reloading Sup
plies, Wads, Primers, Stocks, Ribs, 
Chokes, Stock finishing Kits, Blue
ing Kits, Custom Stocks and stock 
finishing, Decoys, Traps, Clothing, 
Camping, Much more. 
Buy with confidence, Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 
Send for your FREE cata~og today! 

Address Dept. 64 

HERTER'S INC. '/:'.',' WASECA, MINN. 56093 

CENTENNIAL ARMS 
CORPORATION 

LIMITED PRODUCTION ONE TIME OFFER 

Muzzle Loaders are EXEMPT from Government 
Regulations and may be shipped anywhere 
without Federal Restrictions. 

NEW MODEL ARMY 
with 

Detachable Stock 

.44 Cal. 

4 Screw 
Fluted 

Cylinder 

SPECIAL 
$87.00 

.44 Cap & Ball Revolver, 
full fluted cylinder with 
pistol carbine stock; pistol 
with an 8-inch barrel, wal
nut grips, blue finish. Has 
a special steel frame, 
casehardened. The pistol 
carbine stock has a brass 
butt-plate and a brass 
yoke which fastens to the 
revolver by means of a 
steel clutch. Made in Bel
gium, full proofed in fa
mous Liege Proof House. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Regular SPECIAL 

.44 Cal. 
COPPER FLASK ..... . $9.95 

.44 Cal. Bullet 
Mould .............. 9.95 

$6.50 

6.50 

No C.O.D. Order MUST be accompanied with pay
ment. Allow $2 per gun (no stamps) for handling, 
1>a.cking, shipping and insurance fees and $1 per 
mould. 75¢ per flask. If shipping costs not received, 
merchandise will be shipped out via llailway Ex
press COLLEC'l'. Everything shipped F.O.B. Chi
cago. 1\L 0. or Certified checks handled first. all 
other cheC'ks held 3 weeks. Illinois residents please 
include 5%- sales tax. 

Listing & price sheets available at 50¢ to cover 
cost of mailing and handling. Open for sales on 
Saturdays only (most Saturdays) from 10 A.1\f. to 
4 P.M. 

:Muzzle Loaders are exempt under Govenunent 
Regulations ancl may morn freely in interstate com
merce: BUT PLEASE INCLUDE A STATEMENT 
THAT YOU AJlE OVER 21 YEAHS OF AGE AND 
THERE Aill, NO LOCAL R}::STRICTIONS 
AGAINST YOUR PURCHASING TJIIS PIECE. 
Illinois residents )1UST send copy of Ill. Firearms 
I.D. Card. 

Centennial Arms Corp. 
F.F.L. No. 36-2716 Dept. G-10 

3318 W. Devon Ave., Lincolnwood, Ill. 60659 
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A HUNTER'S special by 
popular demand. Tough 
natural retan with 12" 
or 14" stovepipe top, 
double sole, block heel, 
western wide r o u n d 

toe. 

R 960 ... $44.50 
All Austin bools arc fully leather lined. wood pegged 
Q~<!li~;·a:~ r~;~gt~al)r~·c~)~•fcc~\:lth steel shanks. Top 

I FREE CATALOG I 
When ordering please give shoe size and width, 

ca1f or leg measurement, foot tracing talrnn without 
weight on foot, and if instep Is regular, high or very 
high. For sizes 121h thru 13D or calf measurements 
over 16 add 1 0% to regular urice. (Ladies: Give 
your size in correspor.ding men's size only.) $10.00 
deposit on C.O.D. orders. You pay postal charges. 
We pay postage on 1>repald orders. Our guarantee 
for exchan.l{e or refund; return boots undamaged and 
unworn within ten days. 

102 ,4«aue 6Coot e,,, 
P.O. BOX 12368-G EL PASO, TEXAS 79912 

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS 
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest 
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalo& 
of Latest Desicns. Complete Instructions. 

► C. D. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass. ~ 
. 01921 ' 

Dept. G-10, 14200 S.W. 72nd Ave., Portland. Ore. 97223 
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BUDGET-MINDED 

AFRICAN SAFARIS 

(Continued from page 29) 

"Son of Erin" would rather that you 
lingered for ten days. Then he can be 
mortally certain you will fill out. This 
shooting goes on from April through 
December and costs $75 daily for two 
sportsmen. If there are three in the 
party then the tab is only $60 each. 

The Asian water buffalo, planted in 
the Northern Territory many years 
ago, is a highly desirable trophy. His 
horns sometimes measure a hundred 
inches from tip to tip and if you have 
the poor fortune to wound one of the 
stodgy bovines and are compelled to 
follow him up to put in the finishing 
shot, you may be in for an adventure 
quite as hairy as a follow-up on his 
cousin the African cape buff! 

The only fly in the ointment so far as 
this fine safari is concerned is the dis
tance that is involved. Australia is a 
distant port and the tab for the round 
trip fare is a healthy one. For the 
sportsman who is intent on doing the 
Aussie bit there is also the neighbor
ing country of New Zealand. Here he 
may add red deer, fallow deer, sika 
deer, rusa deer, sambahr, wapiti (our 
American elk) tahr and chamois. The 
New Zelanders have carried on a cam
paign these past two decades to reduce 
their wild game herds and the shooting 
isn't as good as it once was. It takes a 
judicious selection of guide-outfitters, 
but this is not too difficult and certainly 
prices are on the reasonable side. 

Somehow the laddy-o who wants to 
hunt far afield is always ,pictured as a 
big game huntsman-the fellow who 
flies off to exotic fields with his trusty 
.340 Weatherby. This isn't necessarily 
true. There are probably twice as many 
shotgunners who have a deep and 
abiding urge to range far afield for 
nothing more dangerous than a Scot
tish grouse or a Pakistani chukor 
partridge. The fact that many of these 
frustrated shotgunners never get off 
their own dunghill for the shooting 
which they so dearly enjoy is because 
they feel it would be slightly ludicrous 
to load up and fly away to Assam just 
to have a go at jungle fowl. This need 
not be so. It is quite as reasonable to 
make a shotgun safari as it is a rifle 
one and the happy facts are that in 
many places around the world the 
populations of feathered game is ab
solutely staggering. The wingshot can 
go for lesser periods of time and with 
a bit of judicious selection of season, 
not only have a Roman holiday on 

uplands species but also enjoy superb 
shooting on wildfowl, too. 

Just this season I had an invita
tion from an English landowner, a 
country squire most surely, who in
vited me over for a 6-day holiday on 
his midlands estate. I would stay in 
his country manor, he informed me, 
and the shooting would mostly include 
pheasant with a few hares tossed in. 
There would be am,ple opportunity to 
sharpen my hand and eye on his local 
trap grounds and certainly I would 
enjoy the quiet dignity of the English 
countryside. He did not spell out in 
exact terms what daily bag I could ex
pect of pheasant and hare but I gath
ered that the total would probably be 
around four to six of each. The tab for 
the 6-day sojourn would be, according 
to his literature, $2750. Now this comes 
out to just about $460 daily, not count
ing the bite by the airlines to transport 
me to and from the tight little isle. This 
I reckoned was a mite too steep. 

Ireland, on the other hand, is a re
markable country, where if you give 
the beleagued northern section a wide 
breast, is a marvelous place for the 
s mo o th b o re devotee. Col. Glover 
Johns, an old amigo, went off to the 
Emerald Isle and found there were any 
number of good spots where a rea
sonably good wingshot, sound of wind 
and limb, could expect to garner as 
many as four or five different species 
of feathered game during a day afield. 
The bag, he tells me, does not run high. 
There will be two or three brace of 
pheasant, three or four woodcock, a 
nice mess of jacksnipe, and four or five 
ducks, usually mallards. The bag in 
total will tote up to 10 or 15 birds. 

That is the way it goes, during a 
typical day of Irish rough shooting. Not 
at all like a grouse or partridge drive 
but somehow more of a personal chal
lenge. Walking up the Irish birds is 
hard to beat for a change of pace. And 
just to watch a good Irish game dog 
working is worth the full price. All old 
quail hunters will love it, says Johns. 

Irish rough shooting runs anywhere 
from $7.50 to about $25 daily per per
son. It depends on the number in the 
party, where and what you wish to 
shoot, and what extra services are in
cluded, such as lodging and transpor
tation. In every case the basic fee will 
include a guide and a dog for each 
two shooters. 

(Continued on page 68) 
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ready, aim, fire! 

"OVER WING" 

The Enforcer 
The Enforcer, one of the most wanted hand
guns for law enforcement and home or 
office protection, 30 Caliber semi-automatic 
having the mobility of a handgun and fire 
power of a rifle. 
Suggested List $134.95 

"DOUB LE WI NG" 

UNIVERSAL M-1 

Carbines 
.30 cal. carbine featuring satin 
blued finish, American black 
walnut stock, 5 shot clip. All 
Universal carbines are drille 
and tapped for scopes. 
Suggested List $112.50 

Over&Under Double Barrel 
Shotguns Shotguns 

12 or 20 gauge in 28" or 30" 
barrel lengths with full & modifi
ed choke. 26" barrel length with 
improved cylinder and modified 
choke. 410 gauge with 26" barrel, • 
full & full. Hand-rubbed walnut 
stocks. Beaver Tail, checkered 

12 or 20 gauge over & under shot
guns with bright blued finish, 
ventilated rib, double bead sight, 
single or double trigger. Hand
rubbed walnut stock: 26" or 28" 
barrel lengths, all chokes avail
able. Chambered for 3" magnum 
shells. 

fore end & pistol grip, bright 
blued finish. Chambered for 3" 
magnum shells. 
Suggested List $134.95 Suggested List 

Rifle 
Scopes 

High precision optical in
struments with ground and 
fully coated lens, nitrogen 
filled, one piece, non
scratch hard anodized al
uminum alloy body. From 
2.5 to 10 in fixed power; 
2.5 to 9 in zoom style. 
Suggested List $8.95 to 
$59.95. 

"AUTO WING" 

Automatic 
Shotguns 

12 gauge automatic shotguns that 
weigh about 6 lbs. High gloss walnut 
stock with checkered pistol grip & 
fore end. All ventilated ribs. Bright 
blued high polish finish. 26", 28" 
or 30" lengths. (Barrels interchange
able.) Complete selection of chokes. 
Chambered for 2¾" shells. 
Suggested List $175.00 

If it's 
Universal 

it's the 
Best! 

n~n CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

uru.J"i~!~o•E!~!~~~~,S~rp. 
Phone: (305) 696-0950 
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Slick, all-weather reliability: The dedicated waterfowler under
stands that the best gunning he'll get will be in a blind that's 
probably drenched in rain, hidden in fog or pelted with sleet. 
And not every covey rise takes off on a soft, sunlit autumn 
afternoon. The shotgun sportsman has to 
take his weather as he finds it. So he 
relies on the tough, compression
formed plastic hulls of Super-X or 
Upland never to become waterlogged, 
or to swell and scuff. And to shrug 
off mud, sand, dust, or dampness and 
still function perfectly to bring home full 
limits. 

Target success: When we talk about the reliability 
and reloadability of the Super-X and Upland 
compression-formed hull, we're talking about a 
competition-proven product used for years in 
Double A target loads for trap and skeet. The claybird sports 
are shooting "games" that a lot of shotgunners take mighty 
seriously. For them, there's no second place when it comes 
to flawless loading and ejection ... and the most reloads you 
can build into a shot shell. When you insist on Super-X or 
Upland, you're asking for the same forged plastic hull that wins 

the big ones consistently in some 
of the most competitive shooting 
sports in the world. 

Unsurpassed reloadability: The Winchester 
and Western compression-formed forged 
plastic hull delivers smooth-loading strength, 
but we actually invented it to deliver more 
reloads. We figured that if you "forged" 
plastic in much the same manner as 
metal, you might get better tensile 
strength in the hull ... more durability ... 
and more reloading. The proof is on the 
firing line of major trap and skeet shoots, 
where competitors buy Double A not only to 
win, but to obtain the hulls for reloading. 
And the conclusive evidence comes from 
shotgunners everywhere who'll pay up 
to 3¢ apiece just to get our empties. To
day, we have imitators. But nobody in the 
business makes a more reloadable shot 
shell hull than the original, compression
formed forged plastic hull pioneered by 
Winchester-Western, and available across our line in 
Super-X, Upland, and Double A. 

Super-X for waterfowl and larger game, now in both 
Winchester and Western brands: The Super-X brand was 
born right on one of the world's great waterfowl flyways ... 
The Mississippi ... at East Alton, Illinois. The inventor was the 
gentleman whose name our company bears, Mr. John M. Olin. 
As an engineer and designer of sporting arms and ammunition, 

MADE IN U.S.A. 
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Mr. Olin has personally patented more ammunition innovations 
than most professionals achieve in a lifetime. He's also shot 
more wildfowl. It was from this first-hand experience that 
John Olin personally defined the requirements for the first 
long-range shot shell. It had to have a shorter shot string in 
order to put more pattern onto the bird, and it had to have 
extra power, without blasting apart the shot column. Having 
defined the problem, Mr. Olin invented the solution. Super-X. 
The original brand of long-range power for ducks, geese, and 

larger game ... plus buckshot and rifled slugs for deer, too. 
All now available in both Winchester and Western brands. 

Upland shells for lighter game: The Yankee, who pursues 
the ruffed grouse, calls his game loads 

"Shot Shells". Or "Shotgun Shells". 
Down in the Carolinas and Georgia 

where they keep 
a lot of good 
eastern quail 
shooting, 
sportsmen say 
"Gimme a box of 
Gun Shells". Or 
"Bird Shells". 
Out in the mid
western pheas
a n ti and they 
might just ask 
for "Shells". 
And their far 

western neighbors, who hunt chukars, sage grouse and quail 
might ask the man for "Low Brass" shells. Or "Low Base" · 

loads. But however you ask for it, 
the perfect field load is one that 
patterns right for a big variety 
of lighter, up-country game, with 
plenty of controlled power. No 
matter if the shooter has a twang 
that comes from Austin or 
Boston. 

Wherever you do your favorite 
up-country shooting, Winchester 
and Western have you covered 
with Upland low base shot shells, 
specially developed and named 

for all upland shooting. Upland loads feature the compression
formed forged plastic hull, for perfect loading and ejection 
(especially important in automatic shotguns}, the Mark 5 shot
protecting collar for up to 10% denser patterns, and enough 
Olin Ball Powder to provide just the right muscle you need 
on birds from woodcock to grouse and game from rabbit 
to squirrel. 

We have to admit that the chinese import, the 
ringneck pheasant, being a tough customer, 
occasionally requires Super-X as the right 
prescription for long range shooting. 

But for most upland shooting you'll ever do, 
wherever you hang your hat, Upland shot 
shells are the name of the game for the 
best game getters in their class. Ask for'em 
today at your Winchester or Western dealer's. 
1¥INCH£5T£.R-~.275 Winchester Ave. 
New Haven, Connecticut 0650~ 

winchester 
the w9y you 
want1t 
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The 1972 Winchester and Western 
Super-Xand Upland 
compression-formed, forged 
plastic shotgun shells bring 
both waterfowl and upland 

• gunners a case so strong 1t 
can be fired without the metal 
head. 

Team this toughness with the 
Mark 5 shot protector, smooth 
handling, Sealed Gas Chamber, 
and superb reloadability 
and you've got total performance 
for the price you want to pay. 

If shotgun hunting is 
more a way of life 
than a sport for you, 
here are some impor
tant facts about what 
you load into your chamber. 

Compression-formed, forged
plastic case: Strength, smoothness, 
scuff-proof loading and ejection, plus 
reloadability for Super-X and Upland 
hulls come from our own patented com
pression-forming process. The shot shell 
tubes we turn out are actually forged into 
a tough, resilient material that's strong 
enough to be fired without the metal head. 
That means a shot shell case with super
strength and many safe reloads. There is no 
base wad to shoot loose because the tough 
plastic unit eliminates the need for one. Today, 
compression-formed Winchester and Western shot 
shell hulls are standard for both Super-X, the original long
range, extra-power load, and Upland, the perfect field load 
for all up-country shooting. 

Mark 5 plastic collar: There was a time when "barrel leading" 
was part of every active shotgunner's vocabulary, along with 
"patchy patterns" and "stray pellets". But since Winchester and 
Western began making the plastic Mark 5 shot-protecting collar 
as a standard component in every game load we make, hunters 
everywhere have gotten the word that Upland and Super-X 
have better performance built right in. Because the Mark 5 
collar keeps shot from rubbing against the barrel, shot stays 
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rounder and flies truer to target, for up to 10% 
denser patterns. That means more game, no 
matter where or how you hunt. 

Sealed Gas Chamber: Long ago Winchester and 
Western discovered that there was a big differ
ence in performance between having the hot 
gasses from expanding gunpowder pushing 
behind your shot string ... or having it push 
inside the shot string, blasting game-sized holes 
in your shot pattern. That's why we pioneered, 
proved, and patented the Sealed Gas Chamber. 
It's made by an inverted over-powder wad that 
seals tight against the hull walls, and bore 

interior, giving you the full power of Olin Ball Powder, plus an 
even, hard-hitting pattern. 

Dependable, non-corrosive primers: A duck hunter has enough 
corrosion to worry about from the weather he's sitting in 
without having to think about a primer that could deposit 
salts that might erode the inside of his best shotgun barrel. 
And the man who's walked all day to flush a New England 
partr_idge needs a primer that had better work right the 
first time. Whether your hunting is in the uplands after 
quail, or on the water waiting for high-flying Canadas, you 
can count on the clean, instant-firing capability of every 
primer we put into Super-X and Upland Shells. 
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HUNTERS WON'T 
BELIEVE ME. • • 
'til they try my new game calling 

sounds and instructions! 

Call all birds and animals with the best 
calling sounds in the world. Make the 
right sounds and deer almost run over 
you ... foxes, bobcats, coyotes, wolves, 
coons come close, day or night, year 
'round! Crows, owls, hawks and other 
birds will fly within a few feet. 

SEND NO MONEY! 
I'll send FREE information with photos 
of wildlife called close. Send me your 
name, address and zip code today. A 
card or letter will do. 

Johnny Stewart 
Box 7594, Dept. G-102 Waco, Texas 76710 

BARREL INLETTING RASP 
Tho rasp with a conrsc nnd a fine cue. Since 1037, 
when I designed and offered this rasp, it has l>ecn the 
rnvorlte or the professional and amateur c-unsmiths. 
Sizes ½", IJ/R" and 3/4" diam. 2" Jong. Price: as 
tllustrated . , . each $3. 75. Set of 3 rasps and 
one hnndlc ............................ $12. 7!; 
Mail S1.00 for new 1969 giant 68 page gunsmith 
supply catalog, 

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC., (Est. 19361 
"Gunsmith Supply Headquarters" 

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y. 

(Continued from page 64) 
If you go on your own you may rent 

a drive-yourself car at either Dublin 
or Shannon airports and then there 
are always small hotels, inns and pubs 
not far from where you may shoot. 
There is some small redtape involved 
in getting your shotgun into the coun
try. You will not need but one gun 
and the best choice is a 12 gauge dou
ble. You may use a repeater if you 
like but you cannot. load more than 2 
shells. A shooting permit is required, 
the Irish Tourist Bureau, Dublin, can 
attend to both the guns permit and the 
shooting one. Ireland, according to 
our informant, an old hand at shooting 
on the Continent, is the most friendly 
country in the world. Certainly their 
prices are most reasonable. 

The southern shores of the Caspian 
Sea, within reach of Tehran, Iran, fea
ture some of the most unsurpassed 
duck and goose shooting. Also snipe 
and woodcock. All the migratory wa
terfowl of the European Continent 
funnel down into this paradise during 
the winter months. Populations of 
snipe and woodcock range into the 
hundreds of thousands and ducks are 
even more numerous. An American 
outfitter, who maintains his headquar
ters in the old Persian capitol, now 
offers a 7-day shoot which includes all 
the costs of transportation to and from 
Tehran, hotel accommodations, meals, 
the free use of a private shooting pre
serve, blinds, and the services of beat
ers, retrievers and gun bearers. For a 
party of 5 sportsmen the cost amounts 
to $80 per day per gun. 

While the concentrations of ducks 
and geese along the shores of the Cas
pian are indeed fantastic undoubtedly 
the greatest populations of geese on all 
the face of the earth are to be found 
at the very tip of South America. In 
that grim and forbidding land known 
as the Tierra del Fuego. A distant and 
neglected bit of Argentina, notable for 
terrific storms of ice, hail, bleek rains 
and gale-like winds, in season the 
geese migrate there by the millions. 
It is a sheep country with limitless 
sheep ranches, mostly owned and man
aged by refugee Englishmen who mi
grated there generations ago. The 
geese come in such numbers that they 
deny the sheep the essential grass and 
those few blades that escape the in
satiable hordes are fouled by their 
droppings. 

It was a plan of mine to go there 

DOUBLE ACTION RANGER KNIFE/ 

Your companion • ........ 
ppd. In.any trntr11ncy 

KNIFE", Dept. G-10, , 4535 Huntington Dr. So., Los Angeles, CA 90032 
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and shoot these geese. To that end I 
had Ay A, the leading Spanish guns
makers, build a 10 gauge magnum 
shotgun, an over/under, for the 3½
inch shell. It took three years to get 
that gun, for Ay A did not make the 
0/U in 10 bore, and once I had it in 
hand I asked the Argentine Govern
ment for permission to shoot in the 
Tierra del Fuego. The administration 
would not grant the permission. This 
was years ago during the time of 
Peron. Now, I suspect, there would be 
no difficulty. The beauty of the shoot
ing there is that virtually the only ex
pense would be the travel. The poor 
beleagued rancheros would open their 
arms to you. Happy that some knight 
in shining armor had arrived to allevi
ate the pest of the wildfowl. 

I used to go to hunt tiger in Madhya 
Pradesh, which is the largest state in 
India, a great central enclave, about 
midway of New Delhi and Bombay. I 
shot with Percy Dinshaw of Mhow, an 
old tiger shikari, and a cracking good 
one. Now that we may no longer fetch 
the tiger skin home with us, Dinshaw's 
shikar has been diverted to birds. Now 
a 10-day stint with this likeable In
dian will produce such a wide variety 
of winged trophies as the grey par
tridge, the bustard quail, red jungle 
fowl, grey jungle fowl and red-spur 
fowl. And as for the ducks and geese 
you may have a fine medley of white
eyed pochard, brahmny duck, cowls 
duck and the bar-headed goose. In 
the forests of Madhya Pradesh is some 
of the finest shooting on green pigeon 
and bluerock pigeon. In the marshes 
you will be treated to a variety of un
surpassed snipe gunning. These may 
all be painted snipe but also you will 
take the fantail snipe and usually a 
number of pintail snipe. 

Outside the Dinshaw domain but to 
be found in tremendous numbers in 
other corners of vast India are painted 
partridge,Imperial sand-grouse, black
breasted quail, jungle bush quail and 
the great Indian bustard. 

A 10-day stint with the inimitable 
Percy costs $75 per day, and this tab 
includes all lodging, meals, transporta
tion, etc. For those who would gather 
up a party of up to 10 guns, the price 
is on a sliding scale-downward. The 
winter months are the only time to 
shoot in India. This means from mid
November to the first of April. After 
that it grows far too hot for any ~ 
fun in the game fields. ~ 

Complete line of _Gun Care Items. 
Kits, Rods,. Brushes, etc. 

Mill Run Prod., Cleve., 0. 44113 
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GUN PARTS 
CATALOG 

umrich Arms CorP.·• ab
solutely the world s largest 
supplier of gun parts, has 
prepared a Gun Parts Cat
alog of over 88 pages cover
ing a 38 million parts 
inventory. No gun en
thusiast, shooter, 
collector, hunter, 
library or gun 
shop should be 
without one. Price $1.00. 

NUMRICH ARMS CORP. 

I - . 

;~:==~; 
204 BROADWAY, WEST HURLEY, N.Y. 12491 

-

FREE CATALOG 

"Quick-Draw" Holsters 

• CUSTOM MADE 

• THE BEST 
SINCE 1897 

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO. 
P. 0. BOX 9776 

EL PASO, TEXAS ZIP CODE 79988 

~ 
THE MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS 

SERVING COLLECTORS FOR 20 YEARS 
OFFERING THE MOST HARO TO FINO ANO DESIRABLE 

ANTIQUE FIREARMS 
EDGED WEAPONS 

and related items from the U.S. and all over the World for 
sale in its exciting, thick, 220 page catalog-reference book. 
Over 1000 items, all photo.illustrated, fully described and 
priced to sell. This valuable book will be sent to you 
immediately via first class mail upon receipt of $2. You 
don't want to miss it. 

THE MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS 
1038 Alton Road, Dept. N Miami Beach,Fla.33139 
Florida residents add Sc tax 

GENUINE 
(J" --u _,, DDDU HANDMADE 

a,,J.f1. (TI..U,U (JJ, LEATHER-LINED 

Box 17971G, El Paso, Texas 79917 
Satisfaction Guaranteed-Free Catalog 

Handmade Western Boots-Hals 

-<~ ~ 
Prepaid Orders Post
paid. $10.00 C.0.D. 

$23.tf to:~~~~n c~:6'-.50 

TC soo Deposit. 
Size ■ 8°13, B, C, D, E TC 25 
Gentlemen's Jodhpur Shoe 
Strong elastic side gore for 
trim ankle fit. One piece 
calf upper. Round toe, rub• 
ber shoe heel. 
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Ankle strap Jodhpur-
7 inch. Double leath• 
er eole, Rubber ahoe 
heel. TO U g h but 
dressy, 

(Continued from page 61) 

HORNADY Manufacturing Co. introduces 
new varmint-weight, hollow-point bullets 
for two of America's most popular hunt
ing calibers, the 270 and 7mm. The new 
Hornady bullets, 110 grain 270 and the 
120 grain 7mm, are designed to match 
the flat-shooting performance of special
ized small-bore varminters, with the 
added bonus of much greater retained 

energy at long ranges. For ballistic effi
ciency and maximum expansion at im
pact, both bullets utilize Hornady's 
proven secant ogive and inner-grooved 
jacket. The 120 grain 7mm, when 
loaded to produce velocity of 3500 fps 
and 3265 ft-lbs. of energy at the muz
zle, retains 2231 fps velocity and 1327 
ft-lbs. energy at 500 yards. The 110 
grain 270, when producing 3400 fps 
velocity and 2824 ft-lbs. of energy at 
the muzzle, retains 2136 fps velocity 
and 1114 ft-lbs. of energy at 500 yards. 
The 270 and 7mm retail for $5.40 and 
$5.50 respectively. Contact Hornady 
Manufacturing Co., Box 184B, Grand 
Island, Neb. 6B801. 

CATHEY ENTERPRISES have designed the 
"last word" in a law enforcement hol
ster by Carlos. Constructed of excellent 
quality leathers with heavy flax thread 
fed through wax to seal and strengthen 
each stitch, the holsters are handformed 
and fully lined, like the belt itself. There 

•1••44*Jr·-
are many holster styles to choose from 
and designs are available in plain leath
ers and basket-weave designs. For a 
complete catalog, send 25¢ to Cathey En
terprises, Box 3545, 920½ Industrial 
Blvd., Chula Vista, Calif. 92011. 

Deluxe 
Handgun case 
Choice of 3, 4 & 5 handgun models. Adjustable hand
gun tray available at small additional cost. Holds guns 
securely in place when traveling or at home and case 
can be locked. Besides handgun tray, it has compart
ment for accessories and space for spotting scope. 
These compact, light, sturdy cases come with or with
out back door. Exterior and interior finished in your 
choice of 5 attractive colors of simulated leather mate
rials. See your Mershon dealer or write for FREE color 
literature. Dealers Inquire. Dept. G-10 

MERSHON CO. 
1230 So. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 

WRIST ROCKET 
AMERICA'S Pat. 
HARDEST U.S. 
HITTING SLING 

'r 

\..:. -~L-/ 

~ 
~ :, i 

DIMENSION 
IN EXCELLENCE 

No finer hunting knife available anywhere. 
Its finely honed 5" blade is constructed of 
paramount rust-proof steel that holds a fine 
edge for many. many years. Solid handle is 
unbreakable, well-balanced and easy to grip. 
For a truly superior knife. specify SWORD 
BRAND, the one with the built-in quality. For 
our complete catalog, send 25C to Camillus 
Cutlery Co., Dept. GM, Camillus, N. Y. 13031 

Available at better stores everywhere 

CAMILLUS 
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BO-MAR FAST DRAW RIB on Browning 9mm 

FAST DRAW RIB 
Browning 9mm, S & W model 39 
and Colt Commander models. 
PATENTED LOW PROFILE 
RIB W/ACCURACY TUNER 
Positive Adjustable Barrel Posi
tioner for Colt Gov't Model. 
LOW PROFILE RIB • for Colt, 
BrowninR, Smith & Wesson and 
Hi-Standard. MINI RIB W/AC

CURACY TUNER for Gov't model. 

Bo-Mar Sights & Ribs, Dept. G. 
Carthage, Texas 75633 

DEM-BART CHECKERING TOOLS 

YOUR GUN DESERVES THE BEST 
Send for free catalog sheets & prices 
Dealer & Distributor Inquiries Invited 

DEM-BART HAND TOOL CO. 
7749 - 15TH AVE. N. W., SEATTLE, WASH. 98117 

Catalog No. 4 
Fully Illustrated 
Swords, guns, daggers, dirks, hel
mets, armour, uniforms and many re
lated items -300 American Swords, 
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Send $2.00 
HOUSE OF SWORDS & GUNS 

2804 HAWTHORNE 
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI 64052 

Cabela's, Inc. 
Dept. GM-4, Sidney, Nebraska 69162 
Rush FREE 1972 Fall and Winter Catalog to: 
Namt 

Addreu 

City 

ZIP 

REVOLVER RIFLES, PART II: 

THE FIRST REPEATING RIFLES 

(Continued from page 27) 

of as the normal revolver-rifle. These 
guns were made by C. B. Allen on 
Cochran's 1837 patent, by R. H. Gra
ham on his 1851 patent, by Wilkinson 
of London and by H. Genhart in Bel
gium. They are designed with disc
like rotating breeches, quite flat, 
somewhat like a hockey puck and 
with the chambers extending like the 
spokes of a wheel. These odd rifles 
are genP.rally referred to as radial 
cylinder guns. While the guns men
tioned above have their disc cylinders 
in flat or horizontal position, another 
rifle with a similar type cylinder, the 
Porter (patented July 18, 1851) is de
signed to rotate in an upright or verti
cal position. In any of these radial 
cylinder guns a multiple discharge 
could go off in the direction of the 
shooter as well as the target! It has 
been claimed that Porter was killed 
by a multiple discharge from one of 
his own guns, but while this perhaps 
would be a form of justice, the story 
may be without foundation. Pill lock 
and caplock ignition was variously 
employed for the Porter radial cy
linder rifles. 

Another plan to produce a multi
shot rifle was shared by gunmakers 
from the elder Browning in Utah to 
N. Kendall in Vermont and by some 
European gunmakers. It consisted of a 
chambered flat rectangular b 1 o ck 
which could be slid crosswise through 
the frame until all chambers had been 
fired. It was generally known as a 
"sliding block" rifle. Guns of this type 
were few in number and attained no 
popularity. For the collector, that 
makes them rare. 

While all this activity was taking 
place in the United States, foreign 
manufacturers were not idle. The 
major foreign revolver-rifle produc
tion occurred in the British Isles, Bel
gium and France. 

Lang, Adams T r a n t e r , Deane, 
Barnes and others m ad e relatively 
similar solid frame caplock rifles in 
England. In France Devisme, Le Lyon, 
Lefaucheux, Loron, and Le Mat at
tained prominence. The Le Mat de
serves some special mention, for the 
inventor, Alexander Le· Mat, was a 
resident of New Orleans. He was 
granted patents in 1856 and 1869 for a 
gun having a rotating cylinder and 
two barrels. Similar to those guns of 

Bigelow and Billinghurst, previously 
described, the Le Mat had a lower 
single-shot shotgun barrel and an 
upper rifle barrel served by a nine
shot rotating cylinder. By depressing 
a moveable nose on the hammer the 
firing could be changed from the 
rotating cylinder to the shotgun bar
rel. The majority of the Le Mat arms 
were made in France, but a few were 
made in England by Le Mat and 
Girard. 

Apparently, like Collier, Le Mat 
found a better market for his guns 
and pistols abroad. Le Mat's loyalty 
was to the Confederacy and during 
the war many Le Mat arms came into 
the hands of the South. 

Belgium, too, with its active arms
making community in Liege turned 
out many revolver-rifles. It is to be 
noted that as early as 1836 M. Le
faucheux invented the pinfire metallic 
cartridge. So it was that many of the 
French and Belgium revolver-rifles 
were designed to employ pinfire car
tridges. 

In summary, a comprehensive sur
vey of one hundred revolver-rifles in
dicates that 40% had cylinders with 
six chambers, 14% had five chambers 
and 10% employed seven chambers; 
the remaining 36% had chambers 
varying from three to fifteen. Average 
weight was 7-8 pounds. A majority 
had calibers within the .36-.56 range. 

Usually collectors have but one or 
two revolver-rifle guns, and a few 
collectors like J. C. Lowe, William G. 
Renwick, Mark Aziz, James B. Smith, 
Henry M. Stewart, and Frank N. Rus
sell over the years have gotten to
gether outstanding collections, but it 
is not an easy collecting field and 
comprehensive collections are rela
tively scarce. 

The revolver-rifle from the start 
had only a very modest chance of at
taining great popularity. While it had 
advantages in greater fire power, it 
also had some serious disadvantages. 
Despite determined efforts by many 
manufacturers, especially Collier and 
Savage, it was practically impossible 
to effect a gas-tight union of cham
ber mouth and barrel breech. 

Even with its disadvantages the re
volver-rifle was still the best repeater 
until the advent in the 1860s of the 
Spencer and the Henry lever action 
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mag a z in e repeating rifles. A few 
feeble efforts to maintain revolver
rifle production with m et a 11 i c car
tridges were made, but soon the re
peater-rifles wete doomed to d a r k 
closets or hung on the walls as sou
venirs of another era. Hartley & Gra • 
ham of New York, prominent arms 
dealers in the late 1800s, obtained a 
number of war surplus Colt military 

revolver-rifles which they offered at 
$6.67 apiece. 

Like classic antique cars revolver
rifles are scarce and are worth far 
more today than when they were 
fresh off the assembly line, and values 
continue to c 1 i m b upward. As the 
great army of gun collectors increases, 
so does active interest in these~ 
odd repeaters of the past. LIii 

GUN RACK 

THE NEWEST Remington/Peters 
shotshell, known as the RXP, 12 

gauge, is loaded with size 8½ shot. 
Both the new cartridge and the 
unique pellet are intended for target 
shooting. Specifically, skeet and trap, 
with emphasis on 16 yard rise targets 
in the case of the 8½ shot. The RXP 
casing is all plastic, compression 
formed, with an integral base wad. 
The head is all-brass, without canne
lures, and the fact that the base wad 
is a solid part of the case body means 
that gases cannot work beneath the 
wad and force it into the bore of the 
gun. 

The RXP is in the customary Rem
ington green coloration with the let
tering, "RXP" in gold near the case
head. On the other side, the loading is 
also displayed in gold lettering. Both 
Remington and Peters will offer the 
new shell and it will be loaded with 
the more common sizes of shot. Later 
on it will be ready in the other target 
gauges, that is the 20, 28 and 410. 

While this is a skeet & trap number 
and, from trials at skeet, a very good 
one, a secondary purpose in the de
velopment of the cartridge has been 
to offer a really first quality casing for 
the handloader. It is pretty freely ac
knowledged that the Winchester AA, 
an injected-form-all-plastic shell, is 
the best in the field. R-P hopes to 
offer competition with the new RXP! 
The company intends to sell the new
comer as a primed casing; also the 
new 8½ shot. 

The new pellet is an interesting ad
dition. It has a diameter 0£ .083" as 
against .08" for the standard #9 shot; 
a No. 8 will measure .09". An ounce of 
the new shot contains 494 pellets, the 
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same quantity of No. 9s shows 585; 
and 1 ounce of 8s amounts to 409 
pellets. The customary charge of 7½ 
for trap gunning has only 345 pellets 
to the ounce. When t!1e 8½ are used 
as planned by Remington engineers, 
that is at 16-yard targets, it will be a 
distinct advantage sweetening the pat
tern very preceptibly. After a half
case of fired cartridges at regulation 
skeet I can note no differences in re
sults or scores over either standard 8s 
or 9s. Obviously the 8½ are just as 
good but not any better. I'd reckon at 
doves during early season and on 
bobwhites before the season has ad
vanced and they have grown wild 
that it will perform very effectively. 

The shell, superficially, looks a 
great deal like its predecessor, the 
All-American. Brass height of the 
head ahd end stamping is the same, 
the shell has the conventional corru
gated R-P finish on the exterior al
though within about a half-inch of the 
head it gives way to a smooth finish. 
Just why I cannot understand. The 
folded crimp has been altered some
what. It continues to be in eight seg~ 
ments but the older ribbed closure is 
now replaced with a crimp which is 
flatter across the recessed portion. 
The mouth of the casing is somewhat 
thinner, running about .016", and at 
the mid-section of the casing this has 
increased to .037". A half-inch above 
the brass head the thickness ap
proaches .048" -inch. Because of the 
integral base wad the cartridge has 
greater powder-shot capacity than the 
All-American. 

Remington engineers have put a 
new Power Piston wad in the RXP. It 
is the W29930 which is longer than 

LOCKING 
PISTOL 

CABINET 
Locks and displays up to 10 weapons 

Simple, safe, beautiful • it locks and displays weapons 
of any size, antique or modern. Arrange or rearrange 
pistols at will • natural beige or red burlap (specify) 
conceals hanger holes in back panel. Special rubber 
coated screw-in hangers safeguard guns. Larue· drawer 
for ammo, cleaning gear, etc. One key unlocks drawer 
and unbreakabl_e sliding plexiglass front. Here is clean, 
unobstructed display for the finest hand guns • ideal for 
other displays, too . .30¾"W. 24''H. ·6"0. In ricti 
grained honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or wal
nut finish. $37.95 Postpaid. COMPLETE KIT: Unfinished 
• easy assembly. A great saving • $27.95 Postpaid. Add 
$1.50 West of Mississippi. 
Send 25c for Our Special 72-Page Color Catalog 
-Over 1200 Items. Furniture, Accessories, Gifts 
Plus Our Complete Line of Original Patented 
Safe-Lock Gun Racks & Cabinets. 

Guarantee t-1.:1 U--llfoney-Back ~ 

lnclude Zip No. IWIU IIV ..... 
SOLD Ol\LY IN Pl0-2A 
oun STOI!ES North Conway, N. H. 038i50 

FFYYY 
NEW UP-TO-DATE 
MAGAZINE/PARTS 

CATALOG IS HERE! 
A must for collectors, buffs or gunsmiths! 
From the world's largest manufacturer of 
hard-to-find magazines - over 200 scale 
line drawings of self-loading guns - each 
with its national origin. weight. caliber. 
length. magazine length, history and retail 
value. A complete list of high quality parts. 
magazines, belts and holsters for current 
and obsolete self-loading pistols. All pro
ducts carry a full money-back guarantee. 
Be a real gun expert - send coupon today! 

r~-~-;;7;~;;-;;;~~;~~------1 
I ~~.., Dept. B I 
1568 Sixth Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92101 : 
IPlaasa ■end catalog. $1 enclosed. 1 
1($1 catalog price will be refunde1 
~with first purchase.) I 
IName --------------1 

~~re" I 
I I 
lcity 1 
I I 

~:,--,~-~ 
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JOHN EK "FIGHTING KNIFE" 

LIFETIME GUARANTEE. 1000/o HANDMADE. COMPLETE 
WITH LEATHER SHEATH, $35 PP. DEALERS WRITE. 
Send $1 for 1944-66 Handbook •Your SIient Partner' 

JOHN EK COMMA.NDO KNIVES 
Dept. SI, 1547 N,W. 119th st .. No. Miami. Fla. 33167 

Still the Leader Ater 15 Years! En
dorsed by use by 50,000 Law Officers. 

HIDEAWAY HOLSTER® 
NOW NEW IMPROVED 
at !!2 increase in Price! 
The new Hide-Away Holster, 

~:~~cr:~t~? ~~lg~! ~~fy we: 
ozs.; top grnln leather, riveted 
nickel clip; fits comfortably 
and inconspicuously Inside 
pants waistband; no more 
greasy shirts or rusted pistols. 
When ordering, specify weapon 
and barrel length. Pr,ce $2.95 
pre-paid; freight additional tr 
Shipped c.o.o. Write: 
Dept. G-10, P.O. Drawer 1712 
Brownsville, Tex. 78520 

HI-SPEED 
.38 SPECIAL! 

1ir-jQijt•i 
I 

SUPER ACCURATE 
HIGH VELOCITY 
HOLLOW POINT 
GILDING METAL 
JACKETED BULLET 
110 GRAINS 
1542 FEET/SEC. 

ESPECIALLY 
DESIGNED 
NORMA POWDER 

[~¾-- :~~L~A:~~iiTY 

L 

WITH MINIMUM 
EROSION AND 
BORE WEAR 

NORMA SPECIAL 
VIRGIN BRASS 
CASE. DESIGNED 
FOR RELOADING 

NON CORROSIVE 
NON-MERCURIC 
NORMA PRIMER 

NORMA AMMUNITION IS 
CHOSEN BY THE WORLD'S 
LEADING ARMSMAKERS 
FOR FACTORY TESTING! 

B LAC Ks 
22SSTRATHCONAAVE., 

OTTAWA, ONTARIO 
K1S 1X7 

Please send new 1972 catalog to: 

Name ....................... . 

Address 
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the Power Piston found in the All
American shell. The W29930 has a 
length of 1.577" as against 1.427" for 
the older wad. The RXP casing is ta
pered inside and because of its greater 
load capacity this new design was ad
visable. An extra row of cushioning 
holes has been incorporated in the 
W29930 which makes it readily iden
tifiable. While there is a slight taper 
in the new casing this isn't to say that 
the Power Piston wad has got to be 
used. Any number of one-piece plas
tic wadding and shot pouch combos 
can be used. 

Because one of the major selling 
points of this new shell is its reloada
bility, I laid aside 10 shells after a 
round of skeet and proceeded to load 
them with 18 grains of Hercules Red 
Dot and 11/s ounces No. 8½ shot. The 
primer was Remingon 97 and the 
new Power Piston W29930 (referred 
to by the company as RXP-12) wad. 
The cartridges were assembled on a 
Mee Super 250 machine, built espe
cially for the plastic shotshell. The 10 
cases were fired in a Remington 
MU00 skeet gun, not a shooting iron 
notable for prolonging case life. All 
withstood 12 firings without fraying 
or splitting the case mouths. After 18 
firings two cases were abandoned be
cause of noticeable splits. The re
maining 8 empties went 24 loadings 
and were then abandoned. All showed 
some splitting and some burn area but 
I have picked up many an empty on 
my skeet grounds that looked worse. 

• • • 

Ransom's Master Series 
The pistol handloader needs a ma

chine rest, it is the only really defini
tive way he can make certain his re
loads are accurate. The match target 
shooter, likewise, needs a machine so 
that he may be completely certain his 
pet handgun will deliver winning 
scores with the cartridges he is firing. 
Along with this duo the hunter should 
be sure beyond any reasonable doubt 
that his gun & cartridge team is good 
enough for the long shots he so often 
takes. Regrettably there are precious 
few pistol machine rests on the mar
ket. 

Two years ago Charley Ransom in
troduced his new machine rest. It was 
designed for the big auto pistols. To 
fit the gun to the Ransom machine 
you removed the magazine from the 
pistol and then fitted the gun down on 
a dummy clip which was a part of the 
rest. There was an adjusting screw in 
the top of the dummy clip so that the 

pistol was made completely secure on 
the rest. 

The Ransom rest was designed with 
a sturdy base which incorporated a 
main shaft and a set of disc brakes. 
Swinging about the shaft was a piv
otal arm. The pistol, under recoil, 
swung the arm in a short arc, the 
brake under the friction of its two 
surfaces bringing the gun to a halt 
after an inch or so of movement. Ran
som, a tool & die maker, did a splen
did job of designing and manufactur
ing a very high quality machine. The 
rest was constructed to close toler
ances and could be depended to re
turn to its same position after each 
shot. The only fly in the ointment was 
that it would accept only the big au
tomatics. 

Now Ransom, who was keenly 
aware that he needed to adapt his 
machine to the revolvers has done 

The new Ransom "Master Series" 
rest. 

just that. He has a new rest, this one 
essentially like the first, but rede
signed to provide a set of grip inserts 
for such popular revolvers as the 
Colt, S&W and Ruger. These grip in
serts are actually machined aluminum 
plates which are faced with rubber 
shims. These shims, welded to the 
plates, are 5/s of an inch in thickness 
and are precision inletted to accept 
the handgun stock less the grips. The 
plates are tightened up on the pistol 
frame by the use of three wing nuts 
which turn up on through bolts inte
gral to the rocker arm. Besides grip 
inserts for such popular cylinder guns 
as the K-38 series, Model 1917 and 
1955, as well as the Colt Python and 
Single Action, there are inserts for 
the Ruger Blackhawk as well. Among 
the automatics, Ransom now offers 
adaptors for the Browning HiPower, 
the Hi-Standard Military .22 target, 
the S& W Model 41 target .22, the 
Model 52 target and the .45 Govern
ment pistol. The designer has in the 
mill other inserts. He calls his com-
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pany the C' Arco and his address is 
Box 2043, San Bernardino, California, 
92406. 

A firing test of the new rest-Ran
som refers to it as the "Master Series" 
-with selected Federal .38 match 
cartridges and the superb Model 52 
S&W target auto, started off poorly. 
The machine must be mounted on a 
length of ¾ inch plywood. This ply
wood must have an 1 inch x 1 inch 
stripping under either end. This per
mits the rest to vibrate under the im
petus of the recoil. The plywood base 
is held to the bench by C-clamps, lo
cated fore and aft. Our first firing in
dicated that the bench, which weighed 
approximately 150 pounds was not 
stable under the recoil. We scrounged 
up and down the firing line and gath
ered up 20 sand bags. These were 
piled on the bench at the front edge. 
After that, groups tightened hand
somely and the rest commenced to do 
its stuff. A series of 10-shot strings at 
25 yards all fell into 1 inch groups or 
less. Shifted to 50 yards, groups av
eraged for 50 shots 2.23 inches. This 
speaks exceptionally well for the rest, 
the cartridge and the pistol. 

• • • 

Marlin Model 120 Pump 
There is no more popular scatter

gun than the pump repeater. It has 
been a favorite since the turn of the 
century and predictions are that it 
will stand high in the Nielson ratings 
for a long time to come. This well ac
cepted popularity undoubtedly ac
counted for the decision of Marlin to 
design their new Model 120 pump re
peating twelve gauge smoothbore. 
This newcomer is an all-steel model. 
The receiver, heart of any firearm, is 

The new Marlin Model 120 pump 12 
gauge repeating shotgun. 

a forging of chromoly steel. The trig
ger guard, trigger, breechblock, oper
ating rods and shell carrier are like
wise all machined forgings. The barrel 
is chromoly 4140 steel, with a raised 
vent rib, hammer forged and choked 
by swagging. 

While comparisons are odious, they 
say, this new Marlin is the spitting 
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image replica of another very famous 
pump gun that was designed in 1912 
and withdrawn from the market some 
6 or 7 years ago. Now to be reinstated 
because of the insistent demand for it. 
It will have a worthy competitor in 
this looks-alike Marlin. 

The new gun is made only in 12 
gauge. Undoubtedly there are plans 
afoot to make it in 20 and probably 16 
gauges later on. The. model sent for 
field test had a 30 inch full choke bar
rel. This tube runs . 725" through the 

The new Marlin 120 shotgun has an 
all-steel receiver. The breech-
bolt is engine-tuned as is the new 
skeletonized shell carrier. 

cylindrical portion and .687" through 
the choke. There is a handsome 
ventilated rib, with 2 sights, the rib is 
grooved .3125" in width and is flat, 
straight and level. The stock, made 
of a good grade of American walnut, 
is 14'' at the length of pull, 1½" 
for drop at comb and a 2'' drop· at 
heel. There is a comfortable solid 
rubber recoil pad. It has a proper 
amount of toe which tends to make it 
cling to the shoulder when the slide is 
shuffled. The pistol grip is not too ab
rupt nor yet too long. It has an at
tractive grip cap with the Marlin 
Horseman on it. The cap is set off 
with a white line spacer. The forend is 
semi-beavertail, and plenty long 
enough by an extension which ranges 
over the forepart of the receiver. It 
has some rolled-on checkering which 
is poorly done and detracts from an 
otherwise good looking firearm. 

The shotgun's 30-inch barrel weighs 
7 lbs. 11 ½ oz. unloaded. It is cham
bered for the standard 2¾ inch shell. 
There is also a magnum version 
which will accept the 3 inch casing. 
The magazine holds 5 shells, the 
company provides a plug to reduce 
this capacity for migratory fowl. The 
trigger pull goes 5 pounds but despite 
its weight it is clean and sweet. There 
is a standard type crossbolt safety. 
The breech-block is engine turned as 
is the skeletonized shell carrier. The 
gun locks up in the barrel extension, 

(Continued on page 75) 

FOR A RICH Mirror-Like Blueing 

I I SOLID GUN 
BLUE 

, · CREME 
f the instant bluing in 

a jar. Wipes on to 
reduce a deep even 
hem ical bluing. Can 

• blended into 
I ·blue. 
pot or rub off. 

The "BLACK CAT" SURVIVAL KNIFE 
Only $1.00 

World Famous LOCK BLADE K-55 SURVI
VAL KNIFE. Snaps open· instantly to an 8" 
open position and locks a_utomatically. Its 
razor sharp cutlery steel makes it just 
right for any emergency. Send only Sl.00 plus 
25¢ for postage and handling. 

WESTBURY SALES CO., P.O. Box 434 
Dept. C-132 Westbury, New York 11590 

SOUNDS OF THE WILD 
PORTABLE BATTERY OPERATED 

WILD CAME CALLER 

NOW 
ONLY 

$2995 
post
paid 
with 

FREE 
TAPE 

(compare with units costing up to $160.00) 

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES 

• Portable-under 3 lbs. 
• 3 Month Warranty 
• Continuous Play 
• Inexpensive 
• Battery Operated 
• Tapes Never Wear Out 
• Tested & Proven 

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
See below for order information and deluxe accessories. 

SOUNDS OF THE WILD, 246 W. Davis, Dallas, 
Tex. 75208 

Send me the following items: 
D Cassette Machine @ $29.95 

B P!~~~~is~!~{eingp~:k
5
:r ~ \

6
i:~95 

□ Additional Tapes @ $2.95 

Tapes: 
□ Young Jackrabbit cry 
□ Young Cottontail rabbit 

□ Single excited crow 
□ Two excited crows 

calling □ Chicken distress cry 
□ Death cry of a 

single crow 
□ Crows fighting with owl 
D Turkey call 

Name ______________ _ 

Addreu --------------
City & State ___ _ 

□ Full payment enclosed-ship post-paid 

□ 113 payment enclosed for deposit-ship C.O.D. 
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THE GUN MARKET 
Classified ads 20c per word insertion including name and address 
Payable in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date January 

1973 issue (on sale November 23rd) is September 20th. Print carefully 
and mail to GUNS Magazine, 8150 Central Park Blvd., Skokie, lfl. 

BOOKS 

Al,I. GU.'.\ F:OOKS A.\'D RELATED '1'11'1..ES. Sa,·e ou 
our "Baker's Dozen Free Premium 1,lun" and "Unbeut-
1tlllc Values." Semi 50e tor year-around mailiu~s. Ray 
Riling Arms nooks Co.. 6844 Gorsten Street. Phlla
t1c111111a, l'a. 19110. 

BOOKS ON WEAI'ONS, survival plus technical and 
Helli manuals on many other U.8. and foreign military 
s111Jjccts now arnilalJJe at 1-'aladin 1-'ress, llox l:iU7.MG. 
llouJdcr, Colo. 80302. Sentl llllal'ttH· for fascinating 
cutaJo~. 

'l"IIE MILl'l'Aity FOUR-A book about the Colt .45, 
l'-38. 'l'he Mauser llroornhandle, and Luger 1.>istols, 
Only $2.98. lJol-Land llooks, llox 1025, Bonita 8prings, 
li'la. ::i3U1J. 

BACK ISSUES 01!" gun magazines. Send SASE for 
~\}l(w_J>owder Keg, Dept. G. Box 521, }l"l!llon, Nevada 

GUN HOOKS & AllMY l:(ANUALS covering Antique
Mudem Guns, Military Science, Survival, Unconven
tional \Va11'are, Pistols, Self Defense, Silencers, Am
munition, Shooting. Exciting, Unusual! Catalogs 25¢. 
l:AGLl!: BOOKS, JJox 120tJ, Lexington, Kentucky 40501. 

GA'.l'LING GUN $5.95; Civil War Guns $5.95; Miniature 
Arms $2.98; Civil \Var Collectors Encyclopedia $5.98; 
:Book of Rifles $5.98; Book of Pistols Hevolvers $5.98; 
Confederate Anus $3. 95; Confederate Handguns $5. 95; 
l-lunte1·s Encyclopedia. $19.88; Book of Colt ~1.rearms 
$34:.!)5; ~iauser Pocket Pistols $1.3.99; Carbine Hand
book $3.95. Postpaid. CASANOVA GUNS, 1601 Green
field, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. 

POS'l'PAID: SIIOOTEUS BIBLES: 1973 $3.95; 1972 
$2. 95; 19>9 $3. 95; Treasury $2. 95; GUIDES: Black Pow
der, Traders. Heloaders, 'l'a.xidem1y, Gunsight, Pistol, 
Gun Po1ts $2.95; GUN DIGESTS 1973 $4.95; 1972 $1.99; 
1971 $2.95; 1970 $1.95; Treasµi,· $2.99; GUNS ILLUS-
1'RA'J"ED 1973 $3.95; 1973 3d Cartridges of the World 
$4.50; DIGESTS Archers, Handgun, Gamblers, Magic, 
Dog, Motorcycle, Handloaders, Gunsmlthing, $3. 99; Sin
gle shot rifles $4.99; Bolt action rifles $4.50. Insurance 
.25¢. CASANOVA GUNS, 1601 Greenfield, Milwaukee, 
Wis. 5:1204. 

COLLECTORS 

l\'r:W COI.Ll~C'l'OR srntVICE - Rare milltury llool,s. 
111:tllltals. 11:tr miles, \\'CllJ.)OIIS, UllifOl'IIIS, llclmets. ac
CUULI Clll~JllS, 111ctlals. jnsiguia, docu111e11ts, J)IIOLOS, pui11t
l11g, J1rt11ts. ::ill l'a:,:-c Illustrated Catalogue 50t ret'und
ul/1{) 1rltl1 1n1rcl1ase. f'ctcr Hli11ka, IJislorlcal Americana, 
Dept. (l, :!:?Ii East 8!/Llt 8u·ccL, ;\, l". 10tl:t8. 

'.l.'I-1O.MPSON l!J28 WOOD and steel HeIJlica sub-machine 
gun Alodel. Cornplctely llnislied amt asseml.Jled. 'l'er
rlflc den decorator. Price $2U.U5. 8a.tisfactiou or run Jrf'11~i·onJ_11•1>rn-l'rol111cts, l'. U. lJox 71. Prairie View, 

NEW 1972 ILLUS'.l'llA'l"ED CATALOG of original an
ti11ue gun parts for U.S. martial longanns. 60 photo 
J>lates, 128 1>ages deta.iling Ml8Hi thru M1903 Svring-
11el<l, Sharps, Spencer, Enfield, etc. Insignia, append
age1:1. accoutrements. books, posters, documents, buttons 
headress, for int'antrY, cavalry, artillery, Navy. A de~ 
tailed catalog and reference text on Military Americana. 
Catalog $LOO refunded with purchase. S & S Firearms 
88-21G Aubrey Avenue, Glendale, New York 112:t7. • 

MINlATIJRE GUN COLLECTORS GUIDE, Over 100 
Mimatures IJlustrated, Plus Information On Makers 
Present Low Cost Sources And Starting Your Own Col~ 
lection That Will Grow In Value In This Field Of 
Increasing Collector Interest. $1. 00 T. Malia Box :ft6 
\Vinfleld, Illinois 60190. 

FLINT LOCK HUNTING Gun, French, 1815, also pair 
swords same period complete with scabbards, offers. 
Box 1136 Taber Alberta, Canada. Phone 403-223-2984 
after 6 P.M. 

ENGRAVING 

PRIIDIIOM~m•s AR'l'IS'l'IC ENGHAVING. Folder $2.00. 
3112 Wnnl Hldg,, Shre1·evo1t, J,n. 71101. 

FOR SALE 

Uuvel & Co. 1972 Army-Navy Stores 40 page illustrated 
cat3:log, Magazines for carbines, P38, 45, Garand, 
SIJnngfleld, etc. Bayonets, for carbine, J.1auser, Spring
field, etc. etc .. Helmets, ll'jeld J~11nipment, Pacl1:s. Sleep
ing ]fags, Survival Ji'oods, Ji'icl<l l'hone, ltnbber lloats, 
1'ents, Gas .l\fasks, etc. All in Stocki Hundreds of 
other ilPIIIS. Sen(l .UO; coin. to: Jtnvel & Co., Devt. 
D-10, 3037 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 60614. 

STA'.l'J<; GUN LA \VS - Know the law: ,ve provide a 
complete detailed legal description of Federal and state 
FIREARM statutes CUITently in effect. 

Your state & major city Gun Laws ............. $1.25 

Le!:~
1
e1~~1bTI~~ti~ini~~•v!;,t-i1t1

6I-X. 01(i. \Vi1iO{v". jfJ~~5 

Northfield, Illinois G00!)3. ' 

JOHNNY STEWART ELECTRIC CALLERS: Model 500, 
retail $129, saJe $79. 95 with speaker, $94. 95 with 
magnum speaker, postpaid. CASANOVA GUNS 1601 
Greenfield, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. ' 
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BINOCULAllS BUSIINELL POSTPAID: Custom 7x35 
Itangemaster $86.99; 6x25 Compact $44.50, 7x26 Com
pact $47.50, 7x35 $64.95. 7x50 $69.99, 8x36 $68.95, 
9x36 $14.99, 10x50 $74.99, 20x60 $129.95; 7-12x Banner 
Zoom $49.95; 7x35 Broa.dfleld $55.50; 8x30 Broa.dfleld 
$59.95; 8x20 Minocular $29.95. CASANOVA GUNS, 
1601 Greenfield, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. 

UANGEMATIC DISTANCE FINDER $24.95, case $5. 75; 
Wrist Scope $10.88. Postpaid. CASANOVA GUNS, 
1601 Greenfield, Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. 

REPLlCA MODELS POSTPAID: Thompson SMG $79.99; 
Schmeisser SMG $54.99; 1896 Mauser Pistol $29.99; 
Navy Colt $19.99; Lugers. P38, .45's, PPK, SAA's 
$18.99. CASAJ\"OVA GUNS, 1601 Greenfield, Milwau
kee, Wis. 53204. 

GUNS & AMMUNITION 

L•'.EDERAI, f.'lRJT.:ARi\1S LlCENSED Dealers: Write ror 
scrnmtioual offerings most llOl}ular 1111litary rHles-ammo. 
Semi ccrtillctl copy J,'J,'L. Century Anus, !nc., St. Allmns, 
\'{Jl'I\IOllt. 

AN'.l'l(lUJT.: FI.REAJ;MS, Long 11st or guns made before 
lS~HI. WIii trade, send :t~t J'or Ust amt co11<litio11:L 
r-utiucr's Antiquo Guus, llte. #!!, Detroit Lal;;es, Miun, 
;i{j;iO l. 

RlVJ,KS - Shotguns - Swords lla:ronets - :Military 
ACCOlltl'CHICJltS, Modem, .Mi1itarY, Antil1ue. Sudan MUi
lUl'.Y Suber tlS" O\'Cl'UU with Utacli: leather sheath -
'l'rnditio11al CU\'Hiry .:::iulJer of lmtiu $ltl.00 vrepaill. 
Lislillg: or Utms, et.c. :rn~. Southwestern Arms Co., 
Dcvt. G, 107 J,o.i,;:un Street, .Brool.:lyu, New York 11!:W~. 

"Federally Registered Automatic Weapons." l\Iany pu.ns. 
Like new: Ml' a~/40 JJarrel ;i:i:)0.00. Sten Ilarrel, $:!5.00; 
bolt, $4U.00. Include selr-actliressed, stamped envelope 
with your ltUestions;ueeds, no lists. Scherer, Ilox :!4ll, 
Uilberts, lll., u0136 . ., 

"Carbine 30-shot mags, $2.00; three for $5.00; flfteen 
for $24.00. 30-sho't mag pouches. $1.50; vouch anc.l 
four 30-shot rnags, $7.50. 5-shot mag. $1.50; two in 
a pouch, $2.50, twenty or more. $.90 each. Adjustal>le 
milled rear sight, $3.U0. New 15 rd. mag pouches, five 
for $1.00, ten for $1. 75. l'repn.i<l to ten pounds in 48 
states. Insure for $.30, not responsible for postal 
thetts. We wait three weeks for cnecks to clear. In
cIUde sa.les tax. Scherer, Ilox 24:lJ, Gilberts, 111. 
60136."' 

FREE HUNTING OR Fishing and Camping Catalog. 
Brand-Name Merchandise at lowest discount prices. 
American Express, Bank.Arnericard, Master Charge, Uni
Card, Parker Distributors (Dept. GC-1072) 40 Industrial 
Place. New Uochelle, New York 10805. 

LUGEUS BOUGIIT AND sold: Description and price, 
1>lease. Luger list 25¢. Greg del Real, Box 4345, 
Silver Spring, MD. 20904. 

ONCE FIRED COM:MEUCIAL BRASS! Satisfaction 
Guaranteed! Prices are per 100-1000. 45 Long Colt-
357 Mag. $3.25, $27.50. 38"s - 45's - 32 Colt NP-25 
Auto-.223 1)1llitary) $2.00. $16.00. 38 Super Auto 
$3.00, $25.00. 45 ACP Military $1.50, $13.00. ~'EL 
Uequired, Postage $2.50/1000 Custom Gunshop 33 Hem
ing. C1·anford, N. J. 07016. Phone 201-276-9645. 

CENTENNIAL MUZZLE LOADEUS POSTPAID: 36 
Navy Colt revolver $33.88, .44 $35.88, steel frame, .36, 
$39.88, .44 $43.95. 5" Sheriff .36 $33.88; 1860 .44 Colt 
Army revolver $63.88; Remington .36, .44 Army revolver 
$4U.50, Lyman $59.88, Kentucky .44 Hille $94.88; 
Zouave .58 rifle $89.99; Moulds $6.88; .36, .44 copper 
flasks $6.88; CASANOVA GUNS, 1601 Greenfield, Mil
wa.ukee, Wis. 53204. 

WINCHES'l'ER PUE-64 MODEL 70"s, 61's, 62's, 63's, 
94's, 1890's, 1866's, Brownin~ O&u·s modern & anti
que list, year subscription $1. Bedlan's, 14th & E. 
Fairbury, Nb. 68352. 

GUN EQUIPMENT 

GUN SCREWS. GUN 'l'APS, Gun Drills, Loctite, Low 
Safety:-; . .All in new catalog 270. Plus help on how to 
select the prover scope mount for your ri tie. Y om· c0IJY 
is fl'ec. Just asli: us. Ma:rnard lluehler, Inc., Orinda, 
Calif. 94563. 

Hinoculars, Riflescopes, Most name brands at discount 
prices. Send 50¢ for price lists, refunded from first 
order. Nationwide Distributors, P. 0. Box 55, Wads
worth. Ohio 44281. 

SPOTTING SCOPES POSTPAID: Hutson chromotar 
$79.95. tripod $15. 95. case $9.95; Uedfleld 15-45x 
$64.50, 15-60x $88.99, tripod $19.99, bipod $19.99, case 
$22. 25; B&L Balscope Sr. $87. 7 4. Zoom 60 $98. 24, 
case $20.99; Bushnell 9-30X $19.99, Sentry $37.99, 
Soacemaster $63.99, Zoom $69.99. tripod $12.99, case 
$10.99; Swift 840 Safari 20x60 $59.95, tripod $19.99. 
CASANOVA GUNS, 1601 Greenfield, lfilwau.kee, Wis. 
53204. 

AIU RIFLE EQUIPMENT: Free 1970 Handbook/Cat
a.Jog covers finest European models, pellets, related ac
cessories. Complete technical analysis, comIJarison, ac
curacy, ballistic information. World's largest dealer. 
Same da..y postpaid shipments. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Air Rifle Headquarters, Grantsville, West Virginia 
26147. 

GUNSMITH ING 

GUN PARTS - Milltnry-Commerclul. li'oreig:n-Domestlc 
'.l.'honsunds of llarts in Stock Write your needs, stamJJcti. 
nd1l1·csse1l envelope for revlr. lllustrnted Parts Catalog 
$1.00. Southestem Arms, Dept. G. 107 1,ogun Street, 
Brookl.ru. New York 11208. 

BUILD .22 Target J>Jstol, .22 Camper's I>istol, Gun 
!tacks, Callinets, anll blue guns - with band tools. Send 
8~ srn1111..1 rot· illustrated iul'ormation. l'ost otfice llox 
:iU2-U, 'l'e1Te Haute. Indiann. 47808, 

QUALITY BARRELS. Accuracy Guaranteed. All bolt 
actions barreled on Douglas blanks, all calibers, twists 
a.nd weights available, all chamberings, standard and 
mngnwn. l\Iannlicher-Schoenauer, also. lll!.:S'l' PltIC.l:S. 
Walter Strutz, 3.:!30 Sunnyside, ~rooktteld, llHnois 
60513. 

l<NIVES & SWORDS 

\Vl.: l\IAKI~ 1'HB \\iorltl's 1,'inest hand-made Jmires. 
Send for our fitteeu vage color catalog:. lt also includes 
art!cles on Knife Fighting, Care and Slcinning of 
Trophies amt How to Sharven a. Knile. Catalog, 50~. 
lloue Kui1e Cornvan:r, ~Oti A\ 1e11ue ·•J". l.ulllJock, 'l'exas 
7tJ.j0l. 

Armour and Edged weapons s1>anning 4000 years. Cat
alog 50¢, M. H. Kluever & Son, 1526 N. Second Ave., 
Wausau, Wis. 54401. 

BAYONETf$, MACHETES, HUNTING, Combat, survi
val, throwing, soort, scout, fillet, liarJow bladed items 
or all kinds. Cata.log 50¢ refundable 1st order. Hugo 
Ti·admg liox, !Jugo, l\1inn. 550.:$8. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

NA:l! IT.EMS llought. Sohl. Orlg:iuals only, List 50d 
l,CIIIHII. J 0li0 AIIUCl'SOJI, Pull:iat.le. N.J. 070:t4. 

NAZI WAR SOUVENIUS. Latest illustrated catalos 
$3.00 cash. Disco. llox 8035. Cedarburg, Wis. 530li. 

GENUl~E nUCKSKIN ,IACKETS a11ll huuUretls or 
UUHlllC leather items. Send iJUe for bm:JS;<;li:ill lllOUey ))Ok(? 
uutl lJig color cataJ01::. Bcrrnau R11ck:;1rn1 Cu111uu11y. Devt. 
8~. Mrnueaoolls . .M11111. 55-1.Ul. 

.F'.REL Sl'Olt1'8M.ENS C,\'l'A.LOG: I.ow dlrecL fuctory 
vnccs. FislHug:, l1111Jli111::, 1::uus, Umrno, rclmuJ, arcllery. 
cJoll1i11g, SUO\\'Uiobiles. lllllli-lJiJ.:es, g'.Ull:ilOCli::i, rills, tlecoyti 
uud carnviug: suvvJies. .HJ~.R'l'JT.;ft'S JNC., D.f~P'l'. CG, 
WASI~C.A, !\11.NN. 5li0U3. 

'l'ftEASURE HUN'l'E.llS! l'ROSl'EC'l'OllS! .!Mco's new 
iustrnmems c.letect I.Junes.I. goJU, silver, cow.s, mi11e1·als, 
historical reJlcs. 1'nmsistor1zet.1. \vejghs a vounds, 
$1U.U5 uv. 11'ree catalog:. HcJco-Ali, !.Sox 1Ut,JtJ, Houston, 
'l'e.xa.s 77Ul8. 

CA'l'ALOG-OUR COMl'LE'l'E CA'l'ALOU or SWOl'US & 
Guns, Armors & Daggers - Fully illustrated. Send 
$2.00 House of Swords & Guns, ~23 Wu.1uut, Kansas 
c .. ~10. 

"'COSMOLINE - Two Pounds $6.00; 1r1ve Pounds $12.00, 
Postpaid, instructions lucludeU. COSMOCO, .Uox mH5, 
JJiru1ingham, Alabama 35:!US. • • 

GLASS EYES for Taxidermists, decoys, toys, statues. 
M. D. Hofmanu Co., 963 lJroadway, llrOOli:Jyn, .N. Y. 
112~1. 

CllOSSBOWS, POWEIU'UL, SILEN'l', accurate. Eng
lish and domestic. Pistols $7.t.15. llitte Kits $9.99 up. 
Catalog 25¢. Crossbowma.n, llox 723 GA4, . Manteca, 
Calif. ti533C. 

CAl-fPING SUPPLIES ... Camouflage Rain l'oncho, 
new $2.50. . . . li'olding: Entrenching Shovel, $2. 75. 
... Yuca Back-Pack witJ1 shoulder straps, new $4.50 
. . . U.S. Milta.ry type Lensatic Compass, $3. 95. . . . 
GOOD llAYONE'.l'S WITH SCA.llBAiillS. . . Spanish 
U:i Mauser IU..., Blade, $3.00 .... Italian M18tJl Car-
cano, $3.00 .... U.S. M5-Al Garand, $4.75. . , 
British #4, $1.00 .... llritish #5 Jungle Carbine, no 
sca.bbal'd. $4.50 ... GOOD Ill,...LMl."l'S Wl'rH LINERS . 
. . . Italian, $3.50 .... French. $3.50 .... Swedish, 
mint, $4.50 .... British with chin strap, $3.50 ...• 
U.S . .Army Helmet with liner and camouflage coYer, 
$3. 75. . . li'rench Gas Mask, complete, $3.50 .... 
Brass Handled British Commando Stiletto with sheath, 
$5. "5. . . . Parkarized hunting knife with sheath and 
sharpening stone, $4.85. . . . G. I. Cartridge Belt, 
good $2.00 .... 3 Oriental Malay Throwing knives, 
$1.95 .... Chrome Handcuffs, two keys, $3. 75 .... 
Long, shar1>, sleek 5" Folding Stiletto, $5.50. . . . 
SUltPLUS lI-1 CAllBINE ACCESSOHIBS. Two 15 
round magazines with pouch, excellent $1.25 .... Sllng 
and oiler, 90¢. . . . Army Sur])lus 45 Auto Shoulder 
Ilolster, very good $3.00. . . . MINIMUM OUDEB 
$3.00. ADD $1.50 POS'l'AGE AND HANDLING. HUNT
ERS I I ! I COLLEC'l'OHS ! ! I ! SEND FOUR 8t 
STAMPS FOR YOUR BRAND NEW FULLY ILLUS
TIIATED FALL 1972 CAM.PING A.i'ID SUUPLUS CAT
ALOG, PlCTUUING BA.YON!i;TS, KNIVES, COMBAT 
GEAll, HUNTING SUPPLIES AND MILlTAUY SUR
PLUS. B. W. TUA.DING COMPANY, BOX 692-24, 
NEWARK, OHIO 43055. 

GET lUCH. MAILING priceless, Proven formulas, 
have a.ma.zing beauty, health, wealth. genius. Free 
CoIJrrights. $7.95. Refundable. Packer's, Lester 
Prarie, Minn. 55354. 

PLINKF...US - Specify 50 Ulfle or Pistol Targets. U.25. 
Targets, Box 411. Windham, Ohio. 

BE SAFE. PREVENT criminal assault with Sherif( . 50. 
Protects you and loved ones, Push button chemical 
spra.y stops an attacker, even a. gang INSTANTLY. 
Causes no permanent injury. Only $2.98. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. Comes Gift Boxed. Sold only tQ Adults. 
C. K KENDRICK & COMPANY, 3448-238 Misty Va.1-
ley Road, Decatur. Ga. 30032'. 
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MF:TAL DETECTOllS - by White's, Toltec, and Car
roll JndmitrJes. Finest quality im~truments a.t <tis
count. li'rec llteiature. Dal"is Detector Sales, Port 
Royal, Ya. :!25:J5. 

NASA CON'rUA('T SUVPLO~R offers authentic "Apollo 
4" diameter flight 1>atches at $2.00 each. Soun•nir 3" 
size, $1.00 ead1. AJ>ollo 7 - 16 set of ten in 4" size, 
$17.50. :r size set $8.00. 
As supplier to the world's largest C0!'porations, we 
offer custom embroidered patches from 25 pieces to 
25 million. Lowest prices. Fastest de1h·err. Design-An
Emblem Guiclc plus free sample emblem: 50¢ 

A-B Emblem ('orporntion. Rox ;{(i!l,), 
\Veaverville, North Carolina. 28787 

REAL ESTATE 

GOVERNMJ~Nl' LANDS ... J.ow us $1.25 AcrPI 
A,·allahlc rm n•cn•ation. l11re:-;tu1em or l10111rst(•:uling. 
For latest report, !-('llil $1.00. WES'J'EH:,J LA:\'DS, Hox 
1555-C:\l, 'J'ncomn. \\"nslllt11,tto11 08401. 

llUXT OX YOl"H OWN LA!\?J> in the primitive areas 
or :\lontana. l<laho, Wni.;flington. Camp or b111ld :ronr 
l111nter's ca.l1in in the lu•n1t of the big game anct upland 
bird <'Otmto·. Firr ro forty acre tracts in America's 
,•anishing wlhlNn<•~s. :\s little as $1550. Low down 
payment. 'l'C'l'lllS n,•ailahl" nt less than bani.: rates. 
};rer)· trart "ith 1-ti·m,·lng: timber. View sir<1s nml water
front avallable on Jakt•s or strrams. Gnaranreecl road 
access. warranty dN·d ancl title ins11mnce. IrreplacalJle 
natmal Ian<\ for 1•njo)·111rnt now. for retlrrment or 1n
restmem. St•om tht• sitr for yomf-'elf In th<' st•asons for 
:\£111<1 cl<1rr. \\llit<'lall, 1a.inhow. brook an<I cutthroat 11·ont. 
\Vi-ire for ftl'C llsr~ of ~ltes, IIJUJ)S llllll C'Ollll)IPI{' Infor
mation: Heforestntion, Inc .. Dept. C-14, P. 0. llox 
H0OG O11vo1tnnlty Station. Spokane. Washington O!l214. 

li"H.ET.; . . . JHG ... 1-'AJ.J., CATALOG! Describes 
and uktures hundreds of farms, ranches. town and 
country homes. business co111-1t to coast! S1>ecify type 
propert)' flml location prefeucrl. rXITED FAlL\I A(n.;N
CY. Gl2-)t(1 \Yest 47th St., Kansas Cit~·. :\£0. G4U2. 

8" GERMAN LOCKBLADE SURVIVAL KNIFE $2.25 
,1 Bladelock Release 

''BLACK TIGER" opens With Jlashtni: steel and hH"lh, PUlt)-
111;1llcally i11 •111c11ctl position. The razor sharp 3tr.t" IJlado 
Is or llnt!~t !-iollngcn steel. Always sharp, ready for use In 
Ille great outdoors. Oventll length 8". size closed 4", ~un 
11101111 J1111l(llcs. A precision made Gernum sponsknlfe, 
Order several. Sntl&fuctton guaranteed. Send check or 
111oncy order. $2.2!5 plus 35c postage. 

No. C.O.D. - Free 1972 Knife Catalog 

LEN COMPANY, Box KE-101, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11214 

GIVE YOUR FIREARMS 
COMPLETE CARE 

COMPLETE GU 
TREATMENT 
• Cleans - re 

of rust and leading. 
ubricates - will not freeze 

xidize or evaporate. Insures. 
erfect firing at all tempera
ures. 

Protects - leaves an invis
le magnetic film over all 
etal parts which will protect 
gains! rust and fingermarks. 

5 oz. ca.n $1.49 

Jet-Aer Corp., Paterson, H. J. 07524 

COMPLETE SPECIAL 
INVESTIGATOR KIT 

ONLY 

s21s 
First time ever offered! Professional investi
gator badge kit and case. Includes profes
sionally styled silver badge of extra heavy 
nickel for use by private and special investi
gators PLUS authentic type carrying case AND 
I. D. Card. Satisfaction Guaranteed or immed. 
refund. Only $2.75 plus 25¢ to cover post. 
& handling. 
NOT FOR USE BY NEW YORK STATE LICENSES 
WESTBURY SALES CO., D. D. Dept. GK-67 

P.O. Box 434, Westbury, N.Y. 11590 
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an old conventional and time-tried 
system. There is a disconnector so 
that the gun cannot be fired twice if 
the operator keeps the trigger de
pressed as he shuffles the slide. 

The finish on the 120 is uniformly 
good. It has a high lustre blue with 
the top of the receiver sandblasted 
and Parkerized to dampen sun glare. 
The stock and forend are lacquered 
by the special Marlin process which 
provides a long, tough and exceed
ingly durable finish. 

The action has two operating bars 
which completely eliminate cramping 
of the breechblock. There are twin 
extractors and the ejector is quite 
positive. Headspace is obtained by a 
mating of barrel and breechblock, the 
two are fitted at the factory and I sus
pect if the new owner ordered a sec
ond barrel it would have to be factory 
fitted. The barrel is joined and held to 
the receiver by the magazine cap 
which turns against a spring-loaded 
detent. 

The field model was bored full 
choke and is intended for ducks and 
geese. Patterned at 40 yards with a 
charge of 1½ oz No 2s, a mighty good 
goose loading, it patterned 76%. I like 
4s for ducks, especially the big fowl, 
like mallards, pintails and canvas
backs, so I switched to No 4 shot. The 
Federal load of 4 drams equivalent to 
1½ ounces by 4s in 10 patterns pro
duced an average pattern percentage 
of 82%. This at 40 yards. At 50 yards 
the same shell went 61 %. This is 
impressive. For 60% is accepted as 
modified performance. 

With 4 drams equivalent to 1½ ozs 
by 4s, the Remington Express loading 
for 10 patterns at 50 yards showed an 
average of 58%. Again these are mod
ified results and please note this is at 
fifty yards! It speaks well for both 
gun and cartridge. 

Firing Western Super-X charged 
with 1½ ozs No 4, and what I pre
sumed was 4 drams equivalent of 
powder-the company will not state 
the powder charge more than to refer 
to it as 'magnum'-the 10 patterns 
showed an average of 58.6%. This was 
consistent performance and if it did 
nothing else it pointed up the fact that 
the new Marlin regardless of whose 
shells were stuffed in it was capable 
of outstanding shooting. 

New Catalog 
SO Cents 

Col. Charles Askins 

100% 
HANDMADE 
KNIVES 

FRANK CENTOFANTE - Knifemaker 
P.O. Box 17587 • Tampa, Fla. 33612 

r---------••••••••••••----, 
ANTIQUE WEAPONS 

For the purchase and 
sale of antique pistols, rifles, 
edged weapons, armour. 

ROBERT ABELS, INC. 
P.O. Box 428-6, Hopewell Junction, N.Y. 12533 
Tell us what you are interested in and 
we will forward photos of available 
items. 

L-••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

..,.,. Build Your Own 
GUN CABINET 

It's EASY! With 
Gunberth@ Plans & Kits 

All details on Plans, Kits and 
llarclwarc for 35 Models are 
listed in ~E\V, 80 PAGE ... 

"Handbook''-Catalog, 
... illustrated in Color! Also 
contains tios on hest d<1~ign. 
Send NOW! Only $2.00 ppd., 
refundable first $10.00 order, 
(For Air ]\fail. add $1.00 extra) 

Coladonato Bros. G-102, Hazleton, Pa. 18201 

OVER 2 MILLION PER MONTH 

NEW 
18S GR .. 45 

AND THAT'S ONLY A START! 
We have doubled our production capacity and 
increased our plant size from 4,500 to 11,000 
sq. ft. We expect to double our sales from Jan. 
72 to Jan. 74. How? By taking on the dealers 
we could not serve in the past and continuing 
our basic pol icy of giving. . . . 
1. QUALITY: We have the most highly auto
mated equipment in the industry--each stroke 
of the machine starts, completes and does all 
the operations needed between to manufacture 
a bullet. We know what kind of bullet we have 
15 seconds after it starts from raw materials. 
2. DELIVERY: Shipment within 24 hours. 
3. PRICE: Our automated equipment eliminates 
handling, stora~e and quality control problems 
between operations. This keeps our cost down 
and we pass the savings along to you. If your 
dealer has been unable to get ZERO bullets in 
the past, please ask him to start now. 

ZERO BULLET COMPANY 
Cullman, Alabama 35055 

75 



SAVE s5_5g . 
• FREE 1972 REDHOOK .-.....-. 
• 2 FREE ISSUES 
• • s1.50 SAVINGS 
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GUN OF THE 
MONTH YOURS 

WIN 
THIS NAVY ARMS 

NOTHING TO BUY, 
NO ENTRY FEE! 
Simply mail a plain post card with 
the required information to GUNS 
Magazine TODAY and you will be 
eligible for the Oct. contest 
featuring the Navy Arms New 
Model Army Revolver. This .36 
Caliber Revolver is a beautiful 
blue and silver, weighs 2 lbs. 10 
oz., barrel ~gth is 6 ¼ in., and 
overall length Is 12 ¼ in. This and 
other outstanding values are 
available from Navy Arms Co., 689 
Bergen Blvd., Ridgefield, New Jer
sey. Write now for additional infor
mation. 

.36 Caliber New 
Model Army 

Revolver 

Sponsored by 
GUNS MAGAZINE 
and NAVY ARMS 

All you do to enter is fill in the 
required information on a plain 
post card and return it to GUNS 
Magazine. Be sure to enter bottom 
line Information - GM, October 
GUNS. DO NOT MAIL ANY ENTRY 
IN AN ENVB.OPE! Your name will 
be entered in the drawing to be 
held October 10th, and the winner 
will be announced in the Feb. 
issue of GUNS Magazine. 

DO NOT USE ENVELOPE! 
MAIL POST CARD TODAY 
r-- ---------- --, 

GUNS Ma.a1ir1e I 8150 N. C•ntral !Jork/Slioki•. 111./60076 I 
j Nom, _______ I 

Addre,._ _____ _ 

I c,,., __ S,ate_Z,p___ I 
L.!M-~~~~.::.J 
SAMPLE r~rORMATION ONLY 





EXPERTS! COLLECTORS! 

WHICH ONE IS THE COUNIERF Ell 

■ 

The original cost $200.00. *Our Model 1896 Military Mauser #206: $35.95 
{See below for answer) 

CLASSIC MACHINED MET AL REPLICAS 
Here they are: America's newest, most exciting gun collection. So absolutely authentic most 
experts can't detect them. Full size, precision-made, hefty machined metal replicas that feel, 
handle, weigh - even disassemble - and blued like the originals. Each model made of over 
30 hand finished parts. Delivered fully assembled. Yet these replicas need no license, certificate 
or registration to buy or sell. Guaranteed NOT TO FIRE! • 

~ 
Mi~~~1~~avy c~ 
#400. Only 

$23.95 

Chief Special 
#109. Only 

$19.95 

German "P-38." ·
Developed in 1938 
for Nazi Army 
#204. Only 

$19.95 

Mod::-. 
"Pea~:~~!er" ~ 
#100. Only 

$19.95 

Genn~ 
Auto;~tic~ 
#205. Only 

$19.95 

Italian 1934. 
.380 Automatic 
#302. Only 

$19.95 

Model 1911. U.S. 
Army Automatic 
#300. Only 

$19.95 

FREE. JUST OUT! 

*The counterfeit is on the right. 

Model 1908. PO8 
by Georg Luger ' 
#200. Only 

$21.95 

NEW COMPLETE FULL COLOR CATALOG 
OF 35 MODELS. START YOUR COLLECTION 
OF THESE FAMOUS HISTORICAL 
REPRODUCTIONS. 

REPLICA MODELS, INC. 
Dept. 4-10 610 Franklin St., Alexandria, Va. 22314 
Please send the following: #206 __ 
#100 __ _, #109•--~ #200 ___ #204 __ 
#300 ___ #302 , #400 __ ~ #205 __ 
Enclosed $•----- Add $1.25 postage per model. 
NAM,._ ______________ _ 
ADDRESS _____________ _ 

CITY. STATE ZIP __ _ 
□ SEND FOR FREE COLOR CATALOG 

Federal Government has ruled these "non-guns." Order by mail or see at your local dealer. 



MUZZLE LOADERS SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICES TO INDIVIDUALS 
BUY NOW WHILE LIMITED OFFER LASTS! 
NEW LOW PRICES 

ORDER DIRECT Muzzle loaders are EXEMPT from government regulations and may be shipped anywhere without federal restrictions. 
KENTUCKY PERCUSSION RIFLE 45 CAL. $69.90 

Muzzle loading Rifle. 35" Rifle Octagonal Barrel. Full wood stock. 
Brass patch box, weight 7 lbs. ($100 value) STANDARD MODEL 
$69.90 ENGRAVED MODEL $79.90 • 

ZOUAVE MODEL 1863 RIFLE $82.90 

The Finest Percussion Rifle Available. Beautiful Wood 
Full Stock. Lots of Brass. Rifled 33" Barrel. Excellent Shooter ($125.00 
Value) $82.90 

KENTUCKY PISTOL 44 

Rifled Bore, Fine Shooter Crafted 
from Finest Steel, Woods & Brass. 
($80.00 Value) 

Percussion 44 Cal. - $48.90 
Flintlock 44 Cal. - $48.90 

Standard Percussion 41 Cal. - $19.90 

1851 NAVY REVOLVER 36 

$28.90 
36 Caliber, 
Blue Finish 
One Piece Walnut Grips, 
Brass Frame 36 Cal. $28.90 
Case Hardened Frame 36 Cal. $36.90 
Deluxe Navy Silver Trim 36 Cal. $45. 90 
Brass Frame 44 Cal. $33.90 

MODEL 1860 ARMY 44 2nd MODEL 44 DRAGOON 

$39.90 
Percussion 44 Cal. Cylinder 
Engraving. Blue Finish, Walnut 
Grips 8" Barrel. Beautiful Collectors & 
Shooters Piece ($90.00 Value) 
Case Hardened Frame Deluxe Model $56. 90 
Brass Frame Model $39. 90 

$69.90 
Beautiful Detail is Shown in This 
Fine Gun. Fully Engraved Cylinder 
Case Hardened Frame, Blue Finiir;h. Very 
large Piece. (Value $100.00) $69.90 

PRESENTATION CASED SETS 

Model 1851 Navy ........ $60.00 
Engraved 1851 Navy ..... $70.00 
New Model Army (Steel) ... $75.00 

1851 SHERIFF'S MODEL 36 

$31.90 
The Shorter 
Version of 36 
Cal. Navy 
Revolvers. Blue 
Finish, Walnut Grips 
Brass Frame 36 Cal. $31. 90 
Case Hardened Frame 36 Cal. $38.90 

WALKER MODEL 44 

\ ~ ---- $69.90 
l' The largest of the Percussion 44 

Cal. Revolvers Weighs 4 lbs. 8 oz. 
he Famous Gun of Captain Sam Walker. 

Saw Service During Mexican War. (Value 
$110.00) $69.90 

____ T_A_R_G_E_T_M_O_D_E_L-44 ____ .....:.., __ M_O_D_E_L_1_8_51_E_N_G_R_A_V_E_D_N_A_V_Y_3_6_....;...._T_O_W_E_R_F_L_IN_T __ L-:0-C-:-K:---:,-P-,-,IS:-:T:-:O-:-L~69~C:--:A-:--L . 

$39.90 
Solid Frame Single Shot Percussion 
Shootor. Adj. Target Sights. The Fav
orite of Muzzle Loader Shooters. 
($75.00 Value) 
Deluxe Model 44 Target $39. 90 
Engraved Model 44 Target $49.90 

BABY DRAGOON 31 

$33.90 
The Celebrated Model 1848 Baby 
Dragoon. Used During the Gold 

Rush Days. ($85.00 Value) 
Brass Frame Model $33.90 

Case Hardened Frame $43. 90 
Engraved Model $39.90 

POWDER FLASKS 

$39.90 
The Fine 36 Cal. Navy Fully 
Engraved, Beautiful Blue Fin• 
ish, One Piece Walnut Grips Very Elegant 
Collectors Gun. ($89.00 Value) $39.90 

NEW MODEL ARMY 44 

$39.90 

Rugged Steel or Brass Frame. Used 
During the Civil War & The Favorite 
of Officers. Blue Finish, Walnut 
Grips ($89.00 Value) 
Brass Frame $39.90 
Steel Frame $46.90 

BULLET MOLDS 

31, 36 or 44 Cal. 
Brass ...... $6.50 

36 or 44 Cal. 
Wood Handles $8.90 
Kentucky Rifle 
Mold ......... $7.90 

Walker Bullet 
$12.90 $6.50 $8.50 $8.50 $9.50 $6.50 $5.90 Mold ....... $7.50 

Holsters . . . . . $8.90 

NOTE ORDERING INFORMATION 
SEND YOUR ORDER DIRECT 

Percussion & Flintlock Pistols & Rifles are EXEMPT from Federal Regulations 
Send (cashiers) Check or Money Order, 25% for C.O.D. Add $2.00 per Pistol & $3.50 Per Rifle for Shipping. ln
~~~c~ia~~~tement that you_ are 21 Yrs. of Age or Older and that there are no Local Restrictions Against your 

CALL OUR ORDER DESK-Area Code 213-769-3811-IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. 

..: 

flf{}/k' 1W s _ •1 $23.90 r lots of Brass Fittings, Fine 
~.. Woods Very large Pistol. Used 

During Revolutionary War. ($35.00 Value) 
Harper's Ferry Model 1775 • $29.90 

PHILADELPHIA DERRINGER 41 

$24.90 
Full Wood Stock. 
Octagonal Barrel 
Blue Finish, Silver 

Trim. Very Small and Unusual 
Gun. ($49.90 Value) $24.90 

GUN COLLECTORS CATALOG 
New Big Catalog of Many Hard to Find Items. A 
Must for the BLACI< POWDER Shooter and Collector. 
Completely Illustrated With Photos of All Guns & 
Accessories Offered. 

SEND $1.00 

(: GUH CATALOG:) 

EMF Co. Inc. Dept. G, P.O. Box 1248, Studio City, Calif. 91604 

• 
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